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E Kansas Open Books Foreword

What use are high-minded books of political history, philosophy, or theory in 
the dynamic, messy world of real politics? Daniel Stid’s fine intellectual and 
political biography of Woodrow Wilson reminds us that this question need not 
be rhetorical. Wilson’s voracious reading and prolific writing in all three fields 
opened the door to a political career that began with the governorship of New 
Jersey and ended—a mere decade later—with the close of his second term as 
president of the United States. The ideas that emerged from his lifetime of in-
quiry informed both the leadership approaches he brought to those offices and 
the course corrections he was obliged to make while holding them.

The results? An undefeated record over three campaigns; a legacy of con-
structive legislation rivaled among US presidents only by Franklin Roosevelt 
and Lyndon Johnson; and, arguably, the foundations of the modern American 
administrative state and the contemporary world order. Class dismissed!

But wait: there is homework. For as Stid takes great and fruitful pains to show 
in Wilson’s case, the relationship between ideas and politics is not so simple.

Wilson began his scholarly career as a fierce critic of the strict separation of 
powers, on grounds that it not only hampered coordinated action but, ironi-
cally, had concentrated power in a feckless Congress. Legislators, he wrote in his 
first book, Congressional Government (1885), were not so much partisan as pro-
vincial, myopic, and venal. This state of affairs was both cause and consequence 
of Americans’ failure to manage the evolution of their constitutional system to 
ensure its healthy adaptation to the dynamic polity it governed. Wilson’s initial 
thought was to take a figurative leaf from the unwritten English constitution 
and populate the executive (minus the president) with serving members of 
Congress, which he believed would create more unified parties with more 
programmatic (versus pork-laden) legislative agendas. Wilson shied away from 
this scheme to some degree in Congressional Government, instead calling in more 
general terms for a managed process of evolution toward “responsible party 
government.” Still, his impulse to integrate the decision-making processes of 
government in order to adapt more quickly and nimbly to an increasingly 
complex and interdependent political economy remained strong.

vii
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viii the pre s ident as  state sman

Indeed, Wilson’s scholarly interest in and personal commitment to a recon-
structed and revitalized party system grew over the next two decades. Yet, as 
Stid’s narrative illuminates, several subtle changes in emphasis led him in time 
to a new conception of the president as both interpreter and mobilizer of pub-
lic opinion, through whom the tasks of responsible party government would 
be communicated and enforced. By the time he published Constitutional Gov-
ernment in 1908, the president appeared to him “the only national voice in af-
fairs”—perhaps not an adversary but a counterweight to Congress and, ideally, 
primary architect of his party’s program. Still, Wilson’s underlying concern was 
the same: the need for democratic government to adapt—and thus be inten-
tionally equipped to adapt—to the changing social realities of the governed. 
“Living Constitutions,” Wilson asserted, “must be Darwinian in structure and 
in practice.”

In an era of extreme inequality, political and cultural tribalism, and social 
tumult not unlike our own, Wilson’s ideas drew attention beyond the academy. 
In an almost comedic example of the frequently ironic relationship of ideas to 
politics, Wilson was recruited by the patrons and bosses of New Jersey’s Demo-
cratic political machine to run for the governorship, the office of which became 
the launchpad for his successful presidential campaign. Wilson did not succeed 
in pleasing his New Jersey patrons, but as governor and then as president he did 
succeed in putting his theories of interpretive leadership and responsible party 
government into practice—to a degree.

Stid demonstrates over and over how Wilson’s approach to policymaking 
reflected and informed his evolving ideal of constitutional government and 
political leadership in dynamic alternation. As governor and president, Wilson 
made herculean efforts to practice an interpretive, deliberative, legislatively in-
tegrative form of executive leadership that, in his view, was critical to reconcil-
ing democratic representation with productive experimentation in policy.  And 
though Stid does not focus on Wilson’s policies per se, one can make the case 
that his approach yielded bountiful progressive fruits. In New Jersey—haven of 
the nation’s trusts and a byword for “bossism”—Wilson rallied public opinion 
as well as several Republican state legislators behind an ambitiously pro-labor, 
antitrust, and anti-machine slate of economic and electoral reforms. In the 
White House, Wilson revolutionized the American political system, insisting 
that matters like tariffs, monetary policy, and corporate regulation be addressed 
continuously through administrative bodies responsive to dynamic change 
rather than solely through rapidly obsolescing statutes. Having secured a federal 
tariff commission, federal reserve board, and federal trade commission in his 
first term, Wilson made social and economic justice issues—rural relief, child 
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labor restrictions, a progressive income tax, shorter hours and better wages for 
federal employees—central to his second term agenda. As events threatened to 
drag the United States into the Great War raging in Europe, Wilson projected 
his ideal of collective self-governance through widely participatory, deliberative, 
and accepted processes of “common counsel” onto a global canvas. His plans for 
the League of Nations, doggedly pursued at the Paris Peace Conference, com-
bined his early strictures against dissipating power and his later ideas for holding 
it accountable to citizens, conjuring a radical vision of a world community ex-
ercising ultimate authority over even its most powerful members’ use of force.

And yet . . . Wilson permitted his southern cabinet officers to segregate their 
departments. He authorized military interventions in Mexico, Haiti, and the 
Dominican Republic that contradicted his burgeoning internationalist com-
mitments. He acquiesced to wartime repression of civil liberties and responded 
far too late to an epidemic of white violence against African Americans even 
as black soldiers were serving and dying in Europe. He resisted and thwarted 
the most egregiously imperialistic schemes of his counterparts at Paris, yet ac-
cepted an international mandates system assigning political privileges to colo-
nized peoples according to a crude ethnological hierarchy.

What do these failures of democratic vision, or practice, or nerve, tell us? 
Was Wilson’s interpretive leadership blinded by a vision-warping racism? Or 
did he interpret the prevailing mood of his party and nation all too well and 
let it dictate rather than merely contextualize his decisions? Was there some ir-
redeemable fault in Wilson, or in the notion of interpretive leadership through 
responsible party government? Or are the explanations more complicated?

Stid does not answer these questions, but that is not a failing of his book. His 
account of Wilson’s constitutional thought makes it clear that Wilson could not 
help but know that many of his decisions, actions, and failures to act contra-
vened his democratic ideals—an impression confirmed by the historical record. 
He should have assumed (at least more often than he did) that frank and public 
acknowledgment of his mistakes was the best way to promote those ideals and 
learn how to embody them more fully in American institutions and his own 
actions. And so should we. The virtue of deeply researched, historically nuanced, 
empathetic yet critical works of history like the one you are reading now is 
that they enlighten and empower their citizen readers rather than instruct or 
indoctrinate them. Fundamentally, Stid’s book is an empirically substantiated 
account of Wilsons’s constitutional thought and legacy. Simultaneously, it is a 
tool, or at least an inspiration, for holding our own statesmen and stateswomen, 
our own allies and enemies, and above all ourselves to a higher standard of eth-
ics than Wilson maintained, and a lower standard of consistency than his critics 
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have demanded. The former encourages humble inquiry and disciplines cou-
rageous thinking. The latter narrows understanding and licenses prejudice. In 
today’s real world of polarized, demonizing, ideological politics, Wilson’s elastic 
thinking and complex legacy are more relevant than ever.

Trygve Throntveit
Minneapolis, MN
July 2020
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rda Preface 

By the late 1980s, many political scientists were bringing a new sense of 
urgency to their discipline's perennial concern about problems of govern
ance in the United States. They had their reasons. The 1970s had witnessed 
Watergate, the Vietnam debacle, stagflation, and the Iranian hostage crisis; the 
1980s, ballooning budget deficits, the Iran-Contra scandal, and nearly a de
cade of sniping and gridlock between Republican chief executives and 
Democratic legislators. The extent and variety of the problems suggested 
that something was fundamentally wrong with the political system. Leading 
scholars contributed essays to volumes published by Washington think tanks 
whose titles asked blunt questions such as Separation of Powers-Does It Still 
vVc>rk? (American Enterprise Institute, 1986) and even Can the Government 
Govern? (Brookings Institution, 1989). To explore these questions and de
velop the systemic reforms that seemed necessary,James MacGregor Burns 
and several other political scientists banded together with J. William Ful
bright, Robert McNamara, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, and other prominent 
citizens to form the Committee on the Constitutional System. Even Time 
magazine got into the act. The cover of its October 23, 1989, issue depicted 
George Washington shedding a fat tear and asked, "Is Government Dead?" 

Whether or not the nation is undergoing a crisis of governability is the 
kind of big, messy question that beginning graduate students love to take 
up, much to the chagrin of their teachers. I was 1,10 exception to this pattern. 
Fortunately, my adviser, Paul Peterson, was. With his encouragement, I set 
out to get some historical perspective on the issue by doing a seminar paper 
on Woodrow Wilson. Reformers usually cited Wilson's writings as the start
ing point for concerns about governance in the United States, and I reasoned 
that since Wilson, unlike most reform-minded political scientists, came to 
hold real power, his teachings and experience would make a useful contri
bution to the contemporary debate about governance. 

I soon discovered, however, that it would take more than a quick study 
to bring the lessons of Wilson's theory and practice to bear on the debate, as 
scholars disagreed sharply about the nature and effects of his program. Many 
of his biographers and an earlier generation of political scientists who fo-

Xl 
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cused on his travails and accomplishments as president saw him as an inno
vative and effective leader. But more recent work by political scientists con
centrated on Wilson's political theory and led to the conclusion that he had 
established an unstable form of democratic leadership. This scholarly impasse 
raised a number of intriguing questions. What was Wilson attempting to do 
with his theoretical program and how well did he do it? Should he be cast 
as a constructive master or a destructive idealist in the drama of American 
political development-or, as increasingly seemed likely to me, in another 
role entirely? I concluded that the way to resolve these questions was to 
pursue them in an interdisciplinary fashion-fully exploring the logic and 
importance of Wilson's ideas about leadership and governance but in the 
appropriate historical context and with an eye as to how he developed and 
applied them. 

I had one other goal in undertaking this book that deserves mention. 
Early on, I believed that Woodrow Wilson's attempt to establish responsible 
government in the United States would be highly useful in determining the 
potential influence of ideas and leadership on the American polity. If ever a 
statesman was in position to bring about the sort of fundamental change 
that reformers in the 1980s were claiming was necessary to solve the nation's 
quandaries, it was Woodrow Wilson, not simply because of the power of his 
ideas and his office, but also because he led the nation at a time when its 
politics and government were, in a sense, up for grabs. To determine the 
methods and extent of his influence amid the tumult of the Progressive Era 
was indeed an exciting prospect. I was thus somewhat taken aback when the 
evidence increasingly suggested that while Wilson's program had reshaped 
some of the basic features of the U.S. polity, those features had far greater 
impact on the shape of his program. This idea seemed a depressing commen
tary on the power of democratic statesmanship, but two lines of thought led 
me to conclude otherwise. 

One was elaborated in James March and Johan Olsen's seminal essay 
"The New Institutionalism" (American Political Science Review 78 [March 
1984]), in which they observed that leadership, even in its most compelling 
form, consists of an interplay. Leaders seek to transform the institutional and 
political circumstances in which they operate-and are transformed in the 
process. "Leaders interact with other leaders and are co-opted into new be
liefs and commitments. The leadership role is that of an educator, stimulating 
and accepting changing world views, redefining meanings, stimulating 
commitments" (p. 739). This discussion led me to appreciate that Wilson's 
adaptations were just as much a part of his statesmanship as his innovations, 
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not simply because he deemed them necessary, but also because, once made, 
they were integral to his program and shaped his thought and actions. 

The second line of thought was that Wilson's difficulty in remaking key 
features of the Founders' regime, and his substantial accommodation of their 
constitutional logic in his own program, did not mean that human agency 
was losing out to impersonal structure or that statesmanship did not matter. 
For the Founders were statesmen too. They had sought to create a constitu
tional system that would be resistant to the changes Wilson wanted to bring 
about, and as Wilson struggled to transform the separation of powers and the 
diversity of the extended republic, he was struggling with the legacies of 
their statesmanship. Insofar as it was not Wilson's program but rather the 
constitutional legacies that prevailed, it was because history and the wisdom 
those legacies embodied, whatever their shortcomings, had given them the 
advantage. 

I HAD invaluable help in completing this book. Generous financial assis
tance came at key points from the Government Department at Harvard 

University, the Mellon Foundation, the Intercollegiate Studies Institute, and 
the Faculty Development Committee at Wabash College. 

It was my good fortune to be a graduate student in the Government De
partment at the same time as several thoughtful and good-natured colleagues 
who shared and enlightened my interest in American political thought and 
history: Gordon Silverstein, Matthew Dickinson, Robert Lieberman, Patrick 
Wolf, and Jessica Korn. I was lucky to catch up with Jessica several years later, 
during the year of our congressional fellowships, when we solved many of 
the problems I had in writing this book during lunchtime walks on the Mall 
in Washington, D. C. 

Many teachers, colleagues, and friends have kindly read papers, chapters, 
and drafts of this book over the years and offered much help in the way 
of constructive criticism. In this regard, I want to thank Sidney Milkis, 
Michael Nelson,James Ceaser, Stephen Skowronek, Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr., 
Richard Ellis, Mark Peterson, Shep Melnick,Jeffrey Sedgwick,Jeffrey Tulis, 
Terri Bimes, Lauren Osborne, Jerry Mileur, and the late H. Douglas Price. 
My greatest intellectual debt is to Paul Peterson. From the outset, he com
bined enthusiastic support for this project with incisive criticism, bolstering 
me and improving the work at the same time. I could not have asked for 
more in an adviser. 

I received generous support in other ways as well. Jerry Mileur was so 
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kind as to present me with a signed first edition of Wilson's Congressional 
Government, which I took special pleasure in using while writing this book. 
Arthur Link extended another wonderful gift when, as he was closing up 
shop in Princeton, having edited the last volume of the monumental Papers 
of T-Voodrow Wilson, he hosted me for a day, answered a whole notebook full 
of questions, and took me to lunch at Prospect House, Wilson's home while 
he was president at the university. I would be remiss if I did not thank 
Christine, Teddy, John, and the rest of the early morning crew at Bella's 
Diner in Tarrytown, New York. The hearty ambiance they provided nurtured 
many an insight at a critical stage in this study, while the bad coffee they 
served made certain that, sooner or later each morning, I would return home 
and get to work. 

My colleagues and students in the Department of Political Science at 
Wabash College provided a most collegial and stimulating setting in which 
to teach and to refine and test the propositions that are presented here. I am 
especially indebted to Phil Mikesell, Chair of the Social Scientes Division, 
and Melissa Butler, Chair of the Department, for many professional and per
sonal kindnesses. 

The Congressional Fellowship Program of the American Political Sci
ence Association and its administrator, Kay Sterling, gave me the great op
portunity to serve as a participant-observer for a year on Capitol Hill. I will 
always appreciate the welcome extended to me by the Honorable Richard 
Armey, his chief of staff, Kerry Knott, and the other staff members in the 
Office of the Majority Leader. Spending a year working alongside them in 
the 104th Congress gave me a real Ph.D. in politics and, in the process, im
proved many of the arguments in this book. 

Fred Woodward, director of the University Press of Kansas, is the kind 
of publisher everyone should wish for: patient but persistent, insightful as a 
critic, and quick with a joke for an anxious author. I also appreciate the 
careful readings that Wilson Carey Mc Williams and Lance Banning, coedi
tors of the American Political Thought series, gave the manuscript. I am 
proud indeed to have my book deemed worthy of inclusion in their series. 
I am especially indebted for the thoroughgoing review of the manuscript 
that Kendrick Clements did for the press; he saved me from many problems 
of historical interpretation. 

The book you are about to read has been improved dramatically because 
of the critical readings provided by the colleagues noted above. Insofar as 
faults remain, I alone am responsible for them. 

One final note: my family has contributed much-no doubt too much
to the completion of this work. I am grateful to my father, Peter Stid, for 
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teaching me the meaning of workmanship, and to my mother, Sara, for her 
benevolent overestimation of my potential. My in-laws, Alain and Rosemary 
Enthoven, gave me the downstairs study and a Stanford Library card and 
their house over to my family for several summers in a row. The twins, Noah 
and Sophia, have endured far too many weekends with me at the office
although, given my mood when writing, they might well have been better 
off. As for my wife, Martha, she has been wonderful, in this and so many 
other things. 
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~ Introduction 

Toward the end of the evening on September 29, 1914, Woodrow Wilson 
settled down in his study at the White House for a talk with his closest friend 
and adviser, Colonel Edward House. It was their custom in such meetings 
to review the various conundrums of politics and policy facing the adminis
tration, and on this night, the two men spent most of their time hashing out 
plans for a diplomatic overture to the British Foreign Office concerning 
the war that had just engulfed Europe. Before retiring, though, Wilson and 
House turned to a less troublesome, more familiar topic, one they could dis
cuss in broader strokes. "We talked much of leadership and its importance 
in government," House recorded in his diary. "He has demonstrated this to 
an unusual degree. He thinks our form of government can be changed by 
personal leadership." For his part, though, the normally obsequious Colonel 
House had reservations. He told Wilson that "no matter how great a leader 
a man was, I could see situations that would block him unless the Consti
tution was modified. He does not feel as strongly about this as I do."1 

At that point in his presidency, Wilson had every reason for confidence 
in the power of his personal leadership. His program for establishing what 
he termed responsible government, developed during his three decades as a 
political scientist, appeared to be working. The crux of the program was to 
have a wise and visionary leader, supported by a principled political party, 
draw together the executive and legislative branches that Wilson believed 
the Founders had impractically separated in the Constitution. The result
ing integration of the separated powers would provide for responsible gov
ernment by giving the leader and his party the power they needed to gov
ern and by enabling voters to reward or punish them for what they did or 
failed to do. Upon becoming president, Wilson put his plan into practice. 
He reached out to lead the disciplined Democratic majorities in Congress 
in several innovative, even audacious ways. The result was the New Freedom, 
a sweeping set of reform bills that lowered tariff rates, stiffened the anti
trust laws, and established the Federal Reserve Board and Federal Trade 
Commission. 

In his diary entry for September 29, 1914, Colonel House also made note 
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of Wilson's intention, after leaving the presidency, to write a book entitled 
Statesmanship, in which he would explore the "essence of government."2 

Had Wilson ever managed to write this study, he might well have accepted 
House's point about the need for constitutional reform, not least because of 
Wilson's eventual failure to secure Senate ratification of the Versailles Treaty 
and the League of Nations Covenant contained within it. But Wilson was in 
no shape to undertake his magnum opus at the end of his presidency. Dur
ing his disastrous confrontation with Henry Cabot Lodge and the Senate, 
Wilson exhausted himself and suffered a crippling stroke. The separation of 
powers, which Wilson had bridged with such drama and effect during the 
New ,Freedom, ultimately gave rise to a struggle that left his dearest policy, 
his presidency, and the man himself in ruins. 

The irony-or rather the tragedy-of Wilson's overwhelming defeat is 
that he could have predicted it himself. At the outset of his career as a po
litical scientist, Wilson had been convinced that constitutional amendments 
that would fuse the separated executive and legislative powers were neces
sary preconditions for the establishment of responsible government. But the 
political prospects for Wilson's amendments were dim at best. "How to bring 
the country to adopt the new system?" he asked in one of his early essays. 
"There's the rub." Wilson concluded that the situation called out for "a con
test of reason, a mission of statesmanship."3 

Wilson's "mission of statesmanship" is the subject of this book. It can be 
noted here, to preview the argument elaborated below, that Wilson's mission 
took a fateful turn with a decision he made shortly after embarking on it. 
In order to widen the audience for his reform tracts, he decided to drop his 
calls for constitutional amendments and instead began advocating, to use his 
phrase and emphasis, "responsible government under the Constitution."4The 
change in tack cleared the way for his remarkable achievements as a political 
scientist and leader. But-as the ambivalent Wilson realized-the change 
also left his plan for responsible government vulnerable to the countervail
ing and constitutionally entrenched logic of the Founders' separation of 
powers. This logic ultimately confounded his efforts to lead as the prime 
minister of a responsible party. And it meant that Wilson had both the means 
and the inclination to lead as an independent and energetic president, which 
further jeopardized his parliamentary ideal. 

In approaching Wilson, this book sets out to understand him as he un
derstood himself throughout his public life, as a statesman, i.e., a leader en
deavoring to coordinate political theory and practice in order to improve 
the health of the polity. 5 This approach might seem presumptuous. The in
clination of realistic if not cynical political scientists and citizens-and these 
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days there are not many other kinds-is to see the ideas of political leaders 
as fancy cover for underlying ambitions or compulsions. Several studies of 
Woodrow Wilson do just this; indeed, he has become something of a poster 
boy for the field of psychobiography.6 It will be shown here, however, that 
Wilson's ideas about responsible government need to be taken seriously, both 
in their own right and as a key to understanding his leadership. His program 
had a coherence and consistency of its own, as he developed and applied it, 
that cannot easily be explained by his personality. 

Although Wilson's program cannot be reduced to a mere rationalization 
of the drives of his complex personality, neither can it be elevated to the 
realm of political philosophy. Some thoughtful interpreters of the broad 
sweep of Wilson's political, social, and religious thought have cordoned off 
the cigar smoke and compromises that clouded his political career and con
centrated instead on his thinking as it matured, in a presumably more pris
tine setting, during his academic years.7 When studying Wilson's program 
for responsible government, though, it is neither possible nor desirable to 
sustain this intellectual quarantine. In 1883, when Wilson decided to opt out 
of his fledgling legal practice and commence graduate study in history and 
political science at Johns Hopkins University, he was not giving up on his 
long-standing desire to be a statesman. Indeed, he decided on an academic 
cai;eer because he believed it was the best outlet for his ambitions, that he 
could maximize his impact by serving as an "outside force" in politics.8 

Right from the start of his academic career, Wilson began pulling theoretical 
punches in order to make his program more practical and appealing to poli
tidans and reformers. He did not view his accommodation of political re
ality as a compromise of his intellectual integrity; rather, he saw it as a form 
of statesmanship. In 1886, in his first year as a professor, Wilson proposed 
that the ideal professor of politics "should bridge over the gulf between 
closet doctrine and rough, everyday practice" and "be no less a scholar for 
being studiously a man of the world."9 

Later, in Wilson's 1910 presidential address to the American Political Sci
ence Association, he spoke of "the statesmanship of thought" and "the states
manship of action," and had this to say about the connection between them: 
"The man who has the time, the discrimination, and the sagacity to collect 
and comprehend the principal facts and the man who must act upon them 
must draw near to one another and feel that they are engaged in a common 
enterprise .... Know your people and you can lead them; study your people 
and you may know them."10 

By this point in his career, Wilson believed that the American people 
could be best known and led, and his program for responsible government 
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best implemented, from the presidency. If Wilson is to be judged as he would 
have judged himself, the analysis of his theoretical program needs to be 
measured by the practical test he put it to during his presidency. 

Wilson himself struggled to come to terms with the preliminary results 
of this test, and as he did so he continued to modify his program. In the 
crucible of the White House, he came back to and reaffirmed the teachings 
of his early, "immature" writings on relations between Congress and the 
president. As president, Wilson also changed his mind and concluded that, in 
some instances, the constitutional separation of the executive and legislative 
powers was preferable to a parliamentary fusion of them. Examining these 
significant but heretofore unappreciated modifications in Wilson's program 
dissolves the common notion that it had assumed a final, mature formulation 
by the end of his academic career. 

My aim, then, is to study Wilson's statesmanship of thought and his states
manship of action as a piece, to look over Professor and then President Wil
son's shoulder as he grappled with the separation of powers. But Wilson's 
statesmanship also needs to be situated in the appropriate historical context. 
He was profoundly influenced and animated by the unsettling political de
velopments and controversies in which he was engaged, remaining con
vinced throughout his life that he lived amid a critical conjuncture in 
American history. Historians and political scientists have since borne him 
out. Dramatic industrial growth, the closing of the frontier, the swelling of 
American cities with newcomers from the farmlands and abroad, the emer
gence of the United States as a world and colonial power-these and other 
developments were overwhelming the patterns of leadership and party poli
tics that had prevailed for most of the nineteenth century. As a result, Ameri
can reformers began what Robert Wiebe has termed a "search for order."11 

Woodrow Wilson was in the thick of the search, and his program for respon
sible government was his unique contribution to it. 

The nature of Wilson's program left him no choice but to fight on two 
fronts in the debate over what direction the search should take. Wilson took 
on defenders of the constitutional status quo and the traditional parties that 
thirsted for its offices. At the same time, he opposed radicals wanting to 
empower heroic executives and expert administrators by eradicating party 
politics altogether. Wilson generally gave as good as he got in these debates, 
but they also shaped and constrained the evolution of his program. 

Approaching Wilson in this manner yields a perspective that challenges 
both the traditional and revisionist schools of thought on his statesmanship.12 

The traditional interpretation appears in the work of biographers and po
litical scientists who are sympathetic to (if not outright supporters of) Wil-
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son, his progressive policies, and the office of the presidency. These scholars 
hold their subject up as an inspiring exemplar for contemporary presidents. 
Arthur Link summarizes the conclusions of this school of thought when 
he argues that during the New Freedom, Wilson was able to "demonstrate 
conclusively" that the president could serve as "the chief spokesman of the 
American people" and "destroy the wall between the executive and legisla
tive branches." As a result, "historians a century hence will probably rate his 
expansion and perfection of the powers of the presidency as his most lasting 
contribution." 13 

The revisionist view of Wilson appears in the work of conservative po
litical theorists sympathetic to the constitutional design of the Founders. 
These scholars criticize Wilson for tearing down the obstacles that the crea
tors of both the Constitution and the nineteenth-century party system 
placed athwart the presidential leadership of public opinion. Even though 
the popular appeals that Wilson made over the heads of his Senate opponents 
in the Treaty fight backfired, his "rhetorical presidency" left a permanent 
mark on the polity. As a result of Wilson's dangerously naive theory and 
practice,James Ceaser and his coauthors contend, we are led more and more 
"to neglect our principles for our hopes and to ignore the benefits and needs 
of our institutions for a fleeting sense of oneness with our leaders."14 

As divergent as these interpretations are, scholars in both camps depict a 
theorist and leader who boldly confronted and profoundly changed the sepa
ration of powers. The following account, in contrast, pays due homage to the 
moderation of Wilson's statesmanship, his persistent ambivalence regarding 
his program for "responsible government under the Constitution;' and the 
resilience of the separation of powers. It also finds Wilson's program impli
cated in both his successes and his failures, in the New Freedom and the 
treaty debacle. This reconsideration will not support the sharply divergent 
and unabashed conclusions regarding Wilson and the separation of powers 
in the traditional and revisionist interpretations, but it may be useful in dis
cerning what, if anything, might be done to meet better the challenges of 
leadership and governance that Wilson confronted and that continue to face 
the United States. 



fda ONE 

Toward "Power and Strict 
Accountability for Its Use" 

"Our patriotism seems of late to have been exchanging its wonted tone of 
confident hope for one of desponding solicitude. Anxiety about the future 
of our institutions seems to be daily becoming stronger in the minds of 
thoughtful Americans." Thus began Woodrow Wilson's quest to bring re
sponsible government to the United States. These sentences, leading up to a 
warning about "a marked and alarming decline in statesmanship," intro
duced an essay that he wrote in 1879, at the age of twenty-two, during 
his senior year at Princeton. 1 Entitled "Cabinet Government in the United 
States;' the essay appeared in the International Review (the editor of which, it 
is worth noting, was a young Harvard scholar named Henry Cabot Lodge). 
Over the next six years, as Wilson studied law at the University of Virginia, 
practiced it for a short time in Atlanta, then undertook graduate study in 
political science at Johns Hopkins University, he expanded and refined the 
argument of "Cabinet Government" in a series of essays and unpublished 
manuscripts. The series culminated in Wilson's doctoral dissertation, better 
known as Congressional Government. 

In his thesis, the young political scientist had the audacity to criticize the 
separation of powers-deemed "the sacred maxim of free government" in 
The Federalist2-as instead a "radical defect" in -the Constitution, the root 
cause of the sorry statesmanship, political skulduggery, and governmental 
drift that was then bedeviling the nation. Wilson acknowledged that given 
the prevailing "blind worship" of the Constitution, this proposition made 
him something of a heretic.3 In spite of his heresy-or perhaps because of 
it-he quickly became a nationally prominent voice for political reform. 
Before analyzing Wilson's argument and the way he managed to achieve 
such prominence, it will be helpful to consider what prompted him to be
come a heretic in the first place. 

6 
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I 

In large part the answer lies with the historical conditions in which Wilson 
came of political age during the 1870s. Though each generation of Ameri
cans hears charges of unmatched corruption in Washington, at this point 
the accusations might well have been true. The 1870s witnessed the apex of 
the fabled "great barbecue," in Vernon Parrington's apt phrase, in which the 
ruling bands of politicians liberally passed out favors to their benefactors 
in the form of favorable tariff rates,jobs, land grants, veterans' pensions, and 
so forth. The distinction between business deals and political agreements, 
often ambiguous in the United States, became a distinction without a dif
ference. The corrupt reign of the Tweed Ring and the Credit Mobilier, 
Whiskey Ring, and congressional salary grab scandals marked the first 
part of the decade. So did the final, more dubious stages of what Wilson 
would subsequently term the "damnable cruelty and folly of Reconstruc
tion." 4 

All of this was no doubt made more intolerable to the young Woodrow 
Wilson because it was presided over by the hapless Ulysses S. Grant, the 
conqueror of his boyhood homeland. Though Wilson's father, the Reverend 
Joseph Ruggles Wilson, was an Ohioan, he had moved his family to the 
South and was a leader of the proslavery wing of the Presbyterian Church. 
During the war, the boy saw his father's church in Augusta, Georgia, serve 
as a hospital for Confederate wounded and as a makeshift prison for captured 
Union soldiers. Although Wilson was only nine when the war ended and 
would say as an adult that he had always considered himself a "Federalist;' 
his rearing in the South gave his allegiance to the national government a 
well-honed critical edge.5 

Wilson's unique perspective shows up clearly in a draft of one of his 
earliest public speeches, entitled "The Union," which he gave to his fellow 
students at Princeton in November 1876. He proposed that "no American 
can think of the Union and the principles upon which it is founded without 
a flush of pride and thrill of patriotism," and proceeded to rely chiefly on 
the words of Yankee Daniel Webster to flesh out these principles. However, 
Wilson left no doubt about his views on Reconstruction. He condemned 
"the fanatical partisans who enrage the people by their frantic wavings of 
the bloody shirt" and the "traitors who have crept into favor in certain parts 
of the country by the miserable ambition of petty politicians." The greatest 
danger to the Union, though, was "the sad lack of great men .... of guiding 
genius." Were statesmen like Webster to reappear, there would be hope for 
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healing "the lesions of all parts of the country" laid open by the war, for 
promoting "that union of hearts for which the Southern people are so eager 
if their Northern brethren will only meet them half way."6 

It was no coincidence that Wilson made his appeal for integrating states
manship in the anxious weeks following the election of 1876, in which the 
ultimate victor in the presidential contest had yet to be decided. The cam
paign had excited and drawn out Wilson's formative political sentiments, 
which he recorded in his journal. He viewed the Democratic candidate, 
Samuel Tilden, as the sort of "good and prominent man" the riven nation 
had lacked for too long. Tilden's battles with Tammany Hall and his alle
giance to the economic principles of sound money and free trade also con
vinced Wilson that he was just the right man for the Democratic Party. 
While Wilson's southern upbringing had placed him firmly in the Demo
cratic fold, he believed that his party, too, had the tendency to stray from 
principle and indulge in the jobbery and corruption that were then preva
lent. The tendency was especially disturbing because, to Wilson's mind, the 
Democratic Party was the only hope for initiating a new age of reform 
politics, one in which great issues, especially the march toward freer trade, 
would replace retrograde, bloody-shirt politics. If this was to happen, the 
leadership of a statesman like Tilden was essential. Indeed, the night before 
the election Wilson remarked in his journal that "the salvation of the coun
try from frauds and the reviving of trade depends upon his election."7 

Such convictions led Wilson to immerse himself in the political rallies, 
bonfires, and debates held at Princeton in the suspenseful time that followed 
the popular vote. His mother, writing from North Carolina, described the 
"intense anxiety" that gripped southerners as they waited for the outcome 
of the election. She admonished her son not to get in fights with Republican 
students on campus-he evidently had come close. In this context, the even
tual elevation of Hayes, "that weak instrument of the corrupt Republicans," 
as Wilson saw him, notwithstanding Tilden's winning the popular vote, no 
doubt worsened the young man's disillusionment with his nation's politics.8 

A set of more diffuse influences interacted with the particulars of Wood
row Wilson's time and place to sharpen further the young man's political 
views. Prominent among them, as John Mulder has documented, was the 
Covenanter tradition of Calvinism espoused by Joseph Wilson. This tradi
tion carried a profound sense of both the difficulty and the necessity of the 
struggle for moral progress, upon which all social progress rested. At the same 
time, Woodrow Wilson's personal faith included an optimism about the pos
sibility of progress, an outlook that made him all the more impatient with 
politicians who did not foster it.9 He held political leaders to a moral stan-
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<lard that the bosses of the Gilded Age could not begin to meet. Notwith
standing the corruption in Washington, in 1876 he proposed that a "Chris
tian statesman," one committed, like a minister, to a determined "search for 
the truth;' was not a contradiction in terms but rather an attainable ideal.10 

The connection between Woodrow Wilson's moral and political views 
was reinforced by two political journals that Joseph Wilson subscribed to, 
the Nation and the Edinburgh Review. In the former, edited by the moralistic 
Scots-Irish liberal E. L. Godkin, the young Woodrow Wilson read frequent 
castigations of Grant and the spoilsmen. Through the latter, Wilson followed 
the golden age of Victorian liberalism, particularly the speeches and exploits 
of his heroes,John Bright and-especially-William Gladstone, whose por
trait hung over the schoolboy's desk. 11 

As a young man, Woodrow Wilson proposed that there was not a states
man "whose character is worthier of the study and imitation of the young 
men of a free country than is Mr. Gladstone's." Wilson held Bright in high 
esteem for the constancy with which the great radical had adhered to his 
reform principles over the years. Paradoxically, Wilson's even greater admi
ration for Gladstone stemmed in large part from his famous shifts on the 
grand issues of his time as he struggled, both in and outside of the cabinet, 
to come to terms with the best sentiments of public opinion, the logic of 
reform ideas, and the lessons from his experience in governing. Thus it was, 
Wilson argued, that Gladstone dropped the defense of the corn laws and the 
Church of England that had marked his days as an elitist young Tory to 
become a champion of free trade, religious toleration, and democratic re
form. Implicitly comparing this embodiment of the "Christian Statesman" 
with the sorry types that he saw ruling in Washington, Wilson declared that 
"[Gladstone's] life has been one continuous advance, not towards power 
only-fools may be powerful; knaves sometimes rule by the knack of their 
knavery-but towards truth also the while."12 

The capacity of Bright and Gladstone to move men with speech, which 
Wilson believed ultimately came from their "earnestness and sincere con
viction;' was also responsible for his high estimation of their leadership.13 

Rhetorical power clearly impressed the preacher's son. Wilson would listen 
to his father's sermons on the Sabbath, then return later in the week and hold 
forth before the empty pews to hone his own voice with the great speeches 
of Gladstone and Bright, Patrick Henry and Daniel Webster. After leav
ing home for college, he continued to solicit and receive guidance from his 
father on the art of speaking. At Princeton he was not only a frequent public 
speaker but an unceasing advocate for rigorous training of the student body 
in oratory and elocution so that its members might later be more effective 
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in public life. Wilson declared to his peers in a speech entitled "The Ideal 
Statesmen" that such a leader must "possess an orator's soul, an orator's words, 
an orator's actions. To nobleness of thought he must add nobleness of word 
and conduct."14 

In Wilson's mind, the crucial setting for the development and demonstra
tion of mastery in oratory came in formal debate. He was an avid participant 
in debating societies at every school he attended and paid great attention to 
the constitutional forms of these groups, seeing a relationship between a 
group's formal structure and the quality of its debates. The constitution 
he drafted in early 1877 for the Liberal Debating Club at Princeton illus
trated his belief in the supremacy of parliamentary forms that pitted two 
speakers against each other in a truth-winnowing debate, the hearts and 
minds of the audience and ultimately the power and authority of the an
tagonists hanging in the balance. A few months later, Wilson presented a 
debate resolution to his fellow members that called for establishing in the 
federal government parliamentary forms akin to those he had instituted in 
their club. 15 

Wilson's activities in the Liberal Debating Club demonstrated his grow
ing conviction that the stark contrast he detected between the likes of Glad
stone and Bright and their American counterparts was not merely the result 
of personal virtue or the lack thereof. The different forms of government 
in Great Britain and the United States now appeared to him to be eliciting 
virtuous and vice-ridden leadership, respectively. The "severe and uninter
mitted training" that the English leaders had undergone while rising up 
through the ranks in Parliament was what had ultimately enabled them "to 
command with effect and success." The American polity, with its diffu
sion of governing power and responsibility, had no such revealing proving 
ground for aspiring statesmen.16 Initially, this realization had driven Wilson 
to despair. Witness his diary entry on July 4, 1876: "One hundred years ago 
America conquered England in an unequal struggle and this year she glories 
over it. How much happier she would be now if she had England's form of 
government instead of this miserable delusion of a republic." 17 But instead 
of wallowing in pessimism and Anglophilia, Wilson fixed upon the idea of 
saving the "miserable" government of his own country by establishing En
glish forms in it. 

During his senior year at Princeton, Wilson began to frame his argument 
for such a change. He did so primarily with the aid of Walter Bagehot's The 
English Constitution. In this essay, first published in 1867, Bagehot had sought 
to probe beneath the ''dignified parts" of the English Constitution, i.e., the 
triune balance of the Crown, Lords, and Commons, in order to reveal its 
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"efficient secret," namely, the fusion of executive, legislative, and party lead
ership in the cabinet. In a comparison of the British and American systems, 
Bagehot praised cabinet government for producing-and criticized the sepa
ration of powers for thwarting-responsible legislation, sound administra
tion, and an edifying public debate over the means and ends of policy. 18 

Bagehot's highly stylized treatment of parliamentary and presidential 
government resonated with and organized Wilson's impressions of the two 
regimes. In the process, Bagehot whetted the young man's desire for political 
reform in the United States. Bagehot also provided Wilson with a method 
for proceeding. As Wilson began working on Congressional Government a few 
years later, he reread Bagehot's book and confided to Ellen Axson, his fiancee, 
that -it "has inspired my whole study of our government." Wilson wanted 
to rest his analysis, as had Bagehot, on interpretive insight and literary flour
ish, forsaking the systematic empirical research and objective presentation 
advocated by his graduate advisers at Johns Hopkins University. Wilson be
lieved that his alternative approach, "if it could be successfully applied to 
the exposition of our federal constitution, would result in something like a 
revelation to those who are still reading The Federalist as an authoritative 
constitutional manual." 19 

Yet on one point, Wilson's purposes diverged from those of Bagehot and 
paralleled those of the authors of The Federalist. Bagehot had laid bare the 
workings of the English Constitution so that his countrymen could better 
understand it and hold back from reforms that might jeopardize the political 
benefits that they were accruing under it.20 In contrast, Hamilton, Madison, 
and Jay sought to expose the shortcomings of the government of the United 
States under the Articles of Confederation in order to support their efforts 
to transform it. Wilson likewise wanted to reveal what he saw as the real 
nature of the American regime and the pathologies of power within it in 
order to bring about fundamental change. As Wilson confided to a friend 
soon after Congressional Government was published, the book's "mission was 
to stir thought and to carry irresistible practical suggestions .. . and set re
form a-going in a very definite direction."21 

II 
As Wilson explored the troublesome ramifications of the separation of pow
ers in his book, he argued that they were ironic in two key respects. One 
in:my was the curious staying power of this "radical defect." When the 
Founders framed the Constitution, Wilson argued, they had sought above all 
else to prevent the dangerous concentration of power that had occurred 
when King George III, Lord Bute, and the "King's Friends" had corrupted 
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and dominated Parliament. Toward this end, the Founders decided that seated 
members of the legislative branch could not hold executive offices, lest they 
trade their votes for a place in the administration. The resulting "absolute 
separation" of powers, Wilson argued, was an improvement over the British 
system under George III, but it was unnecessary. For at that very moment, 
Britain's unwritten constitution was already evolving toward the more re
sponsible system of government that emerged there in the mid-nineteenth 
century, a system in which the executive power was lodged in a cabinet 
elected by and accountable to the legislature. This form of government not 
only checked executive machinations but also allowed for more efficient 
policy-making through its fusion of executive and legislative power. The 
American separation of powers, however, had not undergone a similar pro
gressive evolution because its growth had been "hindered or destroyed by 
the too tight ligaments of a written fundamental law."22 By overreacting to 
a temporary perversion of the British Constitution, the American Founders 
had prevented their nation from subsequently experiencing its eventual per
fection. 

What is more, for all of their precautions, the Founders had still failed to 
prevent a dangerous concentration of power with their Constitution. Indeed, 
their design had brought one about, which was the second irony. Publius 
may have warned against the "impetuous vortex" of the legislature, yet in 
Wilson's view the Founders' constitutional design, by formally insulating 
Congress from executive control, effectively transferred all power to that 
vortex. 23 Bereft of sustained direction, Congress had, with time, met the 
invariable need for such guidance from within, setting up a complex internal 
structure of committees to organize its activities. As Congress's institutional 
capacity to act increased, it involved itself in more and more spheres of gov
ernmental activity. With this increased involvement came a distortion of the 
legislative function and a confounding of the separation of powers. Congress 
maladroitly sought to perform functions that Wilson held to be properly 
executive in nature, namely, framing legislation and supervising administra
tion. Thus preoccupied, Congress became, at the same time, much less suited 
for what he saw as the appropriate legislative functions of debating the poli
cies prepared and administered by the executive. Yet there was no stopping 
the congressional monolith once it had organized itself to govern. Hence the 
unpleasant but nonetheless efficient secret of the American regime, accord
ing to Woodrow Wilson: "The balances of the Constitution are for the most 
part only ideal. For all practical purposes the national government is supreme 
over the state governments, and Congress predominant over its so-called 
coordinate branches."24 
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For all of its ostensible power, the American presidency had proven to be 
an ineffectual counterbalance to congressional government. Wilson observed 
that there had once been signs of hope in this regard, in the early days of the 
republic, before Congress had blindly organized itself to take the initiative. 
The priority of foreign affairs in this period and the special responsibilities 
of the presidency for them had elevated the position of the office, not least 
by attracting great statesmen who felt called to wield its power. However, 
over the course of the nineteenth century, with Congress attempting more 
and more to govern on its own and with the growing importance of domes
tic affairs, the power and prestige of the presidency had gone into a down
ward spiral. The diminished office, Wilson argued, had become a creature of 
the parties. The brokering that party officials engaged in during the nomi
nating conventions was geared to select not the best statesmen but the least 
controversial candidates-the latter would give the party the best chance of 
controlling the spoils that came with winning the presidential contest. "The 
shoals of candidacy," Wilson lamented, "can be passed only by a light boat 
which carries little freight and can be turned readily about to suit the intri
cacies of the passage" (Congressional Government, pp. 41-45; subsequent par
enthetical citations in this section are to this book) . 

Wilson's critical analysis of the Gilded Age presidency anticipated the 
more famous observations offered three years later by James Bryce in The 
American Commonwealth on "why great men are not chosen presidents." But 
while Bryce criticized the debasement of the presidency by the party or
ganizations, he nonetheless appreciated the safety and stability that all the 
politicking brought to the presidency. He also detected a rough-hewn ad
ministrative effectiveness in the workings of the office. More recently,James 
Ceaser has likewise concluded that although the party brokering under
mined the independence of the office, it mitigated against factionalism and 
demagoguery, fostered the development of broad national coalitions, and 
preserved at least some energy in the executive.25 Unlike these observers of 
the nineteenth-century presidency, Wilson could not temper his criticism of 
it. He believed the nation needed more in the way of commanding states
manship, and it was not going to come from an executive office that had 
been bowled over by the legislature and the parties. 

In his extended critique of congressional government, Wilson laid out its 
dire implications for public policy. Bills whose support came from logrolling 
between and among the multifarious committees in the House and Senate, 
and which leaders pushed through in the normal course of congressional 
business with little or no debate, were destined to lack coherence and often 
to work against the public interest. 26 And once the legislation was passed, the 
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congressional capacity to intervene in the details and staffing of administra
tion, while sufficient to generate inefficiency and corruption, was insuffi
cient to produce the wisdom and information needed to frame laws success
fully or to hold administrators fully accountable (270-82). "Nobody stands 
sponsor for the policy of the government;' Wilson complained. "A dozen 
men originate it; a dozen compromises twist and alter it; a dozen offices 
whose names are scarcely known outside of Washington put it into execu
tion" (318). Although this situation was generally intolerable, Wilson be
lieved it to be urgently so at a time when, in the face of accelerating social 
and economic change, "the sphere and influence of national administration 
and national legislation are widening rapidly" (316). 

Congressional government also perverted party politics. In the absence 
of a conspicuous and sustained debate between the party controlling the 
government and the party opposing it, the electorate was neither in a posi
tion nor prompted to pass judgment on either party (rn1-2). As a result, 
Wilson argued, the parties did not feel compelled to work toward the pas
sage of a systematic legislative program or even collectively subscribe to a 
coherent set of principles. "They are like armies without officers;• he ob
served, "engaged upon a campaign which has no great cause at its back. 
Their names and traditions, not their hopes and policy, keep them together" 
(324). Getting into power and keeping hold of it, rather than using it, was 
the imperative. The unhealthy power of the patronage-fed organizations was 
geared largely toward these more mundane ends (98-99). Although a neces
sary antidote to the committee system, the sole mechanism providing for 
concerted party action-the legislative caucus-was an unsatisfactory in
strument, for it operated secretly, providing a haven in which compromises 
of principles. and the squelching of dissenting views could occur in secret 
(326-31). 

The policy and political perversions of congressional government pro
duced a dearth of statesmanship in the United States. So long as the game 
was played in such an unseemly manner and for relatively insignificant 
prizes in terms of the power one might ultimately exercise, good men and 
prospective leaders held back from public life, leaving the field to less admi
rable types. To make things worse, without the revealing and repeated tests 
of oratory and public leadership that characterized the parliamentary arena, 
these types had little difficulty in ascending to the highest echelons in the 
congressional government (205-6). 

What did Wilson propose to do about the problem of congressional gov
ernment? His solution was to galvanize the political power that had been 
first divided by the separation of powers and then dispersed by the rise of 
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the committee system in Congress: "Power and strict accountability for its use 
are the essential constituents of good government. A sense of highest re
sponsibility, a dignifying and elevating sense of being trusted, together with 
a consciousness of being in an official station so conspicuous that no faithful 
discharge of duty can go unacknowledged and unrewarded, and no breach 
of trust undiscovered and unpunished, -these are the influences, the only 
influences, which foster practical, energetic, and trustworthy statesmanship" 
(284; Wilson's emphasis). 

Wilson demurred from explicitly stating how the "power and strict ac
countability for its use" that he was calling for might be established in the 
United States, claiming, "I am pointing out facts,-diagnosing, not pre
scribing remedies" (315) . But he left little doubt that the remedy was cabinet 
government, the British version of which he openly admired in the book. 
To tease out his prescription, it is necessary to leave behind the comprehen
sive diagnosis of Congressional Government, which Wilson proposed was the 
culminating work in his series, and delve into his previous studies. 

In both of the essays that Wilson published prior to his book, he had 
called for a constitutional amendment to Article 1, Section 6's proscription 
on members of Congress holding offices in the executive branch. Wilson's 
amendment instead would have enabled and effectively required the presi
dent to select his cabinet secretaries from among seated members of the 
legislature. This change was the linchpin of his program for responsible gov
ernment at this point in time. It meant that "power and strict account
ability for its use" would be concentrated in the cabinet-a single commit
tee of congressional leaders who would retain their legislative positions and, 
at the same time, administer the executive departments. Wilson believed that 
the president would have to select the leaders of the majority party on Capi
tol Hill, for a combination of pride and necessity would quickly force the 
resignation of cabinets that were unable to maintain the support of Con
gress. Wilson's plan thereby envisioned a de facto system of Westminster
style ministerial responsibility operating on Capitol Hill, one that would 
produce a multitude of benefits. 27 

Prominent among those benefits was more effective government. Hold
ing the leadership positions in both branches-and in a party clearly ac
countable to the electorate-the cabinet would have both the drive and the 
capacity to frame, pass, and administer, with coherence and efficiency, the 
policy proposals upon which their party had stood before the electorate. 
Wilson argued that the ensuing debate between the counterpoised govern
ment and opposition parties in Congress over the merits and execution of 
these policies would winnow and improve, not thwart or pervert, legislation 
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and administration. "The educational influence of such discussion ... op
erates in two directions, -upon the members of the legislature themselves, 
and upon the people whom they represent."28 

With the immense political fortunes riding on the outcome of this de
bate, principles and oratory would replace the dispensation of patronage and 
pork-barrel legislation as the unifying forces of party action. Given the 
pressing need for them, men of principle and rhetorical power would be 
attracted into politics and rise to the forefront of the party organizations, 
taking over the leadership positions held by the backroom politicos. At elec
tion time, with so much power destined to fall into the hands of the major
ity party, party leaders would have to propose concrete and compelling pro
posals to the voters-and hold to them after the election. In this sense, public 
opinion, brought into focus by an ongoing debate over principles and pro
grammatic mandates, would replace the caucus leader as the true "boss" of 
the party in power. 29 

III 
Such was the basic logic of Wilson's program to establish responsible gov
ernment in the form of cabinet government. To appreciate it fully and to 
understand the ways in which Wilson elaborated it, his writings need to be 
juxtaposed with the proposals of other reformers then at work. Wilson 
formed and honed his program so that it might win out over them. By far 
the most widely advocated of the alternatives was civil service reform. Lib
eral and mugwump reformers such as E. L. Godkin and Carl Schurz insisted 
that if government jobs were not handed out as rewards for political service 
but rather filled on the basis of merit with "the best men," in the phrase of 
the time, the political, economic, social, and moral health of the nation would 
be set aright. 30 Woodrow Wilson likewise believed that the spoils system had 
to go. As he put it in 1887 in "The Study of Administration"-a seminal 
essay in the founding of the discipline of public administration-"although 
politics sets the tasks for administration, it should not be suffered to manipu
late its offices."31 

But Wilson also held that putting a stop to inappropriate political involve
ment in administration had to await the establishment of responsible gov
ernment. In Congressional Government, Wilson proposed that this priority 
was inadvertantly borne out by Dorman Eaton's Civil Service in Great Britain: 
A History ef Abuses and Their Bearing upon American Politics, the bible of 
American advocates of civil service reform. Only after responsible govern
ment was established in Britain, Wilson argued, did the ministry feel com
pelled to make the service of the government professional and neutral, lest 
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it be called to account for incompetent or political administration of the 
laws. In the United States, civil service reform had come later and was in
complete because the separation of powers did not allow for such a compel
ling responsibility-no institution or leader had both the power and the 
incentive to clean up the spoils.32 Hence the priority of establishing respon
sible government. 

Although Wilson offered counsel to advocates of civil service reform, he 
took sharp issue with the reform plan of Albert Stickney, who wanted to do 
away with politics altogether. A New York lawyer and the most prominent 
of the beleaguered antipartisan reformers of the Gilded Age, Stickney be
came convinced during his battles with Tammany Hall that parties were in
herently corrupt. "In order to get anything which really deserves the name 
of republican government," Stickney argued, "one must destroy party alto
gether." In 1879, Stickney presented a scheme for doing this in A True Re
public, calling for the end of regular elections-legislative and executive 
officers alike would hold their positions during good behavior-and for the 
establishment of a hierarchical, professional administration of "the best 
men" under the control of the chief executive.33 It would be hard to over
estimate the alarm in Wilson's reaction to Stickney's plan, which he read in 
late 1879 during his first semester in law school. Wilson spent much of that 
autumn, and more time thereafter, rebutting Stickney. Four years later, when 
a publisher thought that his extensive criticism of Stickney's plan weighed 
down a manuscript that Wilson had submitted for review, the author re
sponded by arguing that "mine is necessarily a rival scheme. To fortify my 
positions I must destroy his."34 

Wilson felt compelled to disagree primarily because Stickney proposed 
doing away with the very institution-the political party-that played the 
central role in his own plan for cabinet government. Wilson was convinced 
that antipartisanship was inherently impractical. Given human nature and 
the issues at stake in politics, parties arose as a matter of course: individuals 
would invariably band together to pursue the political ends that they held 
in common. Citing the reasoning of Edmund Burke, Wilson also contended 
that political parties were necessary and beneficial institutions; indeed, they 
made representative government possible. Only through concerted party ac
tion could good men work effectively to achieve their ends. What is more, 
partisanship refined the views and behavior of individual politicians by 
bringing political connections out into the open and by generating a public, 
shared commitment to principles. The trick, then, Wilson insisted, was not 
to attempt the impossible and misguided task of eradicating partisanship but 
rather to create the conditions in which it had these positive effects.35 
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Wilson's advocacy of party government differed from Burke's in some 
key respects. Harvey C. Mansfield,Jr., has shown that Burke offered his ar
gument for party government in large part to constrain the discretion of 
individual statesmen, discretion that, as the reign of George III led Burke to 
believe, too often resulted in corruption if not tyranny. Party government 
was a safer, less arbitrary form of rule than reliance on individual states
men. 36 Wilson, in contrast, advocated sharpening party responsibility not to 
restrain but to foster statesmanship in the United States. The concentration 
in the cabinet of "power and strict accountability for its use" would attract 
the ambitions of men of talent and principle. And while the path toward 
power in the new system still would be arduous, it would be a path that such 
men could endure, even thrive upon. To Wilson, party government, properly 
understood, would result in much needed innovation and discernment in 
policy; it was more constructive than preventive in aim. 

Wilson believed better statesmanship and more responsible partisanship 
were compatible because of an additional departure from Burke's argument. 
When Burke had worked to legitimize party "connexions" in the age of 
George III, he had done so over and against the traditional, ostensible norm 
of political independence among members of Parliament, a norm that mem
bers should stand for "not men, but measures," in Chatham's phrase. In 
Burke's estimation, this rationale simply allowed members "to get loose 
from every honourable engagement" in order to serve their own ambitions. 
Burke emphasized the possibility of and need for men of principle, once 
they had joined together, to maintain their political connections. Party was 
the bulwark against the temptations of individual ambition; straying from 
the fold, in Burke's mind, was inherently suspect.37 

Wilson's time and challenge were different. Intense party solidarity was 
the norm-and a ripe target for critics such as Stickney who wanted to do 
away with parties altogether in order to enable "the best men" to govern. To 
Wilson's mind, though, the question of whether the party or the individual 
within it was to predominate was poorly framed. "Is it the party ... which 
men of thought owe and pay allegiance?" Wilson asked in an essay on John 
Bright. "No. It is to the principles, of which party is the embodiment."38 If 
the statesman was not free from obligation, in Wilson's thinking, at least he 
was free from the need to uphold the axiom of "party, right or wrong" that 
then prevailed. The obligation took a much different form: to discern and 
elucidate the principles of the party and to set it aright when it strayed. 

Wilson's efforts to create more room and responsibility for principled 
statesmanship in the American polity did not mean that he was willing to 
hand everything over to a great statesman. Indeed, in addition to Stickney's 
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antipartisanship, Wilson sought to combat the total concentration of power 
and responsibility in the executive leader called for in A True Republic. Stick
ney's executive could hire and fire his department heads as he saw fit; he 
alone was responsible for the entire branch (and it was only by means of a 
two-thirds majority that the legislature could turn him out of office). The 
chief executive also held the legislative initiative: the legislature would sim
ply ratify (or not) his proposals. A collectively responsible executive of the 
sort that Wilson called for, Stickney argued, confounded the chain of indi
vidual responsibility that was necessary to secure an administration of "the 
best men" doing "their best work for the people."39 

In 1882, in an outline for an unpublished, book-length manuscript enti
tled "Government by Debate," Wilson took issue with Stickney on this 
point: "Why subordinate the President to his Cabinet? Why not make the 
President responsible-somewhat as Stickney suggests? Because no one man 
can be equal to all the responsibilities of all the offices of executive govern
ment. His supervision can at best be but very superficial."40 To avoid the 
problem of overreliance on one man, Wilson maintained that the department 
heads should stand together as a collectively responsible political link be
tween the legislature and the executive branches. The president, nominally 
the chief executive, would take on an essentially symbolic role, much like 
the British monarch, presiding over the administration and formally recog
nizing the executive ministers. 

The other major reform that Wilson grappled with as he formulated his 
program for responsible government involved sending members of the presi
dent's cabinet into Congress, where they might introduce legislation, field 
questions, and take part in debates. Gamaliel Bradford and E. L. Godkin's 
Nation were persistent advocates of this idea. So was Senator George Pendle
ton, who in 1879 introduced a bill to institutionalize such cabinet appear
ances in both houses of Congress. Their idea was very similar to Wilson's 
cabinet government design, and Arthur Link has even suggested that Wilson 
cribbed his plan from Bradford and Pendleton without attribution.41 

No doubt Wilson was influenced by these proposals, but he did acknowl
edge if not directly cite them when formulating his own. More important, 
Wilson's plan differed in a fundamental respect. Bradford and Pendleton ex
plicitly rejected formal amendment of the separation of powers, in essence 
calling for the informal imposition of the president's authority upon an in
corrigible Congress. Wilson's plan, in contrast, hinged on a formal amend
ment that would have left the president no choice but to select the cabinet 
from among seated leaders of the majority party in Congress. This change 
would effectively transfer the executive power to the legislature.42 After 
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Wilson made his initial pitch for this constitutional amendment, he realized 
that at least three more amendments were required before the potential 
benefits of a parliamentary system could be fully realized in the United 
States. In 1882, he spelled them out in "Government by Debate." In doing 
so, Wilson further differentiated his reform plan from that of Bradford and 
Pendleton. 

The first additional change involved the political status of the president. 
In Wilson's plan, the president would serve as the symbolic chief of state and 
the first administrator in "the line of non-partisan permanent officials."43 

Except for selecting the leaders of the majority party to serve in the cabinet, 
the president had no political role to play, and this remaining role was essen
tially a formality. Even his use of the veto would have to subside. Were the 
president to indulge in politics, e.g., by refusing to name to the cabinet the 
leaders of a congressional majority with which he disagreed or by vetoing 
bills passed by such a majority, Wilson's plan for cabinet government was at 
risk. And certainly a political president could not symbolize the state or lead 
a nonpartisan administration with compelling authority. Yet as long as the 
president was elected and nominated by partisans, he would be tempted by 
politics. Wilson knew that Albert Stickney had a point here. So, borrowing 
and modifying a page from Stickney's book, Wilson proposed that the presi
dent hold office permanently during good behavior. The presidency was to 
become a nonhereditary throne. Removing the office from politics in this 
way would leave those filling it in a better position to discharge their re
maining duties (The Papers of WcJodrow Wilson {PWW), 2:227-28, 244-46) . 

Wilson also faced the difficult task of reconciling responsible govern
ment with a bicameral legislature. A cabinet could not be readily accountable 
to two houses, especially if they were controlled by opposite parties. Which 
legislative body would the cabinet be drawn from and responsible to? Wilson 
proposed that this was "the most awkward question" he faced; the weakness 
of his answer certainly indicated as much. In formulating it, Wilson com
pared the Senate to the British upper house. When it came to controlling the 
cabinet, the Senate's "claims, like those of the Lords, would necessarily be 
postponed to the claims of the popular chamber." The lower house's demo
cratic legitimacy and control of the federal purse made it the natural reposi
tory of a responsible cabinet. As a result, the Senate, indirectly elected by the 
states, would find its political power, though not its prestige and authority, 
diminished. How exactly this transition in legislative power might occur, 
however, Wilson did not say (PWW, 2:246-47) . 

Assuming that the Senate's power could be diminished and the House of 
Representatives would come to host the cabinet, there remained the prob-
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lems arising from the biennial, fixed terms of House members. The short 
time span would regularly generate campaigns of excitement and detract 
from serious political debate. The fixed intervals between elections also 
raised the prospect of a serious impasse if a cabinet were to be voted out in 
midterm by the majority that elected it and the majority then refused to 
support a new cabinet drawn from the opposition party. To get around these 
difficulties, Wilson proposed that House members' terms be lengthened to 
six or eight years. He also argued that the cabinet ministers should be able 
to have the American monarch, i.e., the president, dissolve the legislature and 
call for new elections in case of a deadlock, a power without which "there 
would be no having Cabinet government" (PWW, 2:223-24, 247-49). 

IV 
With the sweeping constitutional changes that Wilson proposed in "Gov
ernment by Debate," he demonstrated an astute grasp of what it would take 
for American politics and government to work like British politics and gov
ernment. But his theoretical insight was effectively denying him a voice in 
the ongoing debates over political reform. Harper refused to publish the 
manuscript because an editor deemed Wilson's proposed constitutional 
changes too radical. The editor saw the Bradford-Pendleton plan for a cabi
net presence in Congress as a much more realistic option. Wilson, though, 
saw this option as a flight from the truth. Complaining to a friend who 
worked at the publishing house, Wilson acknowledged that the changes he 
proposed were radical, "perhaps they are too radical; but if one goes one step 
with me, he cannot, as it seems to me, escape going all the way. To stop short 
of the length to which I carry the argument would be simply to be afraid 
of the legitimate and logical conclusions towards which it inclines with an 
inevitable tendency." Wilson vowed he would hold to what he emphasized 
were his "deliberate convictions" regarding the necessity of constitutional 
amendments-and his manuscript remained unpublished. 44 

However, the longer Wilson faced the hard choice between theoretical 
rigor and political relevance, the more he was convinced that as a man em
barked on "a mission of statesmanship;' he had to opt for the latter. A few 
months later, when Wilson began writing Congressional Government, he de
cided to "leave out all advocacy of Cabinet Government-all advocacy, in
deed, of any specific reform-and devote myself to a careful analysis of 
Congressional government." Wilson decided that such an analysis, especially 
one that relied on the British system for comparative leverage, would lead 
his readers indirectly but just as inevitably to the imperative of establishing 
cabinet government in the United States. And, of course, by abandoning 
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"the evangelical for the exegetical;' Wilson could avoid the rejections and 
criticism that an author proposing impossible constitutional changes was 
destined to receive.45 Wilson now understood that if he was to become "one 
of the guides of public thought" that he aspired to be, he would have "to 
stand apart from advocacy of radical measures for which the public mind 
may not be ripe."46 

But Wilson could not stand back from his own logic so easily. Much to 
his chagrin, Gamaliel Bradford reminded him of it in a positive review of 
Congressional Government that appeared in the Nation. Bradford opened by 
stating that "we have no hesitation in saying that this is one of the most 
important books, dealing with political subjects, which has ever issued from 
the American press" and went on to compare the book favorably with Bage
hot's The English Constitution. Subsequently, though, Bradford referred to 
one of Wilson's previously published articles in which the young reformer 
had called for constitutional amendments. The reviewer noted that even 
though amendments were not discussed in the book, the nature of Wilson's 
argument indicated that the author still believed they were necessary. 47 Of 
course, Wilson still did. Nevertheless, the reference to his earlier call for 
amendments upset Wilson-he regarded it as "a slap in the face" -for it 
undermined the image of a tough-minded realist, diagnosing problems, not 
prescribing remedies, that he had worked so hard to project in his book. 48 

Wilson overreacted. It was the praise of Bradford's review, and not the 
tweak about Wilson's unlikely amendments, that resonated with the recep
tion of Congressional Government in most circles. Wilson soon came around. 
At the first indications that his book was drawing favorable notices in Wash
ington and in reform circles generally, he reaffirmed his choice to serve as 
an "outside force" in politics. "I have-almost unwittingly-taken the lead 
in a very great work," he wrote to his fiancee, Ellen Axson. "My book 
succeeds because I have taken the lead: and now, the opening having been 
made, I must come up to my opportunities and be worthy of them."49 

V 
Wilson met with his first opportunity to defend the arguments of Congres
sional Government shortly thereafter. The challenge did not come from the 
reformers Wilson had argued with as he formulated his program for respon
sible government. Instead, two defenders of the constitutional status quo, Sir 
Henry Maine, the English jurist, and A. Lawrence Lowell, then a young in
structor in government at Harvard, cast doubt on Wilson's criticism of the 
constitutional separation of powers and the independent executive office 
it established. The indirect criticism of Congressional Government in Maine's 
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Popular Government, published in 1885, and the direct and sustained criticism 
of it in Lowell's "Ministerial Responsibility and the Constitution," which 
appeared in the Atlantic the following year, clearly got to Wilson. He re
sponded with an essay in the same magazine two months later. In his re
sponse, Wilson incorporated new arguments on behalf of responsible gov
ernment that he would increasingly rely on in the years ahead. He also took 
the fateful step, signaled by his title, of advocating "Responsible Govern
ment Under the Constitution." 

Maine and Lowell rejected Wilson's view that the presidency had been 
subordinated by Congress and the political parties. While Maine saluted the 
lawmaking power and independence of Congress, he also praised the per
sistent autonomy of the president. Unlike the monarchs after George III, he 
argued, the constitutional position of American presidents meant that they 
did not have to hand their power over to legislative leaders.50 Lowell, for his 
part, after acknowledging that the balance of power along Pennsylvania Ave
nue often shifted, emphasized the resilience of the American chief executive. 
Among other things, the ongoing use of the veto by presidents both dem
onstrated and protected their constitutional independence. Moreover, Lowell 
argued, the administrative tools and prerogatives at the president's disposal 
enabled him to exercise leadership in his own right, as Lincoln had done 
during the Civil War. 51 Like neo-Federalist critics of the rhetorical presi
dency in the late twentieth century, then, Lowell and Maine understood the 
presidency to be grounded in the Constitution. It could and should, therefore, 
refine and even resist, rather than excite or submit to, public opinion. 

Wilson could not yet see the considerable constitutional power that in
hered in the presidency. His difficulties here may well have originated in his 
misreading of the Founders' purposes regarding the separation of powers: in 
his belief that they had established it solely to prevent the abuse of executive 
power.52 Wilson acknowledged that during the high stakes diplomacy con
ducted by the first few presidents, during Andrew Jackson's administration, 
and then again during the Civil War, the American chief executive had had 
"Congress at his beck." But Wilson did not see these temporary interrup
tions in the general pattern of congressional dominance as having much to 
do with constitutional provisions for an independent, energetic executive. 53 

Nor did Wilson accept the argument that the president's veto was a suit
able means ofleadership, and here he had a point. Unlike Lowell and Maine, 
he was looking for constructive legislative leadership. "Government lives in 
the origination, not in the defeat, of measures of government;' he argued. 
"The President obstructs by means of his 'No'; the houses govern by means 
of their 'Yes"' (PWW, 5: u6-19; Wilson's emphasis). 
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Wilson was also on sturdier ground with his essential point about the 
dispersion of political power and governmental authority in the United 
States. Congress may not have been as dominant, nor the president as sub
ordinate, as he insisted. Still, nowhere within the two branches were the 
power and authority necessary to govern in the hands of a group capable of 
doing so in a consistent, concerted fashion. 

Wilson had his sharpest disagreement with Maine and Lowell on the 
question of whether a responsible focal point for governing should be estab
lished. If it were, a disciplined legislative party would be in a sense unstop
pable-at least until the next election-once it was given a majority of 
seats by the voters. Giving unchecked sway to democratic forces was a recipe 
for disaster in Maine's estimation; democracy was only feasible when con
strained by the checks and balances that distinguished the American Con
stitution. Arguing from similar premises, Lowell proposed that a responsible 
ministry in the United States would endanger individual and minority 
rights as it made policy on the basis of a "popular feeling" caused by "tem
porary excitement" rather than "a mature and lasting opinion."54 

Lowell's argument was particularly challenging to Wilson because it was 
based on the assumption that there was a fundamental difference between 
the British and American political systems. Lowell held that this difference 
originated in the divergent governing values of the two nations, and that it 
was manifested in the provisions in the U.S. system for checking power and 
preserving minority rights for which there were no counterparts in Britain. 
Hence Lowell argued that "a responsible ministry cannot be grafted into 
our institutions without entirely changing their nature, and destroying those 
features of our government which we have been in the habit of contem
plating with the most pride."55 

Wilson's first response to criticism of the democratic aspects of respon
sible government was to extol the stability invested in both the British and 
American regimes by public opinion. Wilson argued that the British and 
their more rough-hewn but nonetheless politically mature brethren in 
America were the inheritors of a unique political tradition that had instilled 
in them a tremendous respect for law-indeed, a "constitutional morality." 
This tradition also carried a healthy pragmatism and a corresponding dis
dain for the abstract theories and revolutionary action that had plagued 
France's political development. It was the stability of Anglo-American pub
lic opinion that ultimately made the government of both nations constitu
tional. "Parliament dare not go faster than the public thought," Wilson ar
gued. "There are vast barriers of conservative public opinion to be overrun 
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before a ruinous speed in revolutionary change can be attained. In the last 
analysis, our own Constitution has no better safeguard."56 

Wilson also moved to rebut Maine and Lowell by insisting that counter 
to their arguments, responsible government reconciled majority rule with 
authoritative leadership and the capacity to govern. 57 Wilson's program 
would temper the popular will by making its focal point a cabinet of "men 
of first rate powers" whose administrative responsibilities enabled them to 
"see the problems of government at first hand" and to recognize the trade
offs, imperatives, and limitations accompanying various policies. The execu
tive officers could then use their congressional and party leadership status to 
school the legislators and the nation at large in the necessities of government 
(PWW, 5:122). 

Bringing the point about governability home, Wilson drew attention to 
the "grave social and economic problems" that were beginning to arise with 
urbanization and industrialization. Since Wilson had written Congressional 
Government, the nation had experienced mounting labor strife. In the face 
of the serious economic turbulence, "any clumsiness, looseness, or irrespon
sibility in governmental action must prove a source of grave and increasing 
peril." The spreading "commercial heats and political distempers" called for 
"a carefully prescribed physic" (PWW, 5: 123). 

However, Wilson hesitated at the moment when he might have prescribed 
a specific change in the Constitution. He "fully admitted" that he had called 
for constitutional change elsewhere and that he was "strongly of the opinion 
that such changes would not be too great a price to pay for the advantages 
secured." But Wilson then bowed to the difficulty of bringing them about 
and suggested that a more realistic aim would be the erection of a leadership 
committee in each house. The committees would be charged with preparing 
and initiating legislation, thereby providing a modicum of integration and 
system on the congressional side of policy-making. This centralization on 
Capitol Hill could then perhaps be supplemented, Wilson observed, by more 
public consultation on the floors of the houses between the new steering 
committees and the executive department heads. These developments might 
find the secretaries answering questions, taking part in debate, and generally, 
serving as representatives of the executive branch. "Such arrangements;' he 
argued, "would constitute responsible government under the Constitution" 
(PWW, 5: 121-22; Wilson's emphasis). 

At the same time, though, such arrangements, while more feasible, 
amounted to far less than the fusion of the executive and legislative branches 
that Wilson had explicitly called for earlier and that, according to his own 
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logic, was still the solution to the nation's problem of governance. His de
murral was his way of resolving the conflict between the callings of the aca
demic student of politics and the statesman. Wilson saw himself as a states
man first; he was quite frank in professing that he was studying politics 
ultimately to bring about political changes. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
he muted the implications of his analysis to offer a more palatable prescrip
tion. Given the dire situation, he believed "some measure of legislative re
form is clearly indispensable." It would not do to hold out for the as yet un
realizable ideal of "ministerial responsibility in its fullness" (PWW, 5:123). 

Wilson thus took another step in keeping with a political value that he 
would come to admire more and more over the years-political expediency. 
Reform, to be plausible and effective, had to build on structures already in 
existence, on values that were already intimated in a nation's political devel
opment. 58 As he came to embrace the need for expediency in his statesman
ship, his program became, on the face of it, more plausible. However, Wilson 
had to pay for his greater hearing and relevance by subduing the more pene
trating insights of his own political analysis concerning the constitutional 
preconditions of responsible government, to the point where he himself 
risked losing sight of them. 



~TWO 

Political Development, 
Interpretive Leadership, 
and the Presidency 

The impact of Congressional Government, published in 1885, Wilson's first 
year as a college instructor, propelled him on to an increasingly prominent 
academic career. In 1888, Wesleyan University in Connecticut hired the 
young scholar away from his initial teaching position at Bryn Mawr. That 
same year he accepted an invitation to give a short series oflectures in public 
administration at Johns Hopkins University, an engagement that became an 
annual affair over the next decade. Then, in 1890, he returned to Princeton 
as professor of jurisprudence and political economy. 

During this rewarding period, Wilson opened a new line of inquiry in 
which he explored the origins and development of what he termed, in the 
first installment of this research project, "the modern democratic state." 1 

The project was broader in scope than Wilson's previous work. Nevertheless, 
it was closely related to his writings on the virtues of responsible govern
ment and the need to institute it in the United States. Among other things, 
he wanted "to answer Sir Henry Maine's 'Popular Government' by treat
ing modern democratic tendencies from a much more truly historical point 
of view." By presenting such a viewpoint, Wilson could better substantiate 
his claims about the political maturity of the English-speaking peoples and 
the English origins of U.S. political institutions, thereby buttressing his case 
against the separation of powers. Hence Wilson's observation that it was into 
his new line of research that "all my previous schemes have merged drawn 
by a centripetal force unmistakably natural."2 This intellectual force field, in 
turn, substantially altered the dynamics of Wilson's program for responsible 
government. His new studies prompted him to reconsider the dynamics of 
constitutional change, to reaffirm the catalytic role of visionary leaders in 
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bringing it about, and, ultimately, to discover the need for and possibility of 
presidential leadership in the United States. 

I 
In 1889, Wilson published his comprehensive analysis of political develop
ment in The State: Elements of Historical and Practical Politics. 3 Wilson's analysis 
drew on the theories of social Darwinism that were then coming to the fore 
in the United States. His instructors at Johns Hopkins had familiarized him 
with the organic, evolutionary view of historical development that predomi
nated in Germany, where many of them had been trained, as well as the 
theories of Herbert Spencer. But the primary influence on Wilson's think
ing in this regard was Walter Bagehot's Physics and Politics, or Thoughts on the 
Application of the Principles of "Natural Selection" and "Inheritance" to Political 
Society. 4 

Bagehot's account of national political development emphasized the im
portance of social cohesion and commanding authority in the initial stages, 
when military threats and war were the primary challenge. Over time, how
ever, the "cake of custom" needed to be broken to provide a suitable range 
of material for the "natural selection" of the best leaders and behaviors along 
with technological advancement. Likewise, traditional authority had to give 
way to government by discussion. "Progress is only possible in those happy 
cases where the force of legality has gone far enough to bind the nation 
together, but not far enough to kill out all varieties and destroy nature's 
perpetual tendency to change." The "happy cases" that Bagehot referred to 
were limited to a few Anglo-Saxon nations, including the United States. For 
all of Bagehot's criticism of the American form of government in his prior 
work, he did not see the Americans as less evolved than the British. Indeed 
the "difficulty of struggling with the wilderness" was in some ways an ad
vantage in that it imparted "the eager restlessness, the high-strung nervous 
organization" to the American character, which, in turn, speeded along the 
nation's development.5 

Arguing along similar lines in The State, Wilson likened societies to or
ganisms that adapted to their environment and the changes brought on 
by war, migration, economic development, technological change, and so on 
(22-29) . Government was "merely the executive organ of society, the or
gan through which its habit acts, through which its will becomes operative, 
through which it adapts itself to its environment and works out for itself a 
more effective life." The medium through which this change occurred was 
the melange of habits, meanings, prejudices, beliefs, sentiments, fears, and 
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aspirations that Wilson sometimes subsumed under the concept of national 
character but more often than not referred to as public opinion (597-99). 

Against those who argued that constitutions were the fundamental po
litical facts that determined nations' fates, Wilson maintained that opinion 
was "a controlling fact; in political development it is the fact of facts."6 As 
public opinion changed with historical circumstances, new institutions and 
policies became conceivable. So long as political innovation emerged from 
and was legitimate in terms of the prevailing public opinion, it would con
tribute to progressive development. If, however, leaders and reformers pur
sued drastic or anomalous changes, then the outcome would be regressive. 
"Every nation must constantly keep in touch with its past: it cannot run 
towards its ends around sharp corners."7 

The secret to the well-advanced political evolution of the English-speak
ing peoples, Wilson argued, was the gradualism and pragmatism that over 
time had marked the adaptation of their institutions, practices, and policies. 
This slow but steady evolution had taken place on both sides of the Atlantic. 
In a revealing new tone, Wilson was now less inclined to compare the U.S. 
polity unfavorably with that of Great Britain. Americans, too, he suggested, 
had manifested in their institutions the English genius for politics. Indeed, 
Wilson argued in The State that American political institutions were "in all 
their main features simply the political institutions of England, as trans
planted by English colonists ... [ and] worked out through a fresh develop
ment to new and characteristic forms" (449-69). 

Wilson was now prepared to argue that the government of the United 
States had developed progressively over the years. It had overcome the sys
temic weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation; survived the War of 1812 

and then was victorious in Mexico; adjusted to the rapid expansion of the 
railroads and the tremendous internal migration westward; and, finally, 
through the painful national catharsis of the Civil War, resolved the sectional 
crisis and eradicated the increasingly obsolete institution of slavery. Social 
change, economic development, and international challenges had produced 
in American public opinion the growth of what Wilson termed "the na
tional idea." In turn, Wilson argued, this ascendent ethos had transformed 
the Constitution, creating an effectively national government where one 
had not previously existed (469-80). 

To be sure, Wilson noted in The State that there were some persistent 
aberrations in American political development, namely, the estrangement of 
the executive from the legislature and the intrusion of politics into adminis
tration that resulted. These problems were not in keeping with U.S. status 
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as an otherwise well-evolved polity of English lineage (565-66, 591-92). 
Wilson continued to reject A. Lawrence Lowell's argument that the separa
tion of powers reflected a fundamental difference in the principles underly
ing the American and British polities. Instead, Wilson believed that the 
arrangement was a historical artifact that had managed thus far to resist pro
gressive development because of its "peculiar legal status."8 

If the separation of powers thus remained an anomaly in Wilson's theory 
of political development in the United States, it was one that he predicted 
would disappear soon enough. In 1889, in a review of James Bryce's American 
Commonwealth, Wilson observed: "America is now sauntering through her 
resources and through the mazes of her politics with easy nonchalance; but 
presently there will come a time when she will be surprised to find herself 
grown old, -a country crowded, strained, perplexed, -when she will be 
obliged to fall back upon her conservatism, obliged to pull herself together, 
adopt a new regimen of life, husband her resources, concentrate her strength, 
steady her methods, sober her views, restrict her vagaries, trust her best, 
not her average members. That will be the time of change."9 That America 
would soon "concentrate her strength" and "trust her best, not her average 
members" in order to respond to the changing environment was an over
riding implication of Wilson's Darwinian theory of political development, 
in which, "tested by history's long measurements, the lines of advance are 
seen to be singularly straight."10 This historical optimism marked a consid
erable shift from Wilson's earlier writings, in which he foresaw with some 
pessimism the continued degradation of the U.S. polity unless reformers 
actively intervened to overhaul the Constitution. 11 

Traces of the pessimism remained, however. Wilson continued to be dis
comforted by what he believed were the anachronistic limits on responsible 
government in the United States. Although his theory of political develop
ment predicted progress over time, the dearth of leadership in the United 
States at this critical juncture in its history needed to be resolved soon. By 
1889, the same year in which The State was published, Wilson indicated that 
he was ready to pull back from his more assertive theses about the primacy 
of broad socioeconomic and international forces, and corresponding adjust
ments in public opinion, as the fundamental variables in political develop
ment. Wilson wrote in a set of personal notes that "the formula of evolution 
is easy, we know; but it is not wholly safe, we suspect." He did not want to 
lose sight of the role "that human choice and originating thought" played in 
political development. Therefore, Wilson concluded that "we need a fresh 
formulation of the principles [ of] political change, and a somewhat shifted 
point of view." 12 
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II 

Wilson offered such a "fresh formulation" in "Leaders of Men," which he 
wrote in December 1889 and gave as a popular lecture several times in the 
1890s. In this lecture, Wilson celebrated the transformative power of leaders 
such as William Gladstone, his boyhood hero. This power began to figure 
more prominently in Wilson's theory of political development; visionary 
leaders, he concluded, had to play a catalytic role in bringing it about. 13 

To his audiences, Wilson proposed that "leadership, for the statesman, is 
interpretation. He must read the common thought: he must test and calculate 
very circumspectly the preparation of the nation for the next move in the 
progress of politics" (PWW, 6:659; Wilson's emphasis). Given the subtleties 
of this task, the statesman clearly needed to possess a special insight into 
the vectors of history. At the same time, though, he also had to be a man of 
the people, capable of establishing a rhetorical rapport with them. In this 
regard, the nuanced reasoning of an Edmund Burke could not bring about 
the same political movement as the straightforward, resounding oratory of 
a John Bright (PWW, 6:650-56) . 

For James Ceaser, Jeffrey Tulis, and other adherents of the Hamiltonian 
vision of political leadership, in which the executive's power is best 
grounded in the formal Constitution, leaving him independent of and in 
a position to refine or even act contrary to public opinion, the Wilsonian 
leader threatens to become either too weak or too strong. If the leader 
merely caters to public opinion, the former occurs; if the leader manipulates 
public opinion and through his demagoguery acquires an irresistible power, 
the latter. 14 

Wilson recognized that suggesting that the power of leaders depended in 
large part on their popular support was a controversial step, but in "Leaders 
of Men," he defined it as a realistic and necessary one. He noted that the 
world had changed considerably since the era of the Founding; relations 
between elites and the common man had taken on a new cast. Extolling the 
insight of his hero, William Gladstone, into the dynamics of democratic 
leadership, Wilson proposed that the nineteenth century had "established the 
principle that public opinion must be truckled to (if you will use a disagree
able word) in the conduct of government. A man, surely, would not fish for 
votes .. . among the minority."15 What some saw as a vice, Wilson under
stood to be a precondition for governing in a democratic polity, which the 
United States increasingly had been since the Jacksonian revolution.16 

While the leader's purposes might now have to be those he "interpreted" 
instead of proposing himself, the power wielded through successfully inter-
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preting public opinion would be nonetheless compelling. Indeed, if any
thing, the power of the Wilsonian leader threatened to become overbearing, 
and Wilson himself seemed to suggest as much in rhetorical flights like the 
following: "It is the power which dictates, dominates: the materials yield. Men 
are as clay in the hands of the consummate leader." 17 

Wilson was certainly aware of the potential abuses of popular leader
ship. In "Leaders of Men," he defined the statesman in part by contrasting 
him with the demagogue: "You will find the one trimming to the inclina
tions of the moment, the other obedient only to the permanent purposes of 
the public mind" (PWW, 6:661). Wilson's implication, of course, was that a 
demagogue would be unable to sustain his leadership by pandering to tem
porary whims or passions, whereas the statesman, building on higher politi
cal ground, i.e., the "permanent purposes of the public mind;' would be 
able to prosper. One might reasonably join the Founders and the modern 
defenders of their regime in questioning this assumption. Might not a clever 
demagogue be able to fool enough of the people to win office and thereafter 
degrade the constitutional order? 

Wilson's research in the processes of political development in general, and 
American political development in particular, led him to think otherwise. 
He summarized the judgments he had gleaned from this research in other 
sections of "Leaders" and in doing so qualified his bold pronouncements 
about the power of leaders to mold public opinion as if it were clay. Even 
leadership of the most compelling kind had to operate within the significant 
constraints imposed by the natural inertia of public opinion: "That general 
sense of the community may wait to be aroused, and the statesman must 
arouse it; may be inchoate and vague, and the statesman must formulate and 
make it explicit. But he cannot and should not do more" (PWW, 6:660-61). 
Were the statesman to try to do more, to enact policies or reforms for which 
public opinion was not prepared, he would surely fail. As an organism, soci
ety could only develop in limited steps of adaptation. "What a lesson it is 
in the organic wholeness of Society, this study of leadership," Wilson re
marked. "How subtle and delicate is the growth of the organism, and how 
difficult initiative in it! Where is rashness? It is excluded. And raw invention? 
It is discredited" (PWW, 6:670). 

In an essay entitled "The Nature of Democracy in the United States," 
which Wilson also wrote in 1889, he noted that there were additional con
straints on popular leadership in the U.S. polity. He cited the case of Andrew 
Jackson, whom he regarded as a demagogue. For all of Jackson's "childish 
arrogance;' the constitutional tradition in the United States had kept him 
in check. "He was suffered only to strain the Constitution, not to break it," 
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Wilson observed. After being duly elected, Jackson had to operate within 
"the letter of the law" and cope with "hostile criticism; and ... he passed 
into private life as harmlessly as did James Monroe." Wilson also noted that 
amid the expansiveness and diversity of Madison's republic, it would be very 
hard for a demagogue to enthrall a sufficient portion of the nation to do 
much damage: "Thoughts which in one quarter kindle enthusiasm may in 
another meet coolness or arouse antagonism. Events which are fuel to the 
passions of one section may be but as a passing wind to the minds of another 
section." 18 

Of course these safeguards are not infallible, as demonstrated by the 
demagoguery that has emanated from state capitols in the South and the U.S. 
Senate in this century. The likes of Huey Long and Joe McCarthy, however, 
would not have surprised Wilson. As Stephen Skowronek and Terri Bimes 
have shown, Wilson regarded appeals of the sort made by Jackson, Andrew 
Johnson, and the politicians just then beginning to exploit the sectional issue 
as a real threat to the stability of the political system. 19 Indeed, in 1889, 
Wilson believed the danger of demagoguery in the United States was on 
the rise, in part because of the increasing speed with which political news 
could circulate among the masses, and in part because of the new waves of 
non-English immigrants, whom Wilson believed were more receptive to if 
not already advocates of radical political doctrines.20 

It was in light of this danger that Wilson renewed his call for more re
sponsible government: "This vast and miscellaneous democracy of ours 
must be led;its giant faculties must be schooled and directed" (PWW, 6:235). 
He saw his program as one that would reduce if not eliminate the danger 
of demagoguery. If such leaders "come temporarily to power among us," 
Wilson argued, "it is because we cut our leadership up into so many little 
parts and do not subject any one man to the purifuing [sic] influences of 
centered responsibility."21 When power was centralized, those holding it had 
the ability and thus the obligation to back up their promises and accusations, 
circumstances that tended to temper and discipline their leadership. 

Responsible government would constrain popular leaders not only by 
putting leaders on the spot but also, and more importantly, by tending over 
time to produce statesmen in the highest echelons of government who 
would not stoop to demagoguery. Some observers, even those sympathetic 
to Wilson, have suggested that he harbored an idealistic or romantic view of 
leadership, one that did not provide institutional solutions to the problems 
of what statesmen should do and how statesmen could be selected. 22 This 
criticism overlooks Wilson's enduring conviction that his program solved 
both problems. Establishing "power and strict accountability for its use," 
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Wilson believed, would attract better men into politics, provide a rigorous 
and extended testing ground in which only the ablest statesmen could win 
power, and compel those responsible for ruling to adopt policies they could 
defend in the face of focused opposition. That Wilson's solutions were ade
quate is debatable; that he diagnosed the problem and offered an institutional 
prescription is not. 

With regard to the adequacy of Wilson's program, the following issue 
does need to be addressed. Could an interpretive statesman serve as a his
torical switchman, sending American political development in the direction 
of responsible government? Wilson's discussion of the catalytic role of in
terpretive leadership, when viewed in the context of his frustration with the 
peculiar persistence of the separation of executive and legislative powers, 
indicates that he believed leaders could play a critical role in subjecting the 
arrangement to an informal but nonetheless fundamental evolution. The po
tential effects of interpretive leadership in his view went beyond fostering 
policy innovation and included constitutional adaptation. 

But was public opinion in the late nineteenth century really amenable to 
responsible government? Wilson insisted that it was. The nation's mounting 
problems demanded responsible government for their resolution, and its po
litical tradition, at least as interpre_ted by Wilson, portended this innovation. 
Yet if Lawrence Lowell and Sir Henry Maine were right, and the separation 
of powers was neither an obsolete nor an anomalous arrangement but rather 
vital and integral to the American political tradition, then even the most 
compelling statesman would have great difficulty reshaping the public opin
ion supporting it. 

Wilson had another problem: in a sense, the Constitution had a self-de
fense mechanism against the Wilsonian leader. The constitutional division 
between the president and Congress, the bicameral legislature, the plethora 
of congressional committees, the pragmatic and secretive party organiza
tions, all these features of American government and politics meant not only 
that there was no suitable platform for interpretive leadership in the U.S. 
polity, but also that any interpretive efforts to create one would be exposed 
to political scorn from some of the other disparate power centers. 

Over the course of the 1890s, however, Wilson came to believe that de
spite these obstacles a platform suitable for interpretive leadership was 
emerging in the United States, in keeping with the progressive laws of po
litical development, and that visionary men might use this platform to bring 
about more responsible government. He was increasingly convinced that 
such leaders might thrive not in Congress, as he had once thought, but in 
the presidency. 
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III 
In late 1889,just after he drafted "Leaders of Men" and just before he em
barked on more than a decade's worth of research and writing in American 
history, Wilson confided to his journal that: 

The phrase that Bagehot uses to describe the successful constitutional 
statesman I might appropriate to describe myself: "a man with com
mon opinions but uncommon ability." I receive the opinions of my day, 
I do not conceive them. But I receive them into a vivid mind, with a 
quick imaginative realization, and a power to see as a whole the long 
genesis of the opinions received. I have little impatience with existing 
conditions; I comprehend too perfectly how they came to exist, how 
natural they are. I have great confidence in progress; I feel the move
ment that is in affairs and am conscious of a persistent push behind 
the present order. 23 

No longer an impatient physician prescribing drastic remedies, Wilson was 
now confident enough in his "uncommon" political insight and "the per
sistent push behind the present order" that he was willing to serve as a 
Hegelian handmaiden to reform. He · would clear the way for more respon
sible government by describing how it was already intimated in American 
history. As Wilson posed the question to his journal, "Why may not the 
present age write, through me, its political autobiography?"24 It was this grand 
aspiration that lay behind Wilson's discovery of the need for and possibility 
of presidential leadership in the United States. 

It was not obvious that the presidency deserved such a rethinking in the 
early 1890s. Indeed, many observers were more impressed by the forceful 
presence of Thomas Brackett Reed, Speaker of the House, and the "Reed 
rules" he imposed on that body, which significantly boosted his power to 
control it. One was Albert Bushnell Hart, a professor of history at Harvard. 
In 1891, Hart expounded on the implications of the recent developments on 
Capitol Hill in an Atlantic article entitled "The Speaker as Premier." Hart 
implicitly chided Wilson and the rest of the "small and very earnest band of 
men" who had advocated parliamentary reforms of the American govern
ment. The reformers, Hart argued, had failed to see that with the augmented 
power of the Speaker, "there has actually grown up within our system of 
government an officer who possesses and exercises the most important pow
ers entrusted to the head of the administration of England."25 

Wilson did not find Hart's argument persuasive. "The essential feature of 
the [English] Premier's Leadership," he wrote to Hart, "is that he is, while 
he leads the House, himself constantly in the midst of administrative busi-
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ness." This latter business gave the leader the perspective that was crucial for 
crafting sound legislation, and it made the leader responsible in the sense of 
being accountable for the execution and effects of the laws. Because Reed 
was an "officer who belongs wholly to the legislature," he lacked both the 
perspective and the responsibility that Wilson deemed essential. Wilson put 
the criticism more sharply in a letter to James Bryce, who was then working 
on a revised edition of The American Commonwealth and had asked if any of 
the changes in Congress had significantly altered the analysis presented in 
Congressional Government (the Englishman had relied on Wilson's book when 
writing his first edition) . The mistake of Hart and those who saw the 
Speaker as an emergent prime minister, Wilson argued, was that "they think 
what we need is concentration of power, and consequent concentration of 
responsibility, in the Houses merely; when what we need is the marriage of 
legislation and practical statesmanship-a responsible direction of those who 
make the laws by those who must carry them out and approve or damn 
themselves in the process."26 A visit that Wilson would have with Speaker 
Reed later in the decade vindicated this judgment. Reed had read Congres
sional Government and told Wilson that he was quite impressed with its analy
sis of "government by helter skelter."When Wilson asked the Speaker where 
Congress was heading, Reed said he did not know; he simply did what 
seemed to be "most convenient at the moment."27 

In 1893, Wilson's doubts about leadership that did not span and integrate 
the legislative and executive powers also led him to criticize what he re
garded as Grover Cleveland's efforts to govern unilaterally from the execu
tive branch. The worrisome sign to Wilson was Cleveland's decision at the 
outset of his second term to break with tradition and select personal associ
ates instead of recognized party leaders for most of his cabinet posts. Cleve
land's actions, Wilson argued, raised a fundamental question: "Are we to have 
a purely administrative cabinet, and individual choice of policy by the Presi
dent, or are we to have responsible party government?"28 

Although Wilson admired Cleveland's character and supported his poli
cies, he nonetheless warned that the general precedent set by the second term 
cabinet "commits the country ... in a hazardous degree, to the understand
ing and capacity of a single man." That the president was often elevated 
"hastily, by the unpremeditated compromises or the sudden impulses of 
huge popular conventions," made the country's reliance on his judgment 
even more problematic. Wilson also noted that given the limitations on the 
president's time, the cabinet secretaries "must decide many questions which 
bear directly on the general policy of the Administration." The risks of 
relying on an untested leader were thus compounded by the inevitable need 
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to rely on the judgment of his personal-and unelected-associates. And 
men who were relatively new to governing in Washington would lack the 
experience to generate the "highest efficiency" in administration, efficiency 
that could only result from a "close cooperation and intimate mutual un
derstanding" between the executive and the legislative branches."29 

Instead, Wilson argued, the burdens of the executive should be shouldered 
by a group of men whose judgment and abilities had been proven in pre
vious party battles-"by the conservative processes of the survival of the 
fittest in Congress"-and who thereby enjoyed established ties with fellow 
partisans in the legislature. Such men could symbolically bridge the separa
tion of powers and bear witness that a whole party, not simply one man, was 
accountable for the administration's policies. In a new twist to his program, 
Wilson suggested that the cabinet would be more explicitly turned into such 
a "responsible party council" if public opinion, operating through the Sen
ate's powers of confirmation, forced the president "to call to the chief places 
in the departments representative party men who have accredited them
selves for such functions by a long and honorable public service." Wilson thus 
continued his call for the cabinet to serve as "a natural connecting link" 
between the executive and the legislature, though his descriptions of the 
mechanisms through which the link might be established were becoming 
more informal and ambiguous.30 

Such were Wilson's conclusions at the outset of Cleveland's second term. 
By its end, however, Wilson gave a decidedly different interpretation of both 
the man and the office. Writing in the Atlantic, Wilson was speaking most of 
all for himself when he observed that Cleveland's "singular independence 
and force of purpose have made the real character of the government of the 
United States more evident than it ever was before .... He has refreshed our 
notion of an American chief magistrate."31 

What was most impressive to Wilson was the way in which Cleveland 
had called into question the claim of Congressional Government that the presi
dent was simply a creature of-and could not begin to re-create-the prag
matic, parochial features of the American party system. To understand the 
revelation that Cleveland's example brought home to Wilson, we need to 
review the young political scientist's evolving impressions of contemporary 
politics in the 1880s and 1890s. 

For all of Wilson's scholarly interest in the reform of American politics 
and government, after the Hayes-Tilden campaign of 1876 he grew increas
ingly aloof from practical politics. Wilson had a problem in that he was com
mitted to the agenda of liberal reformers such as E. L. Godkin and Carl 
Schurz: civil service reform, free trade, and sound currency. However, Wilson 
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also was a Democrat; his party was heavily populated with spoilsmen, and 
as he observed the month before the 1880 election, it appeared to be "allying 
itself, in its pursuit of power, with every damnable heresy-with Green
backers as with protectionists."32 In 1881 he reported to a friend that he was 
not growing tired of politics per se, only "of the unsavory particulars of 
party intrigues and personal politics." In contrast, Wilson observed that he 
was increasingly interested in "political principles, in genuine political opin
ions honestly held, in political tendencies, and in the broader phases of party 
movements." 33 

Wilson was looking for a party to rally around a principled agenda that 
addressed the policy challenges of the 1880s, not the war of the 1860s. For 
a brief while in 1884, he thought that Grover Cleveland might be the man 
to bring this change about; here at last was a strong character and a Demo
crat with whom Wilson agreed on the issues. But Cleveland's early refusal 
to take an active legislative initiative, and his apparent inability to impose 
his principles on his party, suggested to Wilson that something more was 
needed. In an 1886 article in the Boston Times entitled "Wanted-A Party," 
he bemoaned the muddled lines of division between the parties and their 
predilection for slogging "played out" issues. He also looked forward to a 
day when "a new party will be formed-and another party opposed to 
it. All that is wanting is a new, genuine, and really meant purpose held by a 
few strong men of principle and boldness. That is a big 'all' and it is still 
conspicuously wanting." It would want a while longer. In 1889, shortly after 
the start of what he termed the "reactionary administration" of Republican 
Party regular Benjamin Harrison, Wilson reported feeling angry and de
spondent; his interest in affairs in Washington had "suffered a decided col
lapse." 34 

Then Grover Cleveland's second term in the White House piqued that 
interest. As Wilson viewed things from the end of that term, he identified 
the key turning point back in 1887: midway through Cleveland's first term, 
when "sick of seeing a great party drift and dally," the president threw down 
the gauntlet for tariff reform in his annual message to Congress. Cleveland's 
continued pressing of this issue during the next election year and then again 
in his second term, along with his spearheading the repeal of the Silver 
Purchase Act and his significant expansion of civil service reform-all of 
which he did notwithstanding the grousing of the pragmatic politicians 
in his party-thoroughly impressed Wilson. Here, at last, was a leader who 
"called himself a party man" but was nevertheless committed ultimately to 
what he saw as the party's long-standing principles-not the short-term suc
cess of the organization. Wilson insisted that Cleveland was no less a partisan 
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for his priorities; rather, the president had "deemed his party better served 
by manliness and integrity than by chicanery."35 That Cleveland's leadership 
ultimately divided and led to political disaster for the Democratic Party was 
beside the point. The Bryanite Democrats, running on the wrong side of the 
silver issue as Cleveland had defined it, had been thoroughly repudiated in 
1896, or so it seemed to Wilson. Cleveland had "forced the fight" on silver 
and thus engaged in an act of creative destruction. He cleared the way for 
the rise of a new, more principled party. 36 

The "singular independence and force of purpose" that Wilson detected 
in Cleveland's enduring refusal to play politics as usual on the tariff and his 
resolute stand on silver suggested to Wilson that a president could in fact set 
the legislative agenda, if not control it outright, in Washington. "Power had 
somehow gone the length of the avenue;' Wilson quipped, "and settled in 
one man." Maine and Lowell, for all of their championing of the nine
teenth-century presidency, did not detect this capacity in the office, perhaps 
because in Cleveland's case the power had not come simply from the Con
stitution. Wilson commented of Cleveland that on the initial tariff question 
"the country watched him, waiting for him to speak, the only representative 
of the nation as a whole in the government." The circumstances compelled 
Cleveland to move beyond the limited, negative conception of the execu
tive's legislative role with which he had come to the office. As he did so, he 
held the nation's attention. He knew this and warmed to the task: "The habit 
of independent initiative in respect of questions of legislative policy was 
growing upon him, as he felt his personal power grow."37 

Wilson was not the only one praising Cleveland at the close of his second 
term. Liberal reformers Godkin and Schurz also wrote testimonials, admir
ing Cleveland as a moralistic repudiator, for the enemies he made. Cleveland 
had done what they had always wanted a president to do: say no to the party 
politicians in Congress, frequently and forcefully. As Godkin's Nation put 
it the day he left office, "Where other statesmen have left behind them a 
monument of wise laws passed, he has left a monument of foolish and base 
laws prevented." For his part, Schurz reserved his highest accolades for the 
"civic heroism" demonstrated by Cleveland in vetoing a handful of appro
priation and pension bills he regarded as faulty just before leaving office.38 

Wilson was looking for a more constructive form ofleadership then were 
Godkin and Schurz. Cleveland's steadfastness and his willingness to use his 
veto pen appealed to Wilson, to be sure. But it was what was intimated in 
Cleveland's presidency-the possibility of a proactive, principled executive, 
one who could remake his party and take the legislative initiative-that 
Wilson most appreciated. The "direct, fearless, and somewhat unsophisti-
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cated" Cleveland had moved haltingly toward this possibility, Wilson noted, 
"as if in spite of himself," and he had never sought to lead Democrats in 
Congress with persuasion as well as mastery. His example gave Wilson a 
sense of what a sophisticated, willing, and persuasive president could do.39 

The departures of Cleveland's presidency, and their ramifications for gov
ernment and party politics, were especially striking to Wilson because of 
the broader historical context in which they occurred. Developments in the 
1890s persuaded Wilson more and more that there was a pressing need for 
authoritative national leadership in the U.S. polity that only the president 
could provide. Prominent among these developments was the symbolic clos
ing of the frontier. Frederick Jackson Turner influenced Wilson's thinking 
about the import of this event. Wilson had befriended Turner when they had 
lived in the same boardinghouse near Johns Hopkins in Baltimore. The two 
provincials, Wilson from the South and Turner from the West, spent many 
evenings discussing American history and the role of the sections in its de
velopment. The influence went in both directions; Wilson encouraged and 
guided Turner as the latter was working out his frontier thesis. Turner would 
recall later that Wilson's "emphasis upon Bagehot's idea of 'breaking the cake 
of custom' left a deep impression on me when I came to consider what part 
the West had played."40 

Like Bagehot and Turner, Wilson understood the West not so much as a 
section but as a "stage of development;' one that had quickened American 
life, given it a more democratic spirit, and widened the practical meaning of 
freedom in the nation. The close of the frontier raised new challenges for 
the polity. The American character would have to be preserved and devel
oped further without the unique perspective borne of the frontier, and so
cioeconomic pressures would increase as the migrating nation turned back 
on itself. "The free lands are gone," Wilson warned. Americans would have 
to "make their life sufficient without this easy escape."41 

At the same time that the nation was losing the safety valve of the fron
tier, it was being buffeted by the escalating pressures of industrialization and 
urbanization, a growing number of immigrants from Southern and Eastern 
Europe, mounting labor strife, and a surge in sectional and populist unrest. 
Wilson was keenly aware of the historical flux resulting from these trends. 
In 1897 he observed that the modernizing nation stood "unfinished, unhar
monized." The situation called for "leadership of a much higher order to 
teach us the triumphs of cooperation, the self-possession and calm choices 
of maturity."42 

Wilson recognized that the policies needed to integrate and manage the 
transformed society and economy were of a different sort than the distribu-
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tive patterns that had predominated for most of the nineteenth century. 
Regulating the railroads, giant industries, and trusts; revising the tariff in the 
wake of industrial growth; and reforming the currency, among other tasks, 
all raised hard questions, pitting section against section, interest against in
terest. These new issues could not be settled through "a mere compounding 
of differences, a mere unguided interplay of rival individual forces," and 
they could not be avoided for much longer. In these circumstances, authori
tative national leadership was essential. Yet, Wilson asked in an 1897 address 
entitled "Leaderless Government," who was in a position to provide such 
direction and judgment? "Who is to reconcile our interests and extract what 
is national and liberal out of what is sectional and selfish?"43 

The answer that Wilson was reaching for was the president. In prepar
ing the way for this conclusion-no small revision of his program-he 
noted the legacy of strong presidential leadership offered by the likes of 
Washington, Jefferson, Jackson, and Lincoln. More important, Wilson went 
beyond the historical precedents for presidential leadership (recently brought 
up to date by Cleveland) to note the potential authority and power that 
inhered in the presidential office as a representative institution. Only the 
president held a national office and represented the people as a whole. In 
contrast, the political vision of members of Congress, representing as they 
did particular constituencies, states, and sections, tended to be more limited 
and parochial. Wilson implied that as a result the president was in a bet
ter position to discern the public interest at home and the national interest 
abroad.44 

Wilson understood that the president's ability to serve as an authoritative 
national leader was limited by the taint from his selection through the in
ternecine processes of the nominating conventions as well as by the lack of 
any formal connections between the president and his cabinet, on the one 
hand, and their party's legislators in Congress, on the other. Wilson remained 
purposefully ambiguous about how these problems might be rectified and 
responsible government instituted.45 Nevertheless, in "Leaderless Govern
ment," Wilson took a significant step: he had suggested that the platform for 
national leadership that he had long been calling for should be situated not 
in the Capitol but in the White House. 

Wilson's belief that the nation had to rely on the encompassing leadership 
of the president to resolve the new problems it confronted in the 1890s grew 
even more pronounced at the end of the decade, when the Spanish American 
War established the United States as a world and colonial power. Many re
formers worried that the American conquest marked a dangerous imperial 
departure in the nation's foreign policy and would distract attention from 
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domestic reform. Yet as Wilson told himself in a personal memorandum 
written as the war came to a close, "The thing is done; cannot be undone, 
and our future must spring out of it." Moreover, after he reconsidered his 
program in light of the sudden change in "the scenes, the stage itself upon 
which we act," the future he projected was actually one of more responsible 
government. 46 

In his early writings, Wilson had hardly touched upon foreign affairs. 
Civil service reform, the soundness of the currency, and tariff revision were 
the issues that had animated him in the 1880s and 1890s. Insofar as he did 
address foreign affairs in this period, it was largely to note how congressional 
power, in particular the "treaty-marring" power of the Senate, tended to 
trammel on the president's ostensible powers in this domain. Wilson was 
quick to contrast this pattern with the deference that he believed Parliament 
accorded the Ministry as it exercised the Crown's prerogative in the making 
of British foreign policy. 47 

All this changed after the war with Spain. In the preface to the fifteenth 
edition of Congressional Government, which Wilson drafted in 1900, he pro
posed that "when foreign affairs play a prominent part in the politics and 
policy of a nation, its Executive must of necessity be its guide: must utter 
every initial judgement, take every first step of action, supply the informa
tion upon which it is to act, suggest and in large measure control its conduct" 
(xi-xii) . 

Wilson did not explicate his convictions concerning the "necessity" of 
executive dominance in foreign affairs, but as this passage indicates, he 
shared the judgments of Alexander Hamilton. The institutional efficiency of 
the "energetic executive;' arising from the office's capacity for "decision, 
activity, secrecy, and despatch," made it both right and necessary that the 
president take the lead in matters of war and diplomacy. This initiative, in 
turn, effectively enabled the president to control the nation's policy.48 

The functional logic of executive dominance in international affairs, 
Wilson argued, was evident in American history. When foreign affairs and 
war dominated the agenda, strong presidents emerged and dominated the 
polity. Conversely, he held that apart from the accelerating organizational 
capacity of Congress, the leading cause of the subordinate presidency for 
much of the nineteenth century was the preeminence of domestic affairs, 
in which Congress had more of a role to play because of its superior capacity 
to represent local interests and concerns. 49 

The war with Spain and the seizure of the Philippines, Wilson argued, 
had broken this pattern once and for all. The nation was now "in the very 
presence of forces which must make the politics of the twentieth century 
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radically unlike the politics of the nineteenth."50 The demands of imperial 
administration would strengthen the position of the executive branch vis
a-vis more parochial interests in the parties and the legislature. Furthermore, 
as the focus of party politics shifted from patronage and reconciling sec
tional disputes to encompass the broader scope of international affairs, the 
statesman bearing responsibility for these affairs would be better positioned 
to lead his party. The greater institutional resources and political prominence 
of the chief executive in turn would make it easier for him to frame the 
debates over domestic as well as foreign policies. Hence Wilson's pregnant 
suggestion as he closed out his preface to the new edition of Congressional 
Government that the recent war might "put this whole volume hopelessly out 
of date."51 

The prophecy marked a significant shift in Wilson's program. In 1885, in 
the first edition of his book, he had been a heretical critic of the Founders' 
Constitution, in particular of its "radical defect," the separation of powers, 
which he had argued precluded responsible leadership. Now he was suggest
ing that such leadership could flourish in the Founders' regime. To be sure, 
he did not see this possibility as resulting from the Founders' constitutional 
provision for an independent and energetic executive power with special 
responsibilities for diplomacy and command. To Wilson's mind it was the 
necessities of foreign affairs that gave rise to the new promise of presidential 
leadership. But inasmuch as he was implicitly agreeing that the Constitution 
allowed for an ample response to the necessities, he accepted the Founders' 
creation. This acceptance would have no small effect on his program for 
responsible government. 

A less dramatic event in 1898-the publication of Henry Jones Ford's The 
Rise and Growth of American Politics-bolstered Wilson's willingness to let go 
of long-held views on the basic dynamics of American politics. Ford, a news
paper reporter, argued that the president's national constituency and his un
equaled influence on public opinion established the inhabitant of the White 
House as the dominant force in the polity and an unrivaled catalyst for pro
gressive change. Wilson, of course, was beginning to believe the same thing. 
What distinguished Ford's account was that he believed the presidency had 
emerged long before to play such a role. Indeed, Ford contended that since 
the Jacksonian revolution and the advent of mass parties had transformed 
the office into a democratic, representative institution, "the agency of the 
presidential office has been such a master force in shaping public policy that 
to give a detailed account of it would be equivalent to writing the political 
history of the United States."52 

Ford's book clearly had an impact on Wilson. He praised it as "lucid and 
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convincing," recommended it on reading lists to his students as a useful 
counterpoise to Congressional Government, and successfully worked to bring 
Ford to teach at Princeton. The most suggestive evidence of Ford's influence 
on Wilson, however, comes from reading the sections of Rise and Growth that 
exult the power of the presidency to shape public opinion, party politics, and 
policy and the sections of Wilson's Constitutional Government, published ten 
years later, that discuss the office in remarkably similar terms. Wilson had 
been in the process of discovering the potential of the presidency before 
Ford wrote his book, and Ford's analysis served to clarify and confirm Wil
son's developing thoughts on presidential power.53 

If Henry Jones Ford's Rise and Growth served as the intellectual confirma
tion for Wilson's new understanding of the presidency, Theodore Roosevelt's 
vocal stewardship of the public interest served as the political confirmation. 
The growing tensions between the two ambitious men left Wilson hesitant 
to praise Roosevelt by name in his scholarly writings during the 1900s, but 
Wilson was not so reticent in his lectures to students and speeches to reform 
clubs.54 

Several facets of Roosevelt's leadership made a profound impression on 
Wilson. He was struck by Roosevelt's willingness to roll up his sleeves and 
enter the fray of party politics. Wilson held him up as an example to re
formers, who were increasingly prone to antipartisan sentiments: "The dan
ger of our age is not partisanship, but that our thoughtful men will belong 
to no party. Don't form yourself into a third party. Don't isolate yourself. Go 
into the arena and take your active part."55 Wilson also appreciated the active 
policy initiative that Roosevelt assumed in the White House. "Whatever 
else we may think or say of Theodore Roosevelt; ' Wilson told his students 
in 1909, "we must admit that he is an aggressive leader. He led Congress-he 
was not driven by Congress."56 Finally, Wilson was impressed, albeit with 
some unease, by the audacity of Roosevelt's willingness, in the latter's words, 
"to appeal over the heads of the Senate and the House Leaders to the people, 
who were the master of both of us" when the president and Congress were 
at loggerheads over a policy. 57 Although he thought that the president's ap
peals were often too brash and strident, Wilson observed that at no time was 
Roosevelt a stronger and more popular leader than when "he spoke of any 
inside matter he pleased, as if it were the people's privilege to know what 
was going on within their government."58 

All these developments at the turn of the twentieth century seemed con
sistent with Wilson's expectations regarding the progressive path of political 
development and the role of dynamic leaders in fostering progress. An un-
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precedented set of challenges at home and abroad and the bold responses to 
them by presidents such as Cleveland and Roosevelt were bracing the nation 
and opening up new possibilities of leadership. 59 Whether and how these de
velopments would put Wilson's analysis in Congressional Government "hope
lessly out of date" by engendering responsible government remained to be 
seen. 



ma THREE 

Constitutional Government 
and Presidential Power 

In 1906, President Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University asked 
Wilson to resurvey the territory covered in Congressional Government, by 
then more than two decades old, and present an updated analysis in a series 
of lectures at the university. Wilson relished the chance to do so. He had 
been named president of Princeton in 1902,and he had found, to his chagrin, 
that the administrative responsibilities of his new position crowded out time 
for creative thought and inquiry. In early 1907, he took a holiday in Bermuda 
to map out his revised analysis. He gave the lectures later that spring and 
published them the following year as Constitutional Government in the United 
States. 1 This book merits special scrutiny. It does in part because it integrated 
the studies in political development, leadership, and American history that 
Wilson had undertaken in the previous two decades with his earlier reform 
writings. He also regarded the book as his contribution to the debates over 
political reform then raging in the midst of the Progressive Era, stating 
in the preface his hope that what followed would be "serviceable in the 
clarification of our views as .to policy and practice." Most important, it was 
in this book that Wilson elaborated the understandings of the American 
political system and presidential leadership that he took with him into the 
White House and that guided his conduct there. 

I 
In Constitutional Government, Wilson set out to undermine what he termed, 
following Henry Jones Ford, the whig theory of politics. The whig theory 
sought to comprehend and order the political universe much as Newton 
did the physical universe, in terms of fixed and enduring balances, mecha
nisms, and counterpoises. This theory, Wilson believed, was embodied in and 
perpetuated by the checks and balances and various other constraints on 
power in the Founders' Constitution. In place of the whig theory, Wilson 
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sought to elaborate an alternative understanding of politics, one that relied 
on Darwinian metaphors and portrayed politics as an organic process of 
adaptation and development. 2 

Part of Wilson's criticism of the Founders' Newtonian design was based 
on his enduring belief (not fully accurate, as indicated earlier) that they were 
interested only in checking and separating power in order to prevent its 
abuse. Yet Wilson's problems with the Founders ultimately came from a more 
fundamental and accurate reading of their purposes. Wilson fully understood 
that the Founders had intended their Constitution to endure for the ages. 
The Founders had studied the history of the ancient republics and federa
tions and pondered the universal tendencies of human behavior in order to 
develop a science of politics and a corresponding Constitution that would 
withstand the corroding influence of history. As Publius had insisted, "Con
stitutions of civil government are not to be framed upon a calculation of 
existing exigencies, but upon a combination of these with the probable exi
gencies of ages, according to the natural and tried course of human affairs." 3 

Wilson focused his dispute with the Founders and defenders of their 
Constitution on this point. He believed that the Founders' attempt to estab
lish a permanent constitutional order was ultimately mistaken because that 
order had naturally and inevitably evolved over time. Government, Wilson 
argued, "is accountable to Darwin, not to Newton. It is modified by its 
environment, necessitated by its tasks, shaped to its functions by the sheer 
pressure of life."4 Wilson was not arguing against the idea of constitution
alism. He only wanted to expand it to encompass what he held to be the 
fact as well as the promise of the living constitution. 

The best proof of the Darwinian nature of politics, Wilson left no doubt, 
lay in the emergence of the president as the leader of both his party and 
national opinion, notwithstanding the intentions of the Founders to circum
scribe these forms of presidential leadership with the separation of powers. 
" The tendency has been unmistakably disclosed," Wilson argued, "and 
springs out of the very nature of government itself . . .. our government is 
a living, organic thing, and must, like every other government, work out the 
close synthesis of active parts which can exist only when the leadership is 
lodged in some one man or group of men. You cannot compound a success
ful government out of antagonisms" (Constitutional Government, p. 60; sub
sequent parenthetical citations in this chapter are to this book). 

The president's leadership of his party and national opinion now stood 
as the key to Wilson's program, for they meant that "if [the President] rightly 
interpret the national thought and boldly insist upon it, he is irresistible" (68). 
The White House was the platform for interpretive leadership that could 
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not only provide much needed initiative and guidance on matters of policy 
in the short term but also expand the opportunities for the exercise of com
pelling direction in the long term. 

Wilson's book was itself an act of interpretive statesmanship, albeit in the 
realm of thought, intended to discern, explain, and thus foster new possibili
ties for such leadership in the presidency. As an interpretive statesman in his 
own right, Wilson had to present a program for responsible government that 
people could readily grasp and accept. He could not, then, call for lodging 
compelling leadership in a "group of men," as he had in his early essays on 
cabinet government; it had to be lodged in "one man." His parliamentary 
plan, and the constitutional amendments it entailed, was too radical. People 
could more easily contemplate a dominating presence in the presidency, not 
least because Theodore Roosevelt currently filled the office. 

Wilson's celebration of presidential power can be seen, then, as the latest 
in a long series of practical accommodations that began two decades earlier 
with Congressional Government. In the earlier book, he had held back from 
calling for the amendments he believed were essential in order to get his 
work published and promote his general views. He had indeed gained notice 
over the years, to the point where the lectures that would serve as the basis 
for Constitutional Government were reported in the New York papers. However, 
for all of the insight that Wilson's years of study brought to the book, the 
theoretical compromises upon which it rested left significant tensions and 
ambiguities in his analysis. 

II 
In championing the president's capacity to lead his party and national opin
ion simultaneously, Wilson challenged the assumptions of the party tradition 
in U.S. politics. Beginning with Martin Van Buren, American statesmen be
lieving in the legitimacy of party action have sought to ensure that presi
dents remain intimately connected, through political obligations, principles, 
loyalties, and the means of their nomination, to a well-developed party or
ganization. Demagoguery, factionalism, and the debasement of executive 
power, the argument runs, are all more likely to occur if presidents are 
not restrained by the institutional moderation and collective discipline of a 
party. Wilson's call for the president, acting on his own, to lead public opin
ion and thereby to wield an irresistible power ran counter to the central 
principles underlying the party system invoked and legitimated by Van 
Buren. Hence James Ceaser's charge that Wilson's talk of party government 
was in fact an academic's "deception;' one designed to mask Wilson's inten
tion to "destroy" the traditional parties and replace them with pseudoparties 
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that would in fact be creatures of, and dedicated to serving, their leaders. 
"Parties must either constrain individual leadership," Ceaser contends, "or 
be undermined by it."5 

Why did Wilson propose that the president's national leadership could 
and should be reconciled with his party leadership? Whatever the origins of 
Wilson's thinking in this regard, he was not constructing his program so 
that the traditional parties might be destroyed. Indeed, in Constitutional Gov
ernment, Wilson demonstrated that he had developed, once more with the 
help of Henry Jones Ford, a healthy appreciation for the rough-hewn virtues 
of the American party system. Wilson recognized that the traditional party 
organizations had performed a number of indispensable integrating func
tions for the whig constitution over the course of the nation's development: 
recruiting and nominating candidates for the excessive number of elective 
offices at the local, state, and national level; coordinating the activities of the 
officeholders once in power; and, more generally, through their ideologi
cal pragmatism, muffiing the sectional, class, and ethnocultural conflicts that 
might otherwise have riven the nation apart. And, what is more, Wilson 
understood that the dispensation of patronage and waffiing on matters of 
principle that he had earlier condemned were in fact what enabled the tra
ditional parties to perform these essential functions. 6 

In response to the criticisms of the antipartisan reformers, who at that 
point in the Progressive Era were at the height of their zeal and influence, 
Wilson quipped in Constitutional Government, "It is an odd operation of the 
Whig system that it should make such party organizations at once necessary 
and disreputable, and I should say that in view of the legal arrangements 
which we have deliberately made, the disrepute in which professional poli
ticians are held is in spirit highly unconstitutional" (214). Moreover, at this 
time Wilson remained an outspoken opponent of the leading reforms advo
cated by the opponents of the traditional parties: the initiative, referendum, 
recall, nonpartisan ballots, and direct primary. 7 

Wilson's appreciation of the traditional parties, and his admonitions 
of those who wanted to reform them, did not go unnoticed. In its review 
of Constitutional Government, the Nation-the reform journal that had first 
whetted young Woodrow Wilson's desire for principled partisanship and par
liamentary reform in the 187os-observed that "as for the boss and the ma
chine, no cleaner bill of health for their essential activities has lately come 
under our eye. It is certainly a matter of regret that, with such keen insight 
and so much literary skill, the distinguished author should have held his 
plough with so light a hand."8 

While opposed to what he considered to be shortsighted reforms, Wilson 
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did believe that some changes in the party system were necessary. He argued 
that the nation had developed and was integrated to the point where instead 
of moderating the debate over political issues in order to preserve consen
sus, the parties needed to hasten progress by articulating more coherent and 
timely political visions. Furthermore, the governmental integration that the 
parties were then providing, while essential, was less than complete: the con
stitutional obstacles set in their path, along with the crude methods they had 
to adopt in response, made party control inconsistent at best. So long as the 
traditional parties were integrating the executive and legislative branches 
and presenting slates of candidates for office in their standard fashion, the 
systematic legislation and professional administration that the nation needed 
was not likely to be forthcoming. Speaking of the traditional party system, 
Wilson warned that "this thing that has served us so well might now master 
us if we left it irresponsible. We must see to it that it is made responsible.''9 

Implicit in Wilson's concern with making the parties more responsible 
was the need to preempt the reformers who were capitalizing on the abuses 
of the party organizations in their efforts to eradicate party politics once 
and for all. In 1879, when he had first defended the necessity and desirabil
ity of party government against the proposed reforms of Albert Stickney, 
Stickney's was a voice in the wilderness. However, in the intervening 
twenty-five years, the antipartisan reform movement had gained many more 
adherents, and a wave of reforms designed to strike at the roots of traditional 
party politics was then sweeping the country. 10 Wilson, then, had not wa
vered in his commitment to party government, nor was he seeking to de
stroy the traditional parties. Instead, he was trying to transform the party 
system in order to salvage a defensible form of partisanship at a time when 
the antipartisanship running deep in American political culture was par
ticularly virulent. 

Wilson believed that the president's position as the sole representative of 
the people as a whole and as the administrative head of the federal govern
ment made it possible for him, and him alone, to provide the sort of public, 
principled leadership that the parties needed if they were to survive the 
challenges of the antipartisan reformers. Wilson proposed, for example, that 
presidents' control of the federal bureaucracy positioned them to wean their 
party organizations off baser forms of political sustenance. He admitted that 
"the President can, if he chooses, become national boss by the use of his 
enormous patronage, doling out his local gifts of place to local party man
agers in return for support and cooperation in the guidance and control of 
his party" (215). Wilson argued, however, that presidents should avoid such 
a perversion of the administrative ethic to suit their own political purposes. 
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More important, he contended that they would increasingly do so on their 
own, cleaning up party politics from the top down. The presidency's "con
spicuous position" meant that public attention would focus on how the chief 
executive led the administration. In the bright light of this scrutiny, then 
growing in intensity, presidents would be much more likely to act scrupu
lously and responsibly (71, 214-16). 

In addition to cleaning up organizational politics, Wilson argued that the 
president could use his status as national leader to extend the focus of his 
party in government to broader conceptions of the public and national in
terest. To do this, the president had to rally support behind a more encom
passing vision of what the party's principles were and what policies they 
entailed. At the same time, the president had to work behind the scenes and 
take an active hand in the formulation and passage of the party's program, 
the step that Grover Cleveland had not taken. Wilson thus called for the 
president to combine the roles of statesman and politician that, he contended, 
were peculiarly differentiated in the United States (212-13). Through this 
combination, the president could lead his party in government much- as 
Wilson's hero Gladstone had led the Liberal Party, as a visionary prime 
minister: "In him are centered both opinion and party. He may stand, if he 
will, a little outside party and insist as if it were upon the general opinion . 
. . . The President may also, if he will, stand within the party counsels and 
use the advantage of his power and personal force to control its actual pro
grams" (69). 

Wilson assumed that the organization men and elected officials, with 
their overriding interest in votes, would follow their party's standard-bearer 
even when he led them into unfamiliar (if ultimately more defensible) ter
ritory, for mutinies within or desertion from the ranks of the party would 
not bode well for the next election. Thus Wilson could assert of the presi
dent's standing "outside" his party, "If he lead the nation, his party can 
hardly resist him" (69). 

In addition to the president's potentially bracing effect on the party sys
tem in the organizations and government, Wilson held that the president 
could best raise the issues that should appropriately animate and divide the 
electorate. The exercise of principled leadership in Washington and the party 
balance in the electorate were intimately connected. The president's sensi
tivity to and leadership of public opinion gave him a dominant voice on 
Capitol Hill. By directing government and politics in Washington with such 
a public voice, the president would also be "giving the country at once the 
information and the statements of policy which will enable it to form its 
judgments alike of parties and of men" (68). These quickened popular judg-
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ments, and the shifts in partisan commitments that many of them might 
portend, would resolve the stagnation and issue-straddling that Wilson be
lieved had characterized the party balance in the electorate since the end of 
the Civil War. 

In stressing the necessity of principled leadership for the redemption of 
partisanship, Wilson was thus holding to the claim that he had first made in 
"Cabinet Government" in 1879: "Eight words contain the sum of the pres
ent degradation of our political parties: No leaders, no principles; no principles, no 
parties. " 1 1 

James Ceaser sees this claim as proof of Wilson's general intention to 
subordinate partisanship to leadership, to foster conditions in which leaders 
could create parties and use them for their own purposes. 12 Yet as noted 
above, Wilson saw the emergence of such principled leadership as essential 
if the legitimacy of party action was to be preserved. Moreover, he held 
that principles, not leaders, were the dominant force in politics; leaders and 
their parties alike were constrained by their public commitments. To be sure, 
Wilson believed that interpretive leaders were needed to discern, articulate, 
and uphold the principles upon which legitimate partisanship-and an elec
toral majority-depended. However, there were significant constraints on 
the interpretive freedom of leaders. They could not just proclaim any set of 
principles and expect to rally a compelling majority that they could then 
use for their own political ambitions. The leaders had to be responding to 
sentiments and aspirations already intimated in public opinion; they had to 
"rightly interpret" the national mood if they wanted to garner sufficient 
support for their cause and sustain that support over time. Furthermore, once 
presidential leaders had rallied a party around a particular set of principles, 
the leaders and party alike would be constrained by those principles: any 
change in positions would have to be defensible in terms of the original 
principles, i.e., as extensions of rather than departures from them. Wilson 
recognized a phenomenon that other observers of parties, from Edmund 
Burke to Anthony Downs, have likewise grasped: once leaders and parties 
have gone on the public record with statements about where they stand and 
why, they change positions at their peril. 13 

It is more important to ask whether Wilson, in discussing the relationship 
between principled leadership and party politics, overestimated the impact 
of the former on the latter. Ultimately, his scenario for . the creation of a 
legitimate and effective party system hinged on something,of a theoretical 
deus ex machina, on his prediction that the nation was approaching a cross
roads in its political development in which the parties would suddenly 
and uncharacteristically be amenable to leadership that would polish their 
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virtues while ridding them of their vices. "The time is at hand," Wilson 
claimed, "when we can with safety examine the network of party in its 
detail and change its structure without imperilling its strength .... We are 
ready to study new uses for our parties and to adapt them to new standards 
and principles." 14 Would partisans-in Congress, the organization, and the 
electorate-really change their beliefs and activities so radically in response 
to visionary presidential leadership? For their sustenance, could the parties 
be weaned from patronage and the exploitation of sectional or ethnocultural 
antagonisms onto principled commitments and debates over truly national 
issues, as Wilson understood them? If so, would the parties still have the 
capacity to integrate the system? 

These questions are particularly vexing because Wilson's own analysis 
of the traditional party system emphasized the considerable political inertia 
embodied in it. Wilson recognized the mutually reinforcing nature of be
havior at all levels of the traditional party system: politicians in Washington 
ducking difficult issues, machine politicos struggling to control the "petty 
choices," and voters responding to age-old fears and loyalties. What is more, 
he saw that the benefits accruing from the party system, the modest integra
tion of government and the nation, were inextricably bound up with the 
costs of small-time corruption and the suppression of political debate (207-

ro, 220-21). 

Then there was the logic of responsible government that Wilson had 
elaborated in the first formulations of his program: to wit, that the sort of 
principled, programmatic partisanship he envisioned depended on the for
mal fusion of executive and legislative power in cabinet government. Only 
then, he had once argued, would the institutional incentives compel the par
ties to transcend their debilitating obsession with gaining access to the spoils 
of office and instead propose and act upon a programmatic mandate. Though 
Wilson had since dropped his call for constitutional amendments that would 
have formally integrated the executive and legislature, after realizing that it 
was not feasible politically, he could not escape from his own logic so easily. 

Indeed,]. Allen Smith, the muckraking political scientist, reaffirmed this 
logic in the same year that Wilson was giving his lectures at Columbia. Like 
Wilson, Smith held convictions about the necessity and desirability of party 
government that were most unusual among progressive reformers. And, also 
like Wilson-indeed, basing his argument in part on Wilson's analysis of the 
Founders' Constitution-Smith noted how this document had thwarted the 
development of political parties that could serve as principled instruments 
of majority rule in the United States. Smith therefore insisted that so long 
as the separation of powers between the executive and legislature and the 
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associated system of checks and balances remained intact, the parties would 
remain parochial and pragmatic institutions, i.e., unsuitable instruments of 
majority rule. Only when the party backed by the majority held all power 
and authority in its hands would democracy be established. 15 

Grant McConnell, writing some years later of Smith's theoretical con
clusion, observed that "perhaps alone among the Progressives,]. Allen Smith 
understood the movement best. He had drawn-ruthlessly-its fullest im
plications." 16 Wilson had also drawn these implications; in fact, he had drawn 
them first. But he had opted to step back from them, in keeping with the 
statesman's imperative to keep his program within the realm of the possible. 
Whether it could still work in that realm, its core logic having been jetti
soned, remained to be seen. 

Wilson's proposal that the president lead both his party and the na
tion challenged not only the defenders of the idea of a party system but 
also the nonpartisan tradition in American politics. In calling for the presi
dent to capitalize on his unique authority as national leader to provide posi
tive direction for the polity, Wilson invoked the vision of Bolingbroke's 
"Patriot King" that was subscribed to by the first six presidents and reflected 
in their leadership. However, these presidents were convinced that an impor
tant condition of such authoritative leadership was an abstention from open 
partisanship, at least while in office. The "presidents above party," in Ralph 
Ketcham's apt phrase, believed that the legitimacy to stand as the leader of 
the nation as a whole originated in the president's essential independence 
from any part, or party, of that whole. Once the president became an ac
tive player in party politics, the authoritative luster of the presidential office 
would be tarnished by the ensuing corruption, factionalism, and general re
sentment. The power stemming from that authority would be diminished 
as well. 17 

The notion of a nonpartisan president was gaining more adherents in the 
Progressive Era. Reformers increasingly proposed that the chief executive 
abstain from party politics altogether, governing by means of his augmented 
administration, attracting whatever political support was needed by leading 
public opinion. 18 At first glance, the idea of presiding above parties would 
appear to have been consistent with Wilson's evolving vision, given his new 
convictions about the power and authority then accruing to the presidency 
on account of the office's national constituency, prominence in the media, 
control of foreign affairs, and leadership of the administrative branch. Why 
did Wilson not sign on to this traditional ideal that was once more ascen
dant? 

Wilson remained committed to the idea of party government in part 
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because he believed it was inevitable, necessary, and desirable. Despite the 
pretensions of the "presidents above party;' their administrations, beginning 
with Washington's, were nonetheless marked by some of the most conten
tious party battles in American history, thereby supporting Wilson's long
held belief that partisanship was an inevitable by-product of constitutional 
government. 19 Moreover, if the president was going to lead the nation, he 
required the votes of party supporters-both on election day and thereafter 
on Capitol Hill. In light of the political independence of and institutional 
jealousy between the two branches, "the President himself is cooperatively 
bound to the houses only by the machinery and discipline of party."20 Be
yond noting the functional necessity of parties, Wilson held them up as "an 
indispensable means of subordinating varieties of individual opinion to the 
pursuit of common principles and large objects of policy."21 He also pro
posed that party leadership did not preclude the more encompassing role of 
national leadership for the president. For "the nation as a whole has chosen 
him," Wilson argued, "and is conscious that it has no other political spokes
man. His is the only national voice in affairs."22 

Of course, not every voter would have "chosen him." Could a partisan 
president be recognized as the nation's spokesman by followers of rival par
ties or by the growing number who saw partisanship in general as an obsta
cle to good government? This result was by no means clear, especially in 
light of the rancor, parochialism, and less than pristine methods that had long 
marked the U.S. party system. Wilson acknowledged that were the president 
to lead his party as a traditional politico-cutting deals with legislators over 
policies and appointments, building a political machine, or intervening in 
senatorial election contests, for example-any claim to be serving as a na
tional leader would clearly ring false.23 

What led Wilson to believe that presidents would avoid such naked poli
ticking? For one thing, he proposed that the presidential nomination process, 
partisan though it was, made presidential abstinence from these forms of 
leadership more likely. In a significant revision of his earlier position, Wilson 
now detected broader and more coherent purposes in the functioning of 
the conventions. However unseemly their methods, the party chieftains who 
maneuvered to control the nomination were inclined to make their selection 
with an eye toward the symbols and principles that the candidate would 
represent and that, if the managers chose well, would not only rally the party 
faithful but also win the favor of the nation at large. "Sometimes the country 
believes in a party," Wilson wrote, "but more often it believes in a man, and 
conventions have shown the instinct to perceive which it is that the country 
needs." 24 
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The candidate who was elected, Wilson suggested, would be apt to have a 
national vision and a record of integrity-a man who would be inclined and 
willing to "stand outside" of his party in order to make appointments, for
mulate policies, and raise issues in a manner consistent with the public and 
national interests. Presidents who adopted this more encompassing approach 
would preserve and enhance their authority as national leaders. Moreover, 
they also would set improvements in motion at all three levels of the party 
system-in government, the organization, and the electorate-that would 
make the dual exercise of party and national leadership even more conceiv
able. The Wilsonian president's ability to stand as a national leader, then, de
pended ultimately on the establishment of a new form of partisanship, a 
form that he believed the president was in the best position to bring about. 

However, even accepting Wilson's more heroic assumptions, namely, that 
presidents would observe the dictates of the higher form of partisanship he 
was advocating and thereby could effect the transformation in the party 
system he had prophesied, their ability to stand as leaders of the nation would 
still be subject to question. For if partisanship was to become less parochial 
in his program, it was also to become more ideological. As the party visions 
became more national and coherent, they would still be visions that mem
bers of the opposing party would suspect and even fear, especially given the 
greater power at the disposal of the governing party in Wilson's program 
and the larger stakes in the party battle-the planning and execution of the 
new regulatory, social, and foreign policies. Thus even if the party system 
changed as Wilson desired, it would by no means be easier for the party 
leader to speak authoritatively as the national leader. 

In Wilson's earliest formulations of his program for responsible govern
ment, he had called upon the president to perform a symbolic, kinglike role, 
serving as a unifying chief of state while leaving party leadership, and the 
pulling and hauling of politics, to the cabinet that he would select from 
Congress. In Constitutional Government, Wilson still cast the president as the 
chief of state, except now, of course, the president's national leadership role 
was not merely symbolic; rather, he also had to rally public opinion behind 
particular causes. And the president now stood as the leader of his party. 
These changes in Wilson's program meant that it had become more neces
sary and more difficult for the president to rise above less than encompassing 
political concerns and lead the nation as a whole. 

III 
Wilson's treatment of the president's party and national leadership was 
closely connected with his analysis of the president's legislative, diplomatic, 
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and administrative leadership, the traditional roles of what Wilson termed 
the "legal executive." The functional demands for leadership in the tradi
tional roles had served to bring the president to the forefront of his party 
and the nation, and ultimately it was in exercising these traditional roles that 
the Wilsonian president used the power and authority he had managed to 
accrue as party and national leader. At times, Wilson's reconception of the 
traditional roles in light of the president's emerging preeminence suggested 
that executive-legislative relations could be elevated to the plane of respon
sible government by interpretive leadership in the White House. However, 
Wilson's own reasoning indicated that the formal Constitution could not be 
so easily overcome. 

One of Wilson's most striking emphases in Constitutional Government was 
his call for the president to provide positive leadership in matters of legisla
tion, serving in effect as a prime minister. Wilson criticized what he de
scribed as the whig theory of presidential-congressional relations, under 
which presidents remained aloof from the legislative process, simply sign
ing measures developed and passed by Congress, intervening only to veto 
unacceptable legislation. 25 Wilson argued that this conception of interbranch 
relations was increasingly obsolete, because Congress-for all of its continu
ing pretensions to be the government-simply could not direct itself toward 
any coherent, systematic ends. What was more, insofar as Congress, the 
House in particular, had sought to become "an instrument of business, to 
perform its function of legislation without assistance or suggestion . . . it has 
in effect silenced itself" (109). The body that was to be the organ of pub
lic opinion and was nominally the closest to it had sacrificed that position 
and the accompanying power by opting for efficient rather than deliberative 
lawmaking. 

Wilson argued that in the midst of this leadership vacuum, which was 
growing more troublesome in its effects as the nation struggled with its new 
historical circumstances, a Darwinian adaptation was taking place. "Some 
of our Presidents have felt the need," he observed, "which unquestionably 
exists in our system, for some spokesman of the nation as a whole, in matters 
of legislation no less than in other matters, and have tried to supply Congress 
with the leadership of suggestion, backed by argument and by iteration and 
by every legitimate appeal to public opinion."26 Wilson acknowledged that 
this kind of presidential leadership had yet to become the norm. Holding to 
the whig theory, some presidents "thought that Pennsylvania Avenue should 
have been even longer than it is; that there should be no intimate commu
nication of any kind between the Capitol and the White House" (70). How
ever, in Wilson's estimation, the reticence of the whiggish presidents could 
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not be sustained, as it ran counter to the functional logic that properly gave 
the right to lead the legislature to the executive, logic that Wilson felt was 
particularly hard to dispute "in times of stress and change" (73). 

Moreover, Wilson maintained that the whig view of the presidency rested 
on a cramped reading of the Constitution itself. The Founders may have 
been whig theorists, he argued, but their Constitution did not proscribe 
presidential leadership in legislation. Indeed, Article 2 of the Constitution 
specifically called for the president to recommend "such measures as he shall 
deem necessary and expedient." Wilson proposed that this clause, even when 
strictly interpreted, opened the way for the positive guidance of Congress 
by the president (72-73). 

How was the Wilsonian president to lead the legislative agenda? What 
were the mechanisms through which he could control Congress? Implicit 
in Wilson's discussion of the president's ability to reshape the party system 
was the notion that if the principles and programs the president articulated 
were based on sound interpretations of public opinion, he would be less apt 
to face undisciplined majorities, persistent dissenters, or divided government 
on Capitol Hill. Nevertheless, Wilson's analysis of executive-legislative rela
tions indicates that principled partisanship was not enough to establish re
sponsible government in the United States. 

A major problem for presidents attempting to play the prime ministerial 
role advocated by Wilson was that they lacked the ability to dissolve the 
legislature, to entice seated members with positions of power in the execu
tive, and to influence in any significant way the nominations of their party's 
legislative candidates at the next election. Wilson stripped further power 
from the president by suggesting that a range of inelegant methods that 
presidents had often relied upon in dealing with Congress was unacceptable. 
These illicit methods included the blatant politicking discussed in the pre
vious section and constitutional brinkmanship vis-a-vis an unyielding Con
gress. Not only should presidents not engage in these illegitimate activities, 
he argued, they could not, for these methods were sure, "in a country of free 
public opinion, to bring their own punishment, to destroy both the fame 
and power of the man who dares to practice them" (71). 

In this regard, of course, Wilson's arguments were based more on his 
hopes than on the historical record. His hopes, though, are nonetheless re
vealing. On the one hand, he wanted his new model presidency to lead Con
gress in a fashion that enhanced, instead of degraded, the integrity of the 
legislative and administrative processes. On the other hand, by proposing 
that the president should and indeed had to lead Congress with clean hands, 
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so to speak, within the forms of the Constitution, Wilson was attempting 
to show that his theory of presidential leadership had "no touch of radical
ism or iconoclasm in it" ( 7 1) . And with both lines of argument, Wilson was 
polishing the appeal of his theory of the presidency for those who might 
otherwise have been set aback by the idea of the head of state actively lead
ing public opinion. 

For it was through public opinion leadership that Wilson was attempting 
to develop an element of positive executive sanction over the legislature. The 
president's superior access to public opinion gave him a means "compelling 
Congress." Wilson celebrated the power that the active leadership of pub
lic opinion brought to the office, suggesting that through it the crucial fo
cal point of responsibility that he admired in the British polity might be 
approximated in the United States (70-71). In light of some of Wilson's 
rhetorical flights in this regard, it is understandable that his neo-Federalist 
critics, most notably Jeffrey Tulis, have concluded that Wilson's was funda
mentally a rhetorical presidency, that it drew and used its power through 
popular appeals. However, this view overestimates the role and the power of 
public opinion leadership in his conception of the office. 

To begin with, Wilson was not suggesting that public opinion leadership 
was the sole or even the primary mode of leading Congress. In the same 
paragraph of Constitutional Government in which Wilson talked of the presi
dent "compelling" Congress, he emphasized the importance of "intimate 
communication" between Congress and the president, interactive discus
sions that overly zealous interpreters of the separation of powers had for
sworn. Indeed, he argued that while this separation prevented the president 
from being able to "dominate [Congress] by authority," it nonetheless left 
him "at liberty to lead the houses of Congress by persuasion."27 

The need for the president to rely more on persuasion than appeals over 
the heads of the legislators to the people at large was reinforced by the sig
nificant legislative role that Congress retained in Wilson's program. His ac
count of the president's serving as a principled national spokesman coin
cided with a recognition that Congress tended "naturally" to predominate 
in "domestic questions" in which it was understandable for representatives 
and senators, with their personal grasp on the needs and interests of their 
constituents, "to make the initial choice, legislative leaders the chief deci
sions of policy" (58). In ordinary circumstances, "when matters of legisla
tion are under discussion the country is apt to think of the Speaker as the 
chief figure in Washington rather than the President" ( 107-8). While the 
president could best lay out principles and clarify and mobilize public opin-
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ion, Congress and its leadership retained control of the basic function and 
the details of lawmaking. Neither partner on this legislative team could go 
it alone; each had to respect the role of the other. 

Wilson's own analysis indicates that he saw real limits on the president's 
ability to rely on public opinion and hence on the element of responsibility 
that such leadership could bring to the American regime. His rhetorical re
treat regarding the power of public opinion leadership followed the prece
dent of his 1889 essay, "Leaders of Men," in which he acknowledged the 
limits imposed on interpretive leaders by the natural conservatism of pub
lic opinion. In Constitutional Government, Wilson observed that in addition 
a president seeking to lead opinion faced institutional-indeed, constitu
tional-constraints. 

Even in ideal circumstances, public opinion leadership was an indirect 
form of control. Wilson was proposing that, for example, when the House's 
committee structure kept what the president considered to be a necessary 
and widely supported measure from passing, the president could appeal to 
the people in order to give his side of the issues at stake. Thereafter, "if public 
opinion respond to his appeal the House may grow thoughtful of the next 
congressional elections and yield." Yet, if public opinion did not respond or 
if the House remained insensitive to it, then that was it; the president could 
not subordinate the House. 28 

More important, Wilson understood that appealing to public opinion was 
simply not a viable method when the president was trying to overcome op
position in the Senate. Members of the House, the ostensibly popular branch, 
who all stood for election every two years, might well think twice before 
going against the spokesman of the people unless they were sure that public 
opinion was on their side. But Wilson recognized that the Senate, with its 
staggered, six-year terms, "is not so immediately sensitive to opinion and is 
apt to grow, if anything, more stiff if pressure of that kind is brought to bear 
upon it." The only way to win over an unyielding Senate, he admitted, was 
for the president to seek out its counsel, communicate judiciously, and soften 
his demands (139-41). This imperative, though, considerably reduced the 
utility of public opinion leadership by the president, for on all matters of 
legislation the president had to carry the Senate as well as the House. And, 
of course, the president was completely dependent on the Senate when it 
came to the approval of his nominations for office and the ratification of 
treaties he had negotiated. 

Wilson did call for presidents to focus the political debate in order to 
foster a consensus behind their agendas and in those circumstances where it 
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was feasible and appropriate to appeal to the country for support. But his 
analysis also made clear that the president's leadership of public opinion had 
to complement-it could not replace-more "intimate communication" 
with Congress. Were presidents to capitalize on "time and circumstance and 
wise management," on the one hand, and their "most direct access to opin
ion;' on the other, they had "the best chance of leadership and mastery" in 
the legislative process. But in the end, Wilson recognized that it was only 
that, a chance ( r ro). Thus while the invigorated presidency that Wilson en
visioned would help fill the leadership void resulting from more traditional 
conceptions of the office, it did not provide the compelling mechanisms that 
were needed to establish responsible government. 

Wilson thought the president did not need to be as accommodating with 
Congress when it came to foreign policy, in part because he saw no role 
for the legislature in a realm in which necessity dictated the executive go 
it alone. And to his mind, the president could go it alone. Wilson's discus
sion of "one of the greatest of the President's powers ... his control, which 
is very absolute, of the foreign relations of the nation," was quite brief. 
He simply proposed that the president held the initiative in foreign af
fairs "without any restriction whatever;' and that this initiative effectively 
gave the president the ability to determine the course of U.S. foreign policy. 
Wilson paid little heed to the considerable powers that the Constitution 
gave to Congress in this domain, such as the power to regulate foreign com
merce, to create and support an army and a navy, and to declare war. The 
one congressional prerogative that he did mention, the right of the Senate to 
ratify treaties, he quickly dismissed as being essentially irrelevant in the face 
of the president's commanding position. The president, Wilson wrote, "need 
disclose no step of negotiation until it is complete, and when in any critical 
matter it is completed the government is virtually committed. Whatever its 
disinclination, the Senate may feel itself committed also." The president was 
not only to be the dominant leader of the United States in the new century, 
but he would also be, "henceforth, one of the great powers of the world" 
and thus could use his global preeminence to trump congressional objections 
(77-79) . 

Implicit in Wilson's notion that with the nation having "risen to the first 
rank in power and resources," the president "must stand always at the front 
of our affairs" was the assumption that the nation-Congress, the parties, the 
media, the citizenry-would willingly stand behind the president. Thence
forth, Wilson was suggesting, politics would stop at the waters' edge, beyond 
which the president had to be the authoritative voice of the nation (78-79). 
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He was thus predicting that the Constitution's distribution of foreign policy 
prerogatives would no longer be, in the eventually famous phrase of his 
Princeton colleague, Edward Corwin, "an invitation to struggle."29 

As presented in Constitutional Government, Wilson's analysis contains the 
basic theoretical assumptions of what Aaron Wildavsky has since termed "the 
two presidencies" model. Wilson acknowledged that the domestic presi
dent-his prime minister-would have to work in tandem with a Con
gress retaining significant control of the legislative agenda. But the higher 
stakes of politics between nations ruled out the debate and delay, the long 
marches toward compromise and consensus, that characterized domestic 
policy-making. As the spokesman of the nation in world affairs, the president 
could expect, and rightfully so, to enjoy wide freedom of action and defer
ence from other actors and institutions in the polity. 30 

But Wilson's argument that the president could set his own course in 
foreign policy did not sit well alongside his subsequent observati_ons of how 
the Senate, well insulated from presidential dominance, had often taken issue 
with the president's diplomacy and sought to dictate alternative courses of 
action. And, Wilson admitted, "when, as sometimes happens, the Senate is of 
one political party and the President of the other, its dictation may be based, 
not upon the merits of the question involved, but upon party antagonisms 
and calculations of advantage" (139) . For the president to control diplomacy 
as Wilson hoped and predicted that he would in the twentieth century, sena
tors and partisans not previously inclined to follow presidential leadership 
would have to recognize and submit to the growing functional imperative 
of their doing so. That they would submit was the crucial-and most ques
tionable-assumption of Wilson's thinking about the presidential control of 
foreign affairs. 

While arguing in Constitutional Government that the president's legislative 
and diplomatic roles were changing in profound ways, Wilson held that the 
job of chief executive was in an even greater state of flux. The president had 
less time to spend on administrative details, which were piling up as the 
federal government slowly expanded, because of the new demands that were 
levied upon him as the leader of his party and the nation. "The one set of 
duties it has proved practically impossible for him to perform; the other it 
has proved impossible for him to escape" (66-67) . Responding to these im
peratives, recent presidents (Wilson singled out Cleveland and Roosevelt) 
had increasingly delegated the administrative tasks to their cabinet officers, 
while taking on more of the public relations and political leadership them
selves. 

This functional adaptation, Wilson argued, was changing the nature of 
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the cabinet. Less and less would it be the redoubt of party barons whom 
presidents took into the administration in order to better manage their party 
coalition or preempt their leading rivals within it. As presidents shouldered 
the burden of their growing political responsibility, they would choose their 
department secretaries primarily on the grounds of administrative expertise 
and personal, not partisan, connections (75-76) . 

By advocating the continuation of these developments, Wilson was mak
ing an important change in his own theory of the presidency and its place 
in responsible government, rearranging the institutional demarcation be
tween politics and administration. In his earlier proposals, he urged that the 
president-essentially, the top administrative officer-be required to choose 
his department heads from among leaders of the majority party in Congress; 
they, in turn, would be the responsible political officers, directing and having 
to keep the confidence of the legislative bodies in which they sat. Wilson 
now reversed the roles: the president would serve as the political leader, the 
man who had to take the initiative and deal with Congress, while his cabinet 
secretaries would serve as administrative officers. 

There were problems with Wilson's reformulation. In his old scenario, the 
members of the cabinet-simultaneously directors of the administration, 
party leaders, and congressional leaders-were in a position to prevent indi
vidual representatives and senators from involving themselves in the details 
and staffing of the administration. The Wilsonian president, constitution
ally aloof from Congress, could not impose as many institutional and politi
cal sanctions to counter congressional interventions. Moreover, Wilson's new 
formulation contained no mechanisms for collective responsibility. It not 
only left the president without the formal means to control the legislature 
but also did not require that the executive leader maintain its confidence. 
There was ultimately no focal point of responsibility-that Holy Grail of 
Wilsonian politics, the source of effective government and principled poli
tics-in the presidential system that he now celebrated. Indeed, responsibil
ity was further occluded by the president selecting as his department heads 
not party leaders but private men of affairs with whom he alone had ties. 
The president would not have the counsel of men with established political 
experience and ties to the legislature, nor would he necessarily have the ex
perience and ties himself. When Wilson had first noticed this trend during 
the second Cleveland administration, he had viewed it with alarm; in Con
stitutional Government, he was willing to acquiesce in and even hail it. 

As Wilson concluded his discussion of the ascendant presidency, he sought 
to come to terms with how someone holding the office might juggle the 
multifaceted responsibilities that he now assigned to it. Wilson admitted that 
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the presidency whose power he celebrated was also "the most heavily bur
dened office in the world" (79). In addition to the traditional presidential 
roles of chief of state and chief diplomat, he suggested that the president also 
had to serve as the leader of his party and national opinion, the prime min
ister of the legislature, and even as an international force in his own right. 
Whereas in Wilson's early program he had not assigned this last role, saw the 
president serving only as chief of state, and assigned the rest of the respon
sibilities to the prime minister of a collectively responsible cabinet, he now 
gave all the duties to one man, the president. Wilson recognized the potential 
contradictions between the roles. He also knew that the more presidents 
did-the more they led-the more expectations concerning their perfor
mance and leadership would increase. In light of these difficulties, perhaps 
only half in jest, Wilson predicted that "men of ordinary physique and dis
cretion cannot be Presidents and live, if the strain be not somehow relieved. 
We shall be obliged always to be picking our chief magistrates from among 
wise and prudent athletes,-a small class" (79-80). 

Wilson thus essentially acknowledged that his program and the presi
dency that lay at the center of it were problematic. In a shrug of his theo
retical shoulders, he observed that the president's tremendous burdens, and 
the potential contradictions between and among them, could only be re
lieved by a constitutional amendment of the sort that he had once openly 
advocated, which would set up a collectively responsible executive cabi
net. But this prospect "was a thing too difficult to attempt except upon 
some greater necessity than the relief of an overburdened office." Moreover, 
Wilson noted that such an amendment was unlikely to come about, not just 
because of the difficulty of the process but also because "it is to be doubted 
whether the deliberate opinion of the country would consent to make of 
the President a less powerful officer than he is" (80). 

Wilson thus revealed the extent to which he was softening his analytical 
rigor regarding the preconditions, means, and ends of the reforms he desired 
in order to accommodate the political world as it was, to bring about the 
developments that might be possible within its existing confines. Attempt
ing to put the best face on the situation, he proposed that presidents could 
best keep on top of their mounting burdens, "without shirking any real 
responsibility," by following the example of their recent predecessors, ced
ing mere administrative concerns to their cabinet secretaries, "regarding 
themselves as less and less executive officers and more and more the directors 
of affairs and leaders of the nation, -men of counsel and the sort of action 
that makes for enlightenment" (80-81). This enlightenment, Wilson might 
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well have continued, could perhaps clear the way in the minds of citizens 
for more extensive changes at some point in the future. 

Looking back over Wilson's program as it was presented in Constitutional 
Government and comparing it with the version that he proposed in the early 
1880s, it stands as more expedient and yet, at the same time, more problem
atic. In a move that he understood as an act of interpretive statesmanship, he 
had given up on the constitutional amendments that would have established 
parliamentary mechanisms linking the executive and legislative branches. 
Wilson's subsequent elaboration of his progressive theory of political devel
opment and the catalytic role played by interpretive leadership in this pro
cess suggested that responsible government might arrive through more in
direct methods. The emergence of a reinvigorated presidency in the 1890s 
and 1900s appeared to confirm Wilson's speculations in this regard. He now 
believed that amid the unprecedented and unmet functional demands that 
were buffeting the government of the United States-the result of sweep
ing social, economic, and international changes-invigorated leadership on 
the part of the president could bring about the adaptation in the Constitu
tion and the party system that was required to move executive-legislative 
relations to a new plane. Indeed, Wilson believed that this solution to the 
problem of governance was already intimated in American political devel
opment. 

However, Wilson's convictions concerning the Darwinian nature of po
litical development and the power of interpretive presidential leadership 
were tempered by an awareness of the resilience of the Constitution and 
party politics as they had traditionally functioned. Wilson the reformer, who 
was driven by the hope and imperative of instituting responsible govern
ment, kept up his troubling dialogue with Wilson the realistic student of 
political life, who was keenly aware of the political inertia embodied in the 
American regime and the difficulties even the president would have in re
versing that inertia. The analysis now turns to Wilson's more explicitly po
litical career, in which these two personas continued, as it were, to speak 
their truths to each other and to his statesmanship. 



~FOUR 

Progressivism and Politics in 
New Jersey and the Nation 

In an essay written in 1907, Wilson compared the fermenting political situ
ation to that in the years just prior to the Civil War. "Parties have not yet 
squarely aligned themselves along what must of course be the line of cleav
age," he mused. Accelerating social and economic changes necessitated a fun
damental adjustment in politics and policies, but "party programmes are not 
yet explicit for the voter's choice." 1 The reason for the continued "dissolu
tion of parties" and "confusion of issues," Wilson suggested in 1908, was 
a "notable absence of leadership," not so much of the party organizations 
"but of the leadership of the constructive thought and purpose of the coun
try." 2 This was exactly the form of leadership that Wilson himself had al
ways wanted to provide and for which he believed he had a special gift. And 
it was the form of leadership upon which his program for responsible gov
ernment depended. In the years preceding Wilson's debut in electoral poli
tics, his program quickened and focused his ambitions. At the same time, the 
imperatives of this debut began to alter the program. 

I 
The first murmurings of political support for Woodrow Wilson came in 
1902, the same year he became president of Princeton. They reached a steady 
pitch within a few years, unaffected by his weak protests. Wilson's growing 
prominence on the national scene as an academic and political reformer, his 
dynamic presence at the podium, and-most important-his enduring and 
public commitment to the Bourbon principles of free trade, sound money, 
and efficient administration all made him an appealing figure to gold
bug Democrats. Foremost among Wilson's conservative backers was Colonel 
George Harvey, editor of Harper's T#ekly, who began endorsing Wilson for 
the presidency in 1906. Wilson maintained that his political ambitions were 
limited and unlikely. Nevertheless, he made sure to emphasize the conser-

66 
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vative aspects of his political views to please his new patrons. And, using 
the parliamentary terms of his program, Wilson admitted to a supporter in 
March 1906 that he was willing to have his name put forward to help with 
"organizing an Opposition with which conservative men could without 
apprehension ally themselves."3 

After Bryan's defeat in 1908, Wilson voiced a new resolution about what 
needed to be done "to organize a successful party of opposition" and the 
role he might play in doing it. Only a rejuvenated Democratic Party could 
offer a serious challenge to the Republicans, and this rejuvenation could not 
take place unless "men as unlike Mr. Bryan as principle is unlike expedi
ency will devote themselves to gaining influence and control as if to a daily 
business, as Mr. Bryan has done." Wilson now anticipated taking the initia
tive himself, if it was necessary, in the fight for "a genuine rationalization 
and rehabilitation of the Democratic party on lines of principle and states
manship." 4 

But if Wilson was going to lead the Democratic Party to power, he 
could not afford to be "unlike Mr. Bryan," at least not in terms of the poli
cies Bryan espoused. Amid the progressivism of the time, the Bourbons and 
financiers whose favor Wilson was attempting to curry represented a dimin
ishing segment of public opinion. Wilson needed to rethink his unstinting 
opposition to the Bryanite agenda. To do so was not conceptually troubling 
for him. As Wilson had told the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce in No
vember 1907, in phrases strikingly similar to those he had used in "Leaders 
of Men" eighteen years earlier, "a man engaged in party contests, must be 
an opportunist. Let us give up saying that word as if it contained a slur. If 
you want to win in party action .... you have got to fish for the majority, 
and the only majority you can get is the majority that is ready."5 

Following his own advice, in late 1908 Wilson started to warn business
men that they held an ethical obligation to be fair and just in their dealings 
with "the common man." At this point in American history, Wilson argued, 
to be a conservative meant to be in favor of reform so as to prevent more 
dramatic and destructive changes. In his arguments against the protective 
tariff, Wilson now proposed that it had produced the trusts and was insinu
ated in the unseemly alliance between the Republican Party and big busi
ness. Given that Wilson's conservatism had always been organic rather than 
doctrinal in character, it was not hard for him to make these arguments.6 

Through these exhortations and emphases, Wilson subtly shifted his political 
agenda and, in the process, his attractiveness as a political candidate. 

By 1910, Wilson's efforts to reestablish himself as a more progressive Demo
crat, one who was not beholden to party conservatives and financial interests, 
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began to pay off. Colonel Harvey and ex-Senator James Smith, the Demo
cratic boss of Newark (and, for all practical purposes, of New Jersey) had 
come to believe that Wilson was the man whom the party should run for 
governor. The Democrats had been in the political wilderness in New Jersey 
since the r89os, when the party had been corrupted by racetrack interests 
and voted out of power. In the meantime, the standpat Republicans who 
controlled the state government had alienated the insurgent reformers in 
their party, known as the New Idea men, as well as the growing number of 
progressives generally.7 Were the Democrats to wrest control of the guber
natorial chair, the successful candidate would have to be in a position to 
attract progressive support both from within and-especially-outside of 
his party. Wilson seemed to be just that sort of candidate. Indeed, if things 
worked out well for Wilson in New Jersey, Harvey and Smith anticipated 
that they might have a national political prodigy on their hands. As Wilson's 
patrons and he himself recognized, the same characteristics that made him 
attractive as a Democratic candidate for governor in New Jersey augured 
well for a presidential bid. 8 

Of course, Wilson's background made him something of an unknown. 
Before his sponsors gave him their active support, they made discreet inquir
ies about how he would treat the machine politicos. Wilson let it be known 
to Smith and Harvey that, in his words, "I should deem myself inexcusable 
for antagonizing [the machine], so long as I was left absolutely free in the 
matter of measures and men."9 Wilson evidently assumed that he had been 
understood and could govern as he wished if elected; Smith and Harvey 
likewise assumed that the professor from Princeton would not be a threat to 
their political plans. Neither Wilson nor his patrons, it turned out, were cor
rect in their assumptions. 

As the Newark machine went about securing Wilson's nomination, it 
appeared to many progressives in and outside the Democratic Party that Boss 
Smith was using the Princeton professor as a Trojan horse with which to 
take Trenton. Wilson began to counter this suspicion when he made a point 
of declaring in an acceptance speech-which, against precedent, he chose to 
give himself at the convention-that he had no political debts outstanding. 
Furthermore, he declared, "the future is not for parties 'playing politics,' but 
for measures conceived in the largest spirit, pushed by parties whose leaders 
are statesmen, not demagogues, who love not their offices, but their duty and 
opportunity for service. We are witnessing a renaissance of public spirit, a 
re-awakening of sober public opinion .. . . Shall we not forget ourselves in 
making [the Democratic Party) the instrument of righteousness for the State 
and for the nation?"10 As consistent as Wilson's pronouncements were with 
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his own thinking over the years, they seemed remarkable indeed to both the 
machine politicians and reformers then battling in New Jersey. 

A notable departure in Wilson's thinking did occur a few weeks later, 
however. It came about when George Record, the leader of the GOP New 
Idea men, on whose support the election would hinge, took up Wilson's 
standing offer to debate anyone on the issues of the campaign. In a public 
letter, Record asked Wilson to state unequivocally and for the public record 
his positions on a number of progressive concerns, including the regulation 
of public utilities, the direct election of senators, and workmen's compen
sation. The key questions that Record posed, however, concerned party re
form, in particular the direct primary, the top concern for most New Idea 
men and New Jersey progressives. 11 Record and the New Idea men had good 
reason to be suspicious of Wilson's commitment to progressivism and party 
reform. After all, Wilson had previously espoused conservative policies and 
lectured progressives on the unsuitability of the primary as a means for se
rious party reform. Presently he was the handpicked candidate of Boss 
Smith. Record's letter presented Wilson with some stark choices. Wilson 
knew that if he did not answer it, his integrity, his progressivism, and his 
political independence would be subject to even greater speculation. At risk 
were the votes outside of the Democratic Party, where he needed all the 
support he could get. As a result, he felt compelled to ignore the advice of 
Smith and Harvey and issue a reply to Record. 12 

In his response, Wilson left no doubt that he would support the agenda 
of the New Idea Republicans. He endorsed the primary without reservation 
and promised to press for the abolition of boss rule. "I sho,uld deem myself 
forever disgraced," Wilson stated to Record, "should I even in the slightest 
degree cooperate in any such system or any such transactions as you describe 
in your characterization of the 'boss' system. I regard myself as pledged to 
the regeneration of the Democratic Party which I have forecast above." 13 

The force in Wilson's denunciation of machine politics was no accident. 
Once Wilson decided to reach out to the New Idea men and other reform
minded voters, he could not afford even the appearance of equivocation in 
his stance vis-a-vis traditional party politics, lest these voters continue to 
harbor doubts about his independence. Wilson was discovering that progres
sivism had a logic of its own, one that ruled out the nuanced treatment that 
the traditional parties had received in Constitutional Government. 

"That letter will elect Wilson governor," George Record was reported 
to have said upon reading it. And, indeed, Wilson won on election day by a 
majority of 49,056 (out of the 433,560 votes that were cast) . It was not just 
Wilson who ran well. In an unforeseen development, the Democrats also 
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gained control of the assembly. Wilson's goal of appealing to Republican 
insurgents and independents had paid off, for him and his party. As Wallace 
Scudder, editor of the Newark Evening News put it, "Mr. Wilson owed his 
nomination to the Democrats. He owes his election to the independents." 14 

The latter debt, in light of its more recent incurrence and greater signifi
cance, was the one that Wilson chose to discharge in the controversy that 
erupted shortly after his victory, when Jim Smith told Wilson he wanted to 
go back to the Senate. During the campaign, Smith had led Wilson to be
lieve that he would not seek the seat. Were Smith now elected senator, it 
would falsify Wilson's oft-repeated professions about his independence from 
his patron, not to mention his criticism of boss rule. The situation was even 
more ticklish because there had been a nonbinding Democratic primary for 
the Senate seat, in which the voters were allowed to declare their preference 
to guide the legislators who would later vote on the matter. Smith had not 
entered the nonbinding primary, in which voter participation was low. The 
primary was won instead by James Martine, a hapless Bryanite who had con
ducted several failed campaigns for various offices in New Jersey. Although 
Martine may have been a buffoon, his election, the defeat of boss rule, and 
the validation of the primary principle quickly became intertwined ideals 
after the election. Wilson's political future, progressive associates warned 
him, both in New Jersey and as a presidential candidate hinged on whether 
these ideals were realized.15 

In a letter to Harvey, Wilson revealed his quandary as well as the aspira
tions it might thwart. He wished he could back Smith, "but his election 
would be intolerable to the very people who elected me and gave us a ma
jority in the legislature .... the 'progressives' of both parties." The integrity 
of the primary principle did not concern Wilson, only the impression its 
violation would make. "It is a national as well as a State question," he argued. 
At stake for the Democratic Party was nothing less than "the chance to draw 
all the liberal elements of the country to it, through new leaders, the chance 
that Mr. Roosevelt missed in his folly, and to constitute the ruling party of 
the country for the next generation."16 Wilson exaggerated. The Democratic 
Party was not destined to fall apart if New Jersey sent one more boss to the 
Senate. But if Wilson was going to instigate an enduring realignment in the 
party system, and if he was going to lead the transformed Democratic Party 
as it conducted more responsible government, both of which he was ambi
tious to accomplish, then for him to give in to Smith would mean disaster. 

Wilson had hoped that Harvey would be able to persuade Smith to drop 
out of the race. But Smith was resolute in the face of Wilson's opposition to 
his candidacy, and a personal visit from the governor-elect on December 7 
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did nothing to resolve the issue. Stymied, Wilson resorted to a series of in
creasingly combative press releases and speeches denouncing Smith. Wilson 
combined this public coercion with extensive lobbying of the legislators 
who would be voting in the election. On January 24, 1911 , Martine was 
elected senator. The college professor had given the boss from Essex County 
a lesson in hard-nosed politics.17 

At first glance, Wilson's fight against Smith might seem to indicate that 
he was indeed dedicated to the rhetorical leadership of public opinion, the 
destruction of the traditional party organizations, and the establishment of 
direct democracy. But such an impression is misleading. The fight against 
Smith was, in a sense, not Wilson's, who was no defender of the direct pri
mary until he received clear signals that his political future depended on his 
becoming one. Even then, Wilson worked behind the scenes in order to 
persuade Smith to drop out of the race; it was only when Smith refused, and 
dire political consequences seemed imminent, that Wilson resorted to a pub
lic showdown. 

Wilson's confrontation with Smith needs to be understood as an ef
fort not only to preserve Wilson's own fortunes but also the future of the 
Democratic Party. "Young men are flocking into the Democratic Party 
now," Wilson reminded an audience in Trenton on January 5, 1911, in the 
middle of one of his stem-winders against Smith. "These men will not have 
anything to do with the Democratic Party if it is to be dominated by the 
influences which in some quarters have dominated it in past years."18Indeed, 
it was not just the Democratic Party but the very idea of a party system that 
Wilson believed was at issue in his fight against Smith. He was attempting 
to salvage some legitimacy for the system as it then operated, instead of 
rejecting it out of hand as so many were prepared to do. "I believe in or
ganization;' Wilson asserted, "I desire to cooperate with the Democrats of 
every affiliation in carrying the party forward." But if Smith went to the 
Senate, it would only provide further confirmation of the accusations of the 
antiparty reformers in the state and nation, leading more and more people 
to "distrust both primaries and parties." 19 

That Wilson prevailed over Smith meant that for the time being, at least 
in New Jersey, the Democratic Party and party politics in general were 
spared the difficulties that might otherwise have befallen them. Wilson also 
reaped the political benefits that he himself stood to gain. Democrats and 
progressives from around the country wrote to salute his stand. The most 
important message came from William Jennings Bryan. "The fact that you 
were against us in 1896;' Bryan wrote, "raised a question in my mind in 
regard to your views on public questions but your attitude in the Senatorial 
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cause has tended to reassure me."20 That Bryan was now prepared to com
mend him, notwithstanding their past disagreements, was a most pleasing 
development, for as Wilson emphatically put it, "of course no Democrat can 
win whom Mr. Bryan does not approve."21 

But Wilson still had a way to go to win Bryan's full approval-specifi
cally, on the initiative, referendum, and recall. While party conservatives 
feared these measures, the Bryanite wing of the Democratic Party had come 
to regard support for them as "the acid test of a man's democracy these days; ' 
as Charles Bryan put it. 22 This acid test presented a problem for Wilson. He 
had always argued against direct legislation by the voters as the epitome of 
a wrongheaded, inorganic approach to government, one that asked the voters 
to perform tasks of which they were manifestly incapable. However, shortly 
after being elected governor, Wilson had a visit with William S. U'ren, the 
leading proponent of the "Oregon system" of direct democracy, who urged 
Wilson to adopt this system in its entirety, not just the anticorruption and 
direct primary laws that already were planned but also provisions for direct 
legislation and the recall. Many of Wilson's own progressive associates in the 
New Jersey Democratic Party shared U'ren's views, and they also expounded 
to the governor the political benefits of a change in his positions. In the face 
of these arguments, theoretical and practical, Wilson's opposition to the ini
tiative, referendum, and recall began to dissipate. It would soon drop alto
gether. 23 

In May 1911, Wilson headed out to Bryan country and the West Coast 
on a speaking tour in which he intended both to explore and nurture his 
presidential prospects. At the first stop on this tour, in Kansas City, Wilson 
announced his firm support for the initiative, referendum, and recall. He 
defended his dramatic change of heart by denying that the measures were 
radical: "Their intention is to restore, not to destroy, representative govern
ment." 24 When party conservatives raised their objections, Wilson would 
emphasize that he did not see the initiative, referendum, and recall as uni
versal solutions; whether they would be useful depended on conditions in 
each state and locality. Wilson also consistently disavowed the recall of 
judges and judicial decisions, a reform that Theodore Roosevelt had taken to 
championing. Traditionalists abhorred the judicial recall, and Wilson agreed 
that it threatened the basic idea of constitutionalism. 25 And, as he had in the 
confrontation with Smith over primary reform, Wilson stated that his ad
vocacy of direct democracy was by no means a repudiation of organized 
partisanship, which would always be necessary for effective political ac
tion, but only of legislators and executives controlled and corrupted by 
backroom politicos.26 With his change of positions on the Oregon system, 
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Wilson sought to preserve the legitimacy of party action by giving voters 
the electoral tools they were demanding to punish the degradations of ma
chine politics. 

But this, of course, was not the whole of Wilson's endeavor. His full-scale 
endorsement of direct democracy, while couched in conservative terms of 
restoration rather than transformation, was a crucial and attractive shift in 
the view of Bryanites and other progressive Democrats. Throughout the re
mainder of the year, Wilson continued to seek the favor of these elements 
in the party. Toward this end, he began criticizing the money trust and dis
tancing himself from Colonel Harvey. 27 

In January 1912, however, all of Wilson's efforts to win the support of 
Bryan and his followers threatened to come undone. Back in 1907, when 
Wilson was still an avowed goldbug Democrat, he had expressed a fateful 
wish to a correspondent: "Would that we could do something, at once dig
nified and effective, to knock Mr. Bryan once for all into a cocked hat." Five 
years later, this wish suddenly reappeared in the newspapers, at the very 
moment that the Democratic National Committee was convening in Wash
ington for its Jackson Day meeting. Wilson knew that he had some explain
ing to do if he wanted to keep his presidential hopes alive. The man who, 
in 1908, had refused even to break bread with Bryan at a Jefferson Day 
banquet was now prepared to eat Jackson Day crow in front of the Com
moner and the entire party. 28 

In the middle of his speech, Wilson made his apology by way of a salute: 
"While we have differed with Mr. Bryan upon this occasion and upon that 
in regard to the specific things to be done, he has gone serenely on pointing 
out to a more and more convinced people what it was that was the matter. 
He has ... not based his career upon calculation, but has based it upon prin
ciple." 29 Wilson's testimony was remarkable, not least because it was precisely 
in these terms that he had previously praised Grover Cleveland and con
demned William Jennings Bryan. It is hard to imagine a more profound 
statement of the extent to which Wilson had overhauled his Bourbon incli
nations to accommodate political reality. Indeed, by the logic of his salute to 
Bryan, he himself was as contemptible as the Nebraskan was commendable. 

In fact, Wilson held a more subtle conception of political leadership than 
this. To be sure, he had always praised the leader who held fast to a particu
lar agenda, on principle, and who in the process gradually turned from a 
dissenter to a harbinger to a spokesman of the majority. This quality was 
the basis for his admiration of John Bright. But Wilson reserved more ad
miration for another kind of statesmanship, in which convictions and poli
cies evolved over the years in response to the prevailing sentiments of pub-
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lie opinion, the logic of compelling ideas, and the experience of and respon
sibility for governing-the search for truth that Wilson's hero oflong-stand
ing, William Gladstone, had undertaken. 

Thus despite the inconsistences that had surfaced in Wilson's positions 
vis-a-vis big business, political machines, and direct democracy during his 
initial forays into politics, and notwithstanding the political ambitions that 
helped bring about these inconsistencies, his actions and statements in these 
years had integrity at a fundamental level. In responding to public demands 
for reform, pursuing the logic of progressivism as it was mapped out by the 
likes of Record, U'Ren, and Bryan, and learning from his experience in 
his struggles with Boss Smith, Wilson emerged as the sort of interpretive 
statesman he had always esteemed, a leader who, among other things, could 
initiate a regeneration in the party system and the polity at large. 

II 
As much as his endorsement of William Jennings Bryan and the Bryanite 
political agenda, Wilson's legislative accomplishments during his first year as 
governor established him as a viable and attractive Democratic candidate for 
the presidency in 1912. In Trenton, Wilson sought to provide the encompass
ing leadership of his party, the legislature, and public opinion that he had 
been calling upon chief executives to exercise. His governorship served, 
then, as a preliminary test of his program. 30 

In October 1910, during the gubernatorial campaign, Wilson offered a 
preview of his brand of leadership in response to a speech by his Republican 
opponent, Vivian Leigh. Leigh had proposed that he would be a "constitu
tional governor;' i.e., one who would not seek to lead the legislature actively 
and personally but instead only through written messages and, if neces
sary, vetoes. If those were the standards of a constitutional executive, Wilson 
proudly declared, then he would be an "unconstitutional governor" and ac
tively lead the legislature, explaining with his own voice to its members
and to the people at large-why the measures he would propose were sound 
and necessary. Dismissing the whiggish scruples of his opponent, Wilson ar
gued that his vision of engaged, public, and comprehensive executive lead
ership actually served the spirit of New Jersey's constitution, for it "relieves 
the Legislature of certain kinds of pressure which they will find it very 
welcome to be relieved of."31 

Wilson wasted little time in putting his theory into practice. On Janu
ary 16, 1911, the day before his inauguration, Wilson met with several 
Democratic legislators, party advisers, and George Record to map out the 
legislation he would advocate. They agreed to focus on four major proposals 
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from the Democratic platform: a direct primary law and corrupt practices 
act and bills providing for workmen's compensation and a strengthening of 
the public utilities commission.32 Having decided upon the agenda, in his 
inaugural address Wilson began the publicity campaign that he had prom
ised on its behalf. He kept up the publicity with a barrage of press releases, 
public addresses, and interviews with journalists.33 Wilson also brought his 
"talking" campaign to the legislature itself, taking the unprecedented step 
of meeting in closed sessions with the Democratic members of the assembly 
to explain the proposals he had put before them.34 Wilson's visits generated 
considerable opposition from some members of his audience, who regarded 
it as a clear violation of the separation of powers. But as Wilson pointed out 
to them on one occasion, the New Jersey constitution mandated that "the 
Governor shall communicate by message to the legislature at the opening of 
each session, and at such other times as he may deem necessary, the condition 
of the State, and recommend such measures as he may deem appropriate."35 

It was not only through public pronouncements and his ample reading 
of his gubernatorial prerogatives that Wilson sought to lead the legislature. 
He used more consensual means as well. Much to the consternation of pro
gressive associates such as James Kerney and George Record, Wilson invited 
a leader of the Smith forces in the legislature to attend the January meet
ing at which his administration's agenda was mapped out. Once the agenda 
was announced, Wilson became an effective lobbyist for it, meeting fre
quently with members of the legislature to plead his case. He subsequently 
compromised with wavering legislators on numerous provisions. Various 
parts of the primary bill, for instance, were altered to alleviate the concerns 
of traditional politicians, again over the complaints of progressives. Finally, 
although he was not an informal man, Wilson acknowledged the need to 
facilitate the cooperation of legislators by swapping stories and engaging in 
their carryings-on. In April, near the end of the legislative session, Wilson 
found himself cakewalking around a dance floor with a senator. "Such 
are the processes of high politics," a bemused Wilson wrote to a confidant. 
"This is what it costs to be a leader."36 

The synthesis of assertive and consensual executive leadership that Wil
son had called for in his academic works had proved to be remarkably pro
ductive in its first practical application, facilitating the passage of the four 
major bills that Wilson and his aides had set as priorities in January. Reform
ers in the state and nation hailed Wilson's legislative success as a tremendous 
achievement, a result of his encompassing leadership and initiative.37 Just 
after the adjournment, he sought to put things in perspective for a friend: 
"As a matter of fact, it is just a bit of natural history. I came to the office in 
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the fullness of time, when opinion was ripe on all these matters, when both 
parties were committed to these reforms, and by merely standing fast, and 
by never losing sight of the business for an hour, but keeping up all sorts 
of (legitimate) pressure all the time, kept the mighty forces from being di
verted or blocked at any point."38 Wilson took pride not just in his legislative 
achievements but also in the methods that had produced them. No doubt he 
saw his success in this regard as just as much "a bit of natural history" as 
were the legislative achievements themselves. 

Yet as Wilson was soon to realize, if he had not already, the methods and 
effects of his gubernatorial leadership were not completely consistent with 
his program. The Darwinian evolution of politics upon which this program 
was premised lagged somewhat, at least in New Jersey. It is interesting to 
note that even when writing to a close friend, as he was in the passage above, 
Wilson felt the need to note parenthetically that he was, of course, exercising 
only "(legitimate)" pressure on the legislature. What might constitute ille
gitimate pressure? In Constitutional Government and in his prophetic, preelec
tion declaration that he would be an "unconstitutional governor," Wilson 
identified two particularly egregious forms of pressure that executives had 
been known to resort to: using patronage to purchase votes in the legislature 
and setting up a political machine of their own to fight their political op
ponents. 39 Wilson had in part developed his conception of interpretive lead
ership, in which the leader drew strength from his public elaboration and 
defense of a principled program, so that executives might free themselves, 
and the public interest, from the debilitating influence of "mere partisan
ship." 

Thus on March 20, r9II, when New Jersey Democratic Party Chairman 
James Nugent, Jim Smith's son-in-law and henchman, accused Wilson of 
using the very same illicit methods of partisanship that the governor had 
repeatedly condemned, an enraged Wilson chucked the politico out of his 
office, thereby adding to his growing reputation as the scourge of the bosses. 
However, what the press took for righteous indignation might well have 
been anger generated by a guilty conscience. 40 

Recall that Wilson failed to resolve a fundamental ambivalence if not a 
contradiction in his program regarding party politics. On the one hand, he 
proposed that executives could and should refuse to stoop to the rough
hewn methods by which party leaders had traditionally secured votes in the 
legislature and the electorate. On the other hand, he had come to appreciate 
the integrating functions of the traditional party organizations and the ex
tent to which a party's performance of these essential functions hinged on 
their making the "petty choices" of politics, especially at the state and local 
level. 
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Notwithstanding Wilson's mounting criticism of the boss system, criti
cism in large part driven by the progressive tide he was attempting to ride 
in New Jersey and the nation, he retained his realistic understanding of what 
made for effective party action after he embarked on his political career. His 
realism in this regard led him to ask Joseph Tumulty, an ex-assemblyman and 
a regular in the Hudson County machine run by Robert Davis, to be his 
secretary. Like several other reform-minded Davis men, Tumulty had first 
come into the Wilson camp when it appeared that candidate Wilson was 
turning away from his patron, James Smith, whose Essex County machine 
was the chief intraparty rival of their own. During the rest of 1910, Wilson 
appreciated and benefited from Tumulty's practical advice and support, es
pecially in the early days of the showdown with Smith. In early January, 
when Wilson was realizing more and more the extent to which he would 
have to beat Smith at his own game, he offered Tumulty the job "in order 
that I may have a guide at my elbow in matters of which I know almost 
nothing." 41 

In addition to practical advice on how to proceed in the fight to deny 
Smith the Senate seat he coveted, Wilson relied on Tumulty to recommend 
men for virtually all of the appointments he made as governor. Not wanting 
to handle this duty himself but recognizing that it had to be done, and done 
well, Wilson assigned it to his new assistant. Tumulty's heartier scruples and 
broader experience made him, as Wilson no doubt knew, a better man for 
the job. Tumulty had received his political education in a system where 
bosses kept tight control over the sustaining spoils. He was caught off guard 
even as he was delighted by this "most remarkable assignment." 42 In con
sultation with his friend James Kerney, a Trenton newspaperman who, like 
Tumulty, coupled an appreciation for Wilson's vision with a realistic under
standing of what was needed to make it work, the young aide filled in the 
roster of appointments. Kerney later recalled that "Tumulty and I made a 
sincere effort to pick men who would be a credit to Wilson and who fur
thermore had rendered party service and would not be offensive to the or
ganization." Acting upon Tumulty's advice and upon their implicit mutual 
objective of reconciling progressivism and politics, Wilson completely cut 
out the Smith machine in making his appointments; nevertheless, the state 
Democratic chairman could later boast that Wilson had filled 80 percent of 
the jobs at his disposal with party regulars. More important, Wilson kept 
most of his appointments in hand until after his legislation had made it 
through the statehouse, keeping the carrot out in front of the legislators ex
pected to hold the party line. 43 

Tumulty and Wilson, though the governor was not prepared to admit it, 
were not only interested in securing votes in the legislature but also in the 
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New Jersey electorate before the legislative elections in 191 r-and in any 
elections that Wilson might be standing in the following year. Tumulty pre
pared his patronage lists with an eye to fostering a Wilson machine through
out the state that could defeat the Smith faction. The crown jewel of his 
strategy was to capture as much of the Hudson County machine, then in 
flux after the death of Bob Davis, as was possible, thereby establishing for 
Wilson a major urban base (Jersey City) to balance that controlled by Smith 
(Newark). 44 

This plan, however, entailed Wilson's warming up to some Jersey City 
politicos with more than just patronage. Thus in the primary season of 191 r, 
for example, during which Wilson took what he pointed out with a boast 
was the unprecedented step of stumping the state to condemn the intraparty 
opponents of his policies, most of whom were Smith's men, he shocked his 
progressive supporters when he did not come out against two Hudson 
County assemblymen who had been among the most recalcitrant in oppos
ing his legislative agenda. Having the sole virtue of not being in Smith's 
pocket, the two bosses from Jersey City received Wilson's stamp of ap
proval. 45 

Wilson's tacit collaboration with machine elements in New Jersey poli
tics, opportunistic and hypocritical though it may have seemed to James 
Nugent and New Idea men alike, was in fact rooted in a nagging contradic
tion in his program. Other problems surfaced with the returns and aftermath 
of the 191 r elections. According to Wilson's program, these elections should 
have produced Democratic majorities. He and his party had run on a pro
gressive platform and carried it out systematically, precisely the circum
stances that he had always believed would produce a groundswell of electoral 
support. "You voted for the forecast. Are you going to confirm the reality?" 
Wilson asked voters in Morristown on October 16. Later that day, in Madi
son, Wilson bluntly told his audience: "If you don't vote to return a Demo
cratic Legislature on November 7 you lied when you voted for me last 
fall." 46 

Arthur Link documents that Wilson's leadership and the Democratic rec
ord of 191 r do appear to have spurred on the Democratic vote. Whereas 
Republican candidates for the legislature, taken as a whole, had run up state
wide majorities of 61,586 votes in 1908 and 41,502 votes in 1909, in r9II 
they were outpolled by their Democratic rivals by 3, roo votes. Nevertheless, 
in 1911 the voters of New Jersey sent Republican majorities to both houses 
in Trenton. The GOP won thirty-seven of the sixty assembly races and five 
of the eight Senate races. What produced the defeat? The Wilson ticket had 
been knifed by Smith's machine. Had the Democrats carried Essex County, 
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they would have had majorities in both houses, but the silence of Smith's 
papers during the campaign and his machine's deliberate refusal to get out 
the Democratic vote in Essex County, which fell from 40,516 voters in 1910 

to 23,360 in 1911, kept this from happening.47 

Wilson was caught off guard by the returns and enraged by Smith's pyr
rhic vengeance. His conception of party leadership had suddenly been con
founded: notwithstanding his successful execution of his mandate, he-the 
prime minister-now faced the prospect of having to deal with a legislature 
controlled by the opposition. The day after the election, Wilson stated tersely, 
"I look forward with great interest to the next session as affording an op
portunity to the Republican leaders to fulfill the very explicit pledges of 
their platform." He was clearly putting the onus for constructive legislation 
on the GOP. 48 

In the next few months, Wilson became precisely the sort of "constitu
tional governor" that he had earlier derided. Apart from a proposal for ad
ministrative reorganization, Wilson took no initiative in matters of policy, 
in stark contrast to the previous session. He also reacted against Republican 
measures by issuing some fifty-seven vetoes (as compared with thirteen the 
year before), many of which were drafted in acerbic form. 49 Having effec
tively buried the separation of powers in the New Jersey constitution in 
1911, Wilson exhumed the arrangement and used it to fight a rear-guard 
action against the Republican majorities in 1912. 

Wilson's record as governor of New Jersey provides an early glimpse of 
the central insights and contradictions in his program for responsible gov
ernment. The comprehensive leadership he had provided in 1911, combining 
as it did public and private, forceful and consensual means, was by all ac
counts masterful and a major factor in the remarkable legislative achieve
ments of that year. At the same time, however, Wilson's program did not map 
an easy route through the maze of traditional party politics; its key assump
tion about the translation of legislative success into electoral reaffirmation 
was overridden at the polls; and it offered no effective formula for-indeed, 
it appeared to exacerbate-the circumstances of divided government. 

III 
Wilson's apparent abdication of gubernatorial leadership in 1912 no doubt 
stemmed partly from his increasing preoccupation with the presidential 
campaign. At the same time that his program was being sorely tested in 
Trenton, it was also being put to the test at the national level. Wilson's advo
cacy of his candidacy and his party's platform in the months leading up to 
the presidential election rested in large part on a defense of his program 
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against the standpattism of Taft and the Republicans, on the one hand, and 
the radical departures envisioned by Theodore Roosevelt and the Progressive 
Party, on the other. On questions of political economy, for example, Wilson 
denounced the Taft administration's willingness to rely on the Sherman Act 
to cope with the problem of monopoly and its support for high protective 
tariffs. But Wilson insisted that the remedies to these problems in the Pro
gressive platform were likewise unacceptable. 

Theodore Roosevelt and sympathetic intellectuals such as Herbert Croly 
and Walter Lippmann disdained what they regarded as the heavy-handed and 
all too often parochial attempts by Congress and the political parties to solve 
increasingly complex social and economic problems by means of formal 
laws. They thought it far better to turn over these vexsome tasks to inde
pendent commissions, in which expert administrators, well insulated from 
political pressures, would be in the ideal position to discern and act upon 
the public interest. The Progressive Party platform reflected this argument 
in planks that called for the establishment of independent commissions to 
regulate business and oversee the setting of tariff rates. so 

To be sure, Wilson believed in experts and the need to grant them suffi
cient discretion. However, he had long insisted that to be legitimate, agencies 
had to be directly controlled by political leaders and parties that were in 
turn directly accountable to the electorate. Independent boards and com
missions not only violated the ideals of political responsibility and the rule 
of law but also increased the likelihood that private interests would capture 
such agencies and use them for their own purposes. In 1912, Wilson insisted 
that more partisanship, not less, was the solution for problems like the tariff 
and the trusts-that is, responsible partisanship of the sort that produced 
coherent and systematic legislation.51 

But was such partisanship possible? At a more fundamental level, Wilson 
had to defend the idea of responsible partisanship against the alternative 
notions embodied in the campaigns of his rivals. William Howard Taft's 
campaign was both an unabashed display and defense of traditional party 
politics against the antipartisan insurgency led by Theodore Roosevelt. The 
Republican presidential machine cracked the patronage whip with great 
efficiency as it lined up convention delegates for the incumbent. Taft's forces 
also squelched calls for primary reform, which stood to benefit the more 
popular Roosevelt, ignoring the outraged protests of the Bull Moose and his 
supporters. Determined to stand against such "radicalism and demagogy," 
Taft vowed that "even if I go down to defeat it is my duty to secure the 
nomination if I can, under the rules that the Republican Party Conven
tion has established, in spite of all the threats to bolt or to establish a third 
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party." 52 The resolve of Taft along with that of Elihu Root and Henry Cabot 
Lodge, who joined the incumbent in his stand against Roosevelt, was ulti
mately prompted by Roosevelt's championing of direct democracy, espe
cially the judicial recall, which horrified constitutional conservatives. 53 

Undaunted by the determined opposition of his former associates, 
Roosevelt continued his demands for more direct democracy, even on con
stitutional questions, and pressed his assault on "the spoils politicians and 
patronage mongers," in his graphic phrasing, by lashing his candidacy di
rectly to the cause of primary reform. In June, on the eve of the Republican 
National Convention from which he would soon bolt, he declared, "I have 
absolutely no affiliation with any party."54 The progressives who followed 
Roosevelt out of the convention had likewise given up on party politics. In 
its first platform plank the Progressive Party condemned "The Old Parties" 
as obsolete and corrupt and deemed itself "a new instrument of government 
through which to give effect to [the people's] will in laws and institutions." 
It went on to endorse a sweeping program of direct democracy, including 
the judicial recall at the state level, intending to drain the power from "the 
state of courts and parties" that Taft and his supporters were defending. As 
Sidney Milkis and Daniel Tichenor have observed, the Progressive Party was 
a paradox, "a party to end party politics."55 

It was between these two extremes, the uncritical acceptance or princi
pled rejection of party politics, that Wilson was trying to navigate in 1912. 
His criticism of the stultifying effect that the traditional parties had on po
litical debate, legislation, and administration-criticism that he had sharp
ened after his entrance into electoral politics in 1910-continued as he cam
paigned for the White House. So did his recently adopted advocacy of the 
direct primary and the initiative, referendum, and recall (though he contin
ued to oppose Roosevelt's judicial recall as inconsistent with the rule oflaw). 
That a progressive politician in Wilson's day would criticize backroom poli
tics while advocating direct democracy is not surprising. What is striking is 
Wilson's insistent efforts to defend responsible party government. 

Wilson emphasized two main themes in this defense. First, he sought to 
redefine party politics. "A boss isn't a leader of a party," Wilson insisted in 
a recurring campaign argument. "Parties don't meet in back rooms; parties 
don't have private understandings; parties don't make arrangements which 
never get into the newspapers."56 In lieu of this common conception of 
party politics, he offered an alternative view in which principles and public 
policy, not patronage and political power, were what animated and united 
the partisans. Thus it was that Wilson told an audience in New Jersey, while 
wrapping up his presidential campaign, "I look upon the party as an instru-
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ment, not as an end. I do not limit my view by the Democratic Party, but I 
look through the Democratic Party to the destinies of the United States."57 

If ever the two diverged, he continued, he would stick with the larger des
tinies. He knew that if parties could be seen in this light, as instruments 
oriented to the public and national interests, then party government could 
take on a new legitimacy. 

At the same .time that Wilson was attempting to redefine partisanship, he 
continued to stress the importance of political organization. Indeed, when
ever he endorsed direct democracy as a reform agenda, he almost always 
urged that it be considered not as a substitute but only as a correction for 
an organization gone awry. Wilson expounded on these imperatives in the 
first plank of a draft platform that he proposed for the national Democratic 
Party in 1912: "Political organization is absolutely indispensable to the suc
cessful action of parties, and should ... be fostered so long as it constitutes 
the means of carrying out the principles of a party and of serving the public 
interest. It becomes hurtful or illegitimate only when it is perverted and 
degenerates into a mere 'machine' for the advancement of personal fortunes 
(either economic or politic)."58 

Both reformers and party regulars doubted, albeit for different reasons, 
whether the creation and maintenance of such an organization, at once prin
cipled and effective, was possible. Certainly the history of party politics in 
the United States gave ample evidence for their doubts. Wilson acknowl
edged the difficulty of the juggling act he was proposing but also argued 
that the legitimacy and efficiency of the party organization were not op
posed but in fact intertwined. On September 12, 1912, when Wilson ad
dressed the leaders of the New York State Democratic Party, in which ma
chine and reform elements were at loggerheads, he elaborated as follows: 
"The strength of a party, the fighting strength of a party, lies in its organi
zation, but the strength of an organization lies in the purpose which it has 
in view. Without the right purpose, organization can't succeed in the long 
run. With the best of purposes, you can't succeed without organization. And 
that is the whole quandary of politics."59 

It was indeed a quandary. In formulating his program and attempting to 
put it into practice in New Jersey, Wilson had yet to reconcile the demands 
of party legitimacy and efficiency. His opponents in 1912 had forsaken the 
attempt altogether, Taft digging in with his organization to defend the old 
ways, Roosevelt and his followers bolting with their principles and faith in 
direct democracy. But Wilson himself remained convinced, or at least was 
not ready to give up his lifelong hope, that a leader of vision who abstained 
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from the baser methods of party management but nevertheless stayed within 
the party fold would be able to solve the quandary of party politics in the 
United States. 

The three different views on party politics held by Taft, Roosevelt, and 
Wilson in 1912 ran parallel to differences in the candidates' views on presi
dential leadership. Taft, for his part, came close to embodying the whig presi
dency that Wilson had criticized. After leaving the White House, Taft would 
argue that "the President can exercise no power which cannot be fairly and 
reasonably traced to some specific grant of power or justly implied and in
cluded within such express grant as proper and necessary to its exercise."60 

Taft did not always hold to such a narrow and lawyerly view of presidential 
power, as demonstrated by his unstinting campaign against Roosevelt in 
1912. That being said, Taft's famous definition of the constraints on the ex
ecutive reflected a conception of the office that was much more limited 
than those held by his rivals in the 1912 election. 

Wilson and Roosevelt believed that the president could and should 
take much more initiative in leading Congress and public opinion.61 But 
there were clear differences in their approaches. In Wilson's estimation, pub
lic opinion leadership primarily involved the recognition and explanation 
of emerging political developments. Insofar as the leader's speech was inspi
rational, it should be because of the powerful truths and principles that were 
being explained. Roosevelt, in contrast, subscribed to a heroic conception of 
leadership that inspired more of an emotionally charged, even spiritual re
sponse. Although Wilson regarded Roosevelt as something of a demagogue, 
other progressive thinkers warmed to his outbursts. Herbert Croly admired 
him as "Thor wielding with power and effect a sledge-hammer in the cause 
of national righteousness." Walter Lippmann remarked that Roosevelt 
"haunts political thinking. And indeed, why shouldn't he . . . govern
ment under him was a throbbing human purpose ... . I believe we need 
offer no apologies for making Mr. Roosevelt stand as the working model for 
a possible American statesman at the beginning of the twentieth century." 
Roosevelt's thunderous rallying cry to his fellow progressives in 1912-"We 
stand at Armageddon and we battle for the Lord" -is a perfect example of 
the heroic, radical rhetoric that set his leadership apart from the more pro
fessorial, interpretive approach of Wilson. 62 

Wilson also held that the executive leader was connected with his party 
in ways that Roosevelt ultimately found unacceptable. The two leaders' be
havior leading up to the 1912 election is revealing on this point. Wilson had, 
over time, moved toward the progressive majority in his party. Roosevelt, in 
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contrast, sought to impose his more progressive views on a party, and when 
it was clear that he and his policies were going to lose, he appeared in person 
to denounce the proceedings and led his supporters away. During the Demo
cratic Convention, Wilson disavowed any personal appearances and ordered 
his delegates to be released when he concluded that he could not win the 
nomination. Unwilling to give up so easily, Wilson's floor managers did 
not carry out his instructions, and subsequently, through the vagaries of the 
two-thirds rule and some old-fashioned back room dealing, the Wilson men 
prevailed. The outcome notwithstanding, the contrast between Wilson's and 
Roosevelt's behavior reflects different convictions concerning the relation
ship between leaders and their parties.63 

Looking at the 1912 election, then, it is apparent that the program em
bodied in Roosevelt's candidacy and theorized by Croly and Lippmann was 
the source of the unsettling ideas for which James Ceaser, Jeffrey Tulis, and 
others have criticized Wilson.64 While Wilson shared many of the concerns 
of Roosevelt and his followers, he proposed to conserve and refine many 
aspects of the old order. It is in the Bull Moose's candidacy that one finds a 
highly distilled call for the subordination of the Constitution and traditional 
party politics to plebiscitarian leadership and direct democracy. It is particu
larly revealing that the self-conscious defenders of the Founders' regime felt 
compelled to defeat Roosevelt's program. That doing this required Taft, 
Root, and Lodge to turn on a friend and former leader, to sacrifice know
ingly the political fortunes of the Republican Party in 1912, and to allow 
the Democrats to take control of the government reveals the intensity of 
their convictions about the radicalism of Bull Moose progressivism. Con
versely, it reflects the less objectionable nature of Wilson's program to the 
friends of the Constitution and the traditional party system. 

The contrasts among the candidates in 1912 also point to the continuity 
in Wilson's thinking over the years, the altered institutional dynamics of his 
program notwithstanding. In the 1880s, Wilson had defended the idea of 
party government against Albert Stickney's call for a nonpartisan adminis
tration of the "best men" at the same time that he had opposed Sir Henry 
Maine's and A. Lawrence Lowell's endorsements of the constitutional and 
political status quo. In 1912, Wilson was occupying the same ground for the 
same reasons. He still did not believe that party government could or should 
be rejected in favor of an omnipotent executive and an expanded bureauc
racy. Yet Wilson also remained convinced that the constitutional balance of 
power between the executive and legislature, as well as the means and ends 
of party politics, needed to be adjusted if the nation was to cope with its 
new predicaments. 
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IV 

Another perennial aspect of Wilson's program figured prominently, and was 
of more immediate relevance, in his 1912 presidential campaign: the need 
for a realignment that would sweep away the last remnants of Gilded Age 
politics, define a more principled and relevant debate between the parties, 
and establish the Democrats as a reform-minded majority in the process. As 
David Sarasohn has demonstrated, the wide agreement within the Demo
cratic Party on a progressive agenda and the electoral surge that it had re
cently been enjoying in some key states and Congress made the prospects 
for a realignment look very good indeed in 1912.65 Wilson's desire to help 
foster and then to benefit from this realignment had informed his entrance 
into electoral politics in 1910 and shaped his political leadership in New 
Jersey. He understood that his fortunes in national politics as well as the 
fate of his program for responsible government would ultimately depend on 
such a sweeping change in the party system. 

In the spring of 1911, as Wilson tacitly opened his presidential campaign 
with a cross-country speaking tour, he drew attention to the ferment in the 
American polity. "Party lines are resting lightly on the people these days;' 
he contended in Indianapolis on April 13. "I do not believe there will be 
any new parties, but I believe there will be a redistribution of the voters 
between the parties."66 Wilson was optimistic in this regard because of what 
he interpreted as fundamental changes occurring in voting behavior. In 
Kansas City on May 6, Wilson proposed that "the voters now are becoming 
what might be called detachable voters. They don't have to be pried off with 
a crowbar. They follow their convictions. There was a time, you remember, 
when a man couldn't have been torn from his party for anything. But the 
times have changed .... The old arguments of the parties do not ring [true) 
any more. The people want new proposals and the party that offers them will 
win." 67 In noting the erosion of the fervent partisan identification that had 
characterized party politics in the "party period" of the nineteenth century, 
and in drawing attention to the difficulties that the two major parties were 
having in accommodating the issues that had come to the fore in the Pro
gressive Era, Wilson was pointing out developments that have since been 
confirmed by political scientists and historians. But at the same time he was 
also attempting to "interpret" a realignment that would bring him and the 
Democratic Party to power. 

To spur along the realignment, Wilson urged that citizens put aside fam
ily traditions and sectional and ethnocultural loyalties when they entered the 
voting booth. Voting decisions-or nondecisions, in Wilson's estimation-
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arising from these factors had contributed to the political and governmental 
stagnation that had constrained the nation's development for too long. "We 
have made a mess of voting sentimentally," he argued at the height of the 
1912 campaign. "We have made a mess of being disinclined to vote tickets 
which our fathers wouldn't vote." Instead, Wilson proposed that voters de
cide on the basis of what he believed were national, contemporary issues. 68 

Were voters to decide on the issues, on which party's programs were the 
best suited for the nation's problems, then Wilson had no doubt that the 
Democrats not only would win the election but also acquire, through a re
aligning shift, the support of a majority in the electorate. The Republicans, 
Wilson argued, had been thoroughly corrupted by their years in power and 
their de facto alliance with large industrial and financial concerns. The in
surgent protests and the schism within the Republican ranks were apt reflec
tions of the corruption of the GOP. But the insurgents were fooling them
selves by attempting to form a third party, an effort that could not result 
in any constructive change. Only the Democratic Party-the Opposition 
Party-was in a position to produce such change. Having been out of power 
for so long, it was free of the corrupting effects of holding power, and its 
economic program sought to countervail rather than collude with powerful 
economic interests. Therefore, Wilson reasoned, the Democrats were both the 
deserving and the only suitable recipients of the progressive voter's loyalty.69 

It would be easy to dismiss Wilson's discussion of realignment, and his 
general defense of responsible partisanship, as the campaign rhetoric of a 
politician seeking to line up votes, which Wilson certainly was. But there 
was more to his speeches. They expressed ideas that had always been at the 
core of his program for responsible government. Wilson understood his own 
victory and the Democratic capture of both houses of Congress in the 1912 

elections as a profound historical confirmation of his ideas. "There has been 
a change in Government;' Wilson announced at the start of his inaugural 
address on March 4, 1913, in distinctively parliamentary phrasing. His party, 
the emerging majority party, had a mandate to govern: "No one can mistake 
the purpose for which the nation now seeks to use the Democratic Party. It 
seeks to use it to interpret a change in its own plans and point of view."70 

Looking back at 1912, political scientists and historians have generally 
disagreed with Wilson's confident judgment and have been inclined instead 
to see the Democratic victory in 1912 as a historical accident produced by 
the divided GOP ticket. Were Roosevelt's 4. 1 million votes and Taft's 3.5 
million votes pooled together, this line of analysis runs, the Republicans 
easily would have overcome Wilson's 6.3 million votes. The electoral trou
bles that Wilson eventually encountered were to be expected: he was only 
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presiding over a deviating "Democratic interlude," as Walter Dean Burnham 
has put it, that shook up but did not realign the Republican-dominated 
electoral "system of 1896."71 

Looked at from another angle, however, the election of 1912 takes on a 
different light. The three-way race in 1912 was not an accident but rather 
the result of deep fissures that had been brewing in the Republican Party 
for some time. Taft, Roosevelt, and their respective supporters were in fun
damental disagreement over the appropriate forms of party politics and con
stitutionalism in the United States. The two campaigns also had divergent 
understandings of how and to what extent the government should inter
vene in the industrial economy. It is far from clear, therefore, that Taft's and 
Roosevelt's votes simply can be combined after the fact. The evidence indi
cates that a significant percentage of Republican and progressive voters just 
could not have brought themselves to vote for the rival faction. Had either 
Taft or Roosevelt run alone, Wilson still may well have won. 72 

That Wilson and the Democrats may not have been predestined for deci
mation by a return to Republican normalcy in 1920 is given further cre
dence by a reconsideration of the process of partisan realignment itself. 
Recently, political scientists and historians have suggested that while the 
process of realignment begins with shifts in the electorate, it concludes and 
is ultimately distinguished by the achievements of the officeholders invested 
with power by those shifts. In this conception of realignment, leaders and 
parties in government, as much as voters in the electorate, serve as the 
"mainsprings" of American politics. Presidents and their congressional par
ties secure realignments by undertaking reforms and making policies that 
consolidate and sustain a majority base in the electorate. Such a top-down 
understanding of realignment suggests that the electoral fate of Wilson and 
the Democrats was not yet determined in 1912-1913; instead, this fate would 
hinge on the leadership and policies that would follow. 73 

When considered from this angle, the prospects for a Democratic realign
ment looked promising as Wilson was taking office in 1913. There was wide
spread support in public opinion and in Congress for action on the three 
items at the top of Wilson's agenda: tariff revision, banking and currency 
reform, and antitrust legislation. In the elections of 1912, the Democrats 
considerably increased the House majority they had won in 1910, holding 
291 out of 435 seats; in the Senate, they gained IO seats and a new majority 
of 6. These majorities were eager and organized to work with the president, 
and 114 of the House Democrats were freshmen elected with Wilson on the 
New Freedom ticket. Since the overthrow of Speaker Cannon in 1910, the 
delegation had organized and disciplined itself through the party caucus 
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under the leadership of Majority Leader and Ways and Means chairman 
Oscar Underwood of Alabama, who was heading up the tariff revision. In 
the Senate, the slimmer majority was partially offset by the influx of several 
progressive Democrats, the likely support of the administration's economic 
reforms by Republican insurgents, and the selection of John Worth Kern, a 
progressive from Indiana and Bryan's running mate in 1908, as floor leader.74 

The election of 1912, then, opened a window of opportunity for Wilson 
and the Democrats that boded well for legislative achievement and a re
alignment of the party system. To secure these policy and political goals, 
Wilson had to begin to put his program for responsible government into 
practice. He knew that if he was going to exercise systematic leadership of 
the domestic agenda at this critical juncture in American history, he needed 
to bridge the constitutional divide between Congress and the president with 
authoritative leadership and to turn the Democratic Party into a party that 
was animated more by principles and policies and less by patronage and pa
rochial concerns. The resulting reputation for masterful leadership and the 
creation of a more progressive Democratic Party, in turn, would certainly 
enhance if not guarantee the political fortunes of Wilson and his party, not 
to mention a fuller establishment of his program for responsible govern
ment. 



~ FIVE 

Wilson's Program and 
the New Freedom 

In February 1913, one month before taking the oath of office, Wilson wrote 
a revealing letter (which he intended for public consumption) to Demo
cratic Representative A. Mitchell Palmer of Pennsylvania. In what came to 
be known as the Palmer letter after its release, Wilson argued that the presi
dency was "passing through a transitional stage." To have so many expecta
tions for leadership increasingly centered on the president was "quite abnor
mal and must lead eventually to something very different." The president 
was expected to be not only the chief executive but also the "leader of his 
party;' a "prime minister as much concerned with the guidance of legisla
tion as with the just and orderly execution of the law." And the president 
stood as "the spokesman of the nation in everything, even the most momen
tous and most delicate dealings of the government with foreign nations." 
Up to this point in his letter to Palmer, Wilson had essentially summarized 
the findings of Constitutional Government. For a tantalizing moment, though, 
he went further than he had in his book, suggesting that reform was needed 
to relieve the "quite abnormal" burdens and tensions of the presidency, re
form that would provide for more responsible government. Eventually the 
president "must be made answerable to opinion in a somewhat more infor
mal and intimate fashion-answerable, it may be, to the Houses whom he 
seeks to lead, either personally or through a cabinet, as well as to the people 
for whom they speak." Yet Wilson still left open the question of how and 
when this change would occur: "That is a matter to be worked out-as it 
inevitably will be, in some natural American way which we cannot yet even 
predict." 1 

If Wilson could not predict the way and time in which responsible gov
ernment might be established, he was nevertheless seeking to "interpret" 
such a change in the Palmer letter. His interpretation embodied both 
the ambiguity and the optimism of his revised program. The ambiguity 
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stemmed from a tension that he had long tried but ultimately failed to re
solve between his conviction that the nation would "inevitably" resort to 
responsible government as the solution for its mounting problems of gov
ernance, on the one hand, and his awareness that the Constitution, party 
system, and political culture of the United States all worked against this 
solution, on the other. For all of his theoretical difficulties in this regard, 
Wilson remained remarkably confident about the prospects of his program 
for responsible government. Over the years he had developed considerable 
faith in the progress of history, in the functional adaptation that occurred 
when mature polities like the United States were confronted with new 
challenges. Wilson also believed that wise and compelling leaders, by inter
preting the course of progress for their followers, could serve as the hand
maidens for political development. Given that he himself would be exercis
ing interpretive leadership in the White House, Wilson had even more 
reason to be confident of the eventual realization of his program. 

I 
Wilson's confidence in this regard was clearly reflected in his remarkable acts 
of interpretive leadership upon taking office. He called the 63d Congress 
into a special early session in order to revise the tariff downward, the per
ennial goal of Wilson and the Democratic Party. He decided to take the 
extraordinary step of convening the session by going to Capitol Hill and 
speaking to the legislators in person. No president had done this since John 
Adams; Thomas Jefferson had stopped what he regarded as the royalist prac
tice of his Federalist predecessors. When writing The State in the late 1880s, 
Wilson had argued that Jefferson's decision had effectively dashed the first 
intimations of responsible government in the United States; with his deci
sion to reverse Jefferson's reversal, Wilson intended to put American political 
development back on course. 2 

Several members of Wilson's cabinet were unsettled by his intention and 
conveyed their lack of enthusiasm to him. When word of Wilson's visit 
reached Congress, there was a more pronounced protest as legislators with 
whiggish scruples, most notably John Sharp Williams, Democratic senator 
from Mississippi and Jefferson's biographer, inveighed against the very idea 
of such an address from the throne. Wilson, in his comments to the press 
before going to the Capitol, sought to alleviate congressional fears by ex
plaining that he had nothing more radical in mind than open communica
tion. Yet some discomfort was still apparent on the afternoon of April 8, 1913, 
when Wilson walked into the joint session, the representatives and senators 
before him on the floor, the galleries packed with diplomats,journalists, and 
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onlookers. To reassure the restive members of his audience, Wilson began by 
observing that he was glad for the opportunity to prove he was "not a mere 
department of the Government hailing Congress from some isolated island 
of jealous power" but rather "a human being trying to co-operate with 
other human beings in a common service."3 

Wilson was not yet done breaking with precedent. The next day he re
turned to the Capitol to confer with the Democratic senators of the Finance 
Committee on the tariff revision. He was the first chief executive to use the 
President's Room in the Capitol since Lincoln had during the Civil War. 
Wilson's opting to participate in his legislative party's deliberations, like his 
address on tariff reform the night before, was a matter of some controversy. 
Nevertheless, he assured the reporters gathered outside the Capitol that his 
return visit was by no means a "national crisis" but only another effort to 
reach out to Congress in a cooperative spirit. 4 

Wilson undertook his initiatives deliberately, as a symbolic unification 
of the executive and legislative branches whose separation had long troubled 
him. "That is perhaps the reason why I have done some very unconventional 
things in this very conventional town;' he told the Gridiron Club on April 
12, as the hubbub over his initiatives was starting to recede. "This business 
of the division of powers, carried to the point of punctilio to which it has 
been carried, amounts to a permanent misunderstanding, to a permanent 
incapacity to get together."5 With his deeds and his words, then, Wilson was 
exercising interpretive leadership. In an age when people were more and 
more inclined to look to the executive for constructive direction, Wilson's 
departures from tradition, however unusual, could be seen as natural and po
tentially helpful developments, the success of which would ultimately hinge 
on the president's discretion. "Never can there have been a case where the 
tone will so clearly make the song;' as the Nation put it. Wilson's initial tone, 
combining as it did assertive and accommodating elements, held consider
able promise. 6 

In addition to the speech on tariff revision, Wilson appeared on Capitol 
Hill to call for currency and banking reform and for antitrust legislation. He 
kept his addresses relatively short and stuck to what he saw as the problems 
that needed to be solved and the key principles at stake with each reform. 
Wilson delivered these concise and resonating messages every few months, 
as the time grew ripe for each new piece of legislation. They were thus 
focused upon and widely disseminated in their entirety by the newspapers. 
It was not only Congress, then, but also the nation at large that Wilson was 
addressing. 7 

That Wilson's appearances on Capitol Hill drew the spotlight of public 
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opinion was in keeping with his intention of introducing many of the forms 
and, he hoped, the benefits of parliamentary government in the United 
States. His admiration of the Westminster regime originated in large part 
because the executive's presence in the legislature sharpened debate and cap
tured the public's attention. With his appearances, Wilson was attempting 
to signify that responsibility for governing had indeed been invested in the 
executive and his legislative party. In his address on currency and bank
ing reform, he aptly summarized the motivation behind each of his appear
ances: "I have come to you, as the head of the Government and the respon
sible leader of the party in power, to urge action now, while there is time to 
serve the country deliberately and as we should, in a clear air of common 
counsel." 8 

While on one level Wilson's traveling to the Capitol bespoke a desire for 
open communication, "a clear air of common counsel," there was also a 
coercive element in his addresses. He used his appearances to influence the 
timing of the legislative agenda and to outline the general form that the bills 
needed to take, putting the parties as well as the institution of Congress on 
the spot in the process. Wilson's proclamations about party responsibility 
gave the Republicans notice that the Democrats were governing. At the same 
time, his unflinching descriptions of the duties of the governing party made 
it difficult for congressional Democrats to stand in the way of the reforms 
he was advocating. 

Wilson combined his formal addresses to Congress with a more informal 
and interactive mode of presidential-congressional relations. His visit to the 
President's Room the day after his tariff address was not merely symbolic. 
At the Capitol, the White House, and over the direct phone line that Wilson 
had installed between the two buildings, the president was continually con
ferring with legislators, working with the Democratic committee chairs and 
floor leaders as they drafted and shepherded the New Freedom bills, mar
shaling a consensus among the various factions of his party, and buttonhol
ing undecided Democrats before key votes. And the communication along 
Pennsylvania Avenue went in both directions. Wilson was not imposing leg
islation upon but rather drawing it out of Congress. With each of the New 
Freedom measures, he was refining and advocating bills that originated in 
Congress, not the administration. To be sure, Wilson put his stamp on the 
legislation. It was at his insistence, for example, that the "Democratic" com
modity of sugar was not exempted from the tariff reduction. But Wilson 
also accommodated the legislators, such as when he bowed to the demands 
of Bryanite Democrats that the federal government, not private bankers, 
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control the central board of the new banking system and underwrite the 
currency it issued. 9 

Thus Wilson was not being disingenuous (though he was downplaying 
the importance of his own unprecedented, systematic legislative leadership) 
when, in November 1913, he responded to a reporter's question about his 
trust program by declaring 

You know, my trust program is largely fiction . ... Of course, I have 
certain ideas which I am earnestly [intent] on seeing carried out, and 
about which I have already conferred in an informal way with Sena
tor Newlands and the chairman of the House committee. And I think 
from those conferences that we really are, at any rate, thinking along 
very much the same lines, that it is very feasible to do what I have 
usually done in these matters. I haven't had a tariff program. I haven't 
had a currency program. I have conferred with these men who handle 
these things, and asked the questions, and then have gotten back what 
they sent me-the best of our common counsel. That is just what I 
am trying to do in this case. 10 

Wilson's portrait of himself as merely the interlocutor and coordinator 
of Congress, not its dominating master, was certainly consistent with the 
discretion of his public rhetoric. Consider, for example, his most publicized 
statement in this period, his dramatic denunciation of the intense lobbying 
that was bogging down the revision of the tariff. He issued his warning on 
May 26, 1913, as the bill came before the Senate, where tariff reform had 
traditionally been sabotaged and where certain legislators, including some 
Democrats, were apparently prepared to collaborate with the interests once 
again. Though Wilson knew who they were, he did not single out the col
laborators. Instead, he focused public attention on the lobbyists-"so numer
ous, so industrious ... so insidious" -and positioned himself as the defender 
of Congress: "I know that ... I am speaking for the members of the two 
houses, who would rejoice as much as I would, to be released from this un
bearable situation." The attention generated by Wilson's statement made it 
impossible for senators to conduct tariff politics as usual-indeed, they even
tually passed deeper cuts than the House did-yet his phrasing was such that 
they could not easily take public offense to it. 11 

Wilson had even more occasion to criticize members of Congress di
rectly and publicly in October 1913, when he faced what would be the 
sharpest challenge to his leadership of domestic legislation during the New 
Freedom. Three Democratic renegades on the Senate Banking Committee, 
James O'Gorman from New York, Gilbert Hitchcock from Nebraska, and 
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James Reed from Missouri, were refusing to sign on to the Federal Reserve 
bill. Their refusal endangered the product of Wilson's painstaking labors dur
ing the summer to get the Bourbon and Bryanite factions of his party to 
agree on a compromise reform plan. 12 

Wilson urged the Democrats in the Senate to force the dissidents back 
into the party fold. Newspaper reports suggested that Wilson was even pre
pared to read O'Gorman, Hitchcock, and Reed out of the party and to speak 
out against them in their states if they did not acquiesce. Wilson was indeed 
furious with the three senators, but he was well aware of the need-and took 
care-to keep his temper and respect senatorial sensitivities in order to win 
approval of the bill. With the issue still hanging fire, Wilson told reporters 
that he had no intention of appealing to the constituencies of the dissidents. 
He also wrote to the J¼shington Post, which had reported his alleged threat 
of party ostracism, as follows: "I am quoted in your issue of this morning as 
saying that anyone who does not support me is no Democrat but a rebel. Of 
course, I never said any such thing. It is contrary to both my thought and 
character, and I must ask that you give a very prominent place in your issue 
of tomorrow to this denial." 13 Wilson then continued to hold his temper 
and abstain from public criticism of his opponents. After more negotiations 
with the dissidents, the Federal Reserve bill was dislodged from the com
mittee and before the end of 1913 was passed by Congress. 

These examples are not meant to suggest that Wilson's leadership in the 
New Freedom period was not forceful or that it did not rest in large part on 
his leadership of public opinion. Wilson's protests and denials notwithstand
ing, with his formal addresses before Congress and with public statements 
such as his denunciation of the tariff lobby, he sought to drive the legislative 
agenda and compel wavering legislators to support the New Freedom bills. 
Reports of his conversations with individual members of Congress indicate 
that he was apt, politely but resolutely, to speak of the duty to follow public 
opinion in private settings as well. 14 Nevertheless, Wilson carefully avoided 
public criticism of congressional Democrats opposed to his policies, worded 
his statements so that public opinion, not he himself, stood as the "boss:' 
and pursued his policy goals by working with and through the Democrats 
on Capitol Hill. Indeed, it was as much their agenda as his. 

But this was, of course, not all that Wilson was trying to do. By the end of 
September 1914, as Congress prepared to pass the Clayton Antitrust Act, the 
last of the major New Freedom reforms, Wilson had good reason for confi
dence in the success of his program for responsible government. Indeed, it 
was at this juncture in his presidency that he had the conversation with 
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Colonel House, noted at the outset of this book, in which the president sug
gested that constitutional amendments were unnecessary because he could 
transform the political system through the power of his personal leadership. 

Several editorial observers were reaching similar conclusions. They had 
been struck by how Wilson's systematic leadership of Congress was unlike 
anything they had witnessed and pointed to new possibilities in American 
politics. Even the New Republic, the fledgling progressive journal of opinion 
at which Herbert Croly and Walter Lippmann served as editors, acknowl
edged that Wilson's legislative leadership transcended that of its own patron 
saint, Theodore Roosevelt. The editors observed that Roosevelt had "made 
no consistent attempt to work through and by means of Congress," relying 
primarily instead on "arousing public opinion." Wilson also had led public 
opinion, but more adeptly, in ways that did not keep him from reaching out 
to and working with legislators. As a result, he had been more productive. 
While the editors worried that Wilson's approach might lead him to make 
too many compromises with the Democratic majorities, they concluded that 
"in establishing regular forms of co-operation and a better general under
standing between the President and Congress, Mr. Wilson is accomplishing 
an immediately beneficent constitutional reform." 15 

The judgments of Wilson's contemporaries have since been confirmed 
by students of the historical development of the presidency. In this regard, 
Wilfred Binkley's claim that during the 63d Congress "Woodrow Wilson's 
formula for responsible government was working as planned" seems hard to 
refute. 16 However, when it came to remaking party politics-a task that, as 
Wilson knew, was an inextricable part of his program for integrating the 
separation of powers-his formula was proving to be more problematic. 

II 
Wilson's program rested on the assumption that the president could rely on 
the support of disciplined party majorities in Congress. Insofar as this dis
cipline needed bolstering, the president could accomplish it by publicly 
committing the party to the legislation that corresponded with its principles, 
on the one hand, and by working actively behind the scenes to build a con
sensus in support of the measures, on the other. This was what Wilson was 
trying to do in the New Freedom years. Yet his adroit reconciliation of such 
divergent roles was not enough. He also had to rely on the imposition of a 
party line in closed legislative caucuses and the enticements of the spoils 
system. 

At the end of the 63d Congress, a congress in which the legislative caucus 
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flourished as it never had before, or since, in American history, a Democratic 
legislator wrote to President Wilson to complain about the frequency and 
force with which the party whip had been applied. Unmoved by the objec
tions, Wilson told the dissident that while freewheeling debates were appro
priate in the caucus, the party had to present a united front on the legislative 
floor. "I do not see how party government is possible," he argued, "if indi
viduals are to exercise the privilege of defeating a decisive majority of their 
own party associates in framing and carrying out the policy of the party." 
To buttress this judgment, Wilson added that it had been borne out in both 
his "years of study" and his "recent years of experience." 17 

Wilson's letter was misleading. His political experience may have con
vinced him of the imperative of caucus discipline, but as noted earlier, he 
had not been so convinced in his "years of study." The young Woodrow 
Wilson had looked forward to the day when instead of a cigar-smoking 
politico the force of public opinion would serve as the real "boss" of the 
legislative delegations and impose a purified form of party discipline. 

Wilson began his presidency with these hopes intact, but they were not 
shared by the Democratic leaders on Capitol Hill, particularly in the House. 
In 19ro, following the revolt against Speaker Cannon, the House Democrats 
had won a majority of seats, and they had invested controlling power in the 
caucus. In 1913, with a Democrat entering the White House, the leaders who 
would shepherd the reform legislation through the 63d Congress, most no
tably House Majority Leader Oscar Underwood, were determined to re
tain the caucus to secure the safe passage of the Democratic agenda, begin
ning with the tariff revision that would quite fittingly bear Underwood's 
name. 18 

Wilson understood that the Democratic leaders were so inclined, yet as 
he noted to reporters, he had always been a critic of the caucus mechanism. 
The president suggested to the congressional leaders that the party could at 
least hold its caucuses in public, which would eliminate the specter of "hide 
and seek" politics that he was wont to denigrate. However, Underwood and 
the Democratic leadership, knowing that an open caucus was really no cau
cus at all, ignored his advice. 19 

It was not long before Wilson saw for himself that a vote tainted by the 
smoke of the caucus counted just as much as one that floated on the pure air 
of public opinion-and that the former were more readily marshaled. Given 
that he needed votes more than he did theoretical consistency, at least in the 
short term, he dropped his objections to the closed caucus soon enough. 
Indeed, even before the struggle for tariff revision was over, Wilson had be
come an ardent defender of the caucus and supported his legislative lieuten-
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ants in their efforts to set a party line. Thereafter, his doubts about caucus 
rule resurfaced on occasion, but there was no mistaking his political reliance 
on the institution.20 

Wilson's reliance paid dividends. The caucus played a critical role in the 
Democratic Party's achievements of 1913-1914. In the House, Underwood 
drove a veritable steamroller that repeatedly ran over the intraparty opposi
tion to the tariff, banking and currency, and trust legislation. In the Senate, 
the tradition of legislative individualism, the body's more informal organi
zation, and the consensual approach of the Democratic leader, John Worth 
Kern, meant that the imposition of caucus discipline was less frequent and 
compelling. Even so, the "conferences" (as Kern preferred to call them) 
among Democratic senators figured prominently in the passage of the Un
derwood Tariff and especially the Federal Reserve Act. 21 

Ironically, while expediency led Wilson to drop his opposition to the 
legislative caucus, thereby facilitating the party triumphs in the New Free
dom years, the course of events demonstrated that there was nevertheless 
considerable wisdom in his original views. As Wilson could have predicted, 
the controlling influence of the Democratic caucuses set off vehement pro
tests: from progressives and Republican insurgents who had been hoping to 
collaborate with the administration but were effectively shut out from de
liberations over the reform agenda; from Republican regulars whose oppo
sition was pointless before the Democratic steamroller; and, most tellingly, 
from renegade Democrats who braced against the new expectations of regu
larity. Criticisms leveled earlier against the tyranny of Speakers Reed and 
Cannon were now directed, from both sides of the aisle, at the hidden 
machinations of "King Caucus."22 

The criticism resonated with the age-old suspicions of legislative cabals 
and party wire-pullers that figure prominently in the American political 
tradition and that were furiously circulating in the Progressive Era. The en
forcement of party discipline on the floor of the legislature by a body that 
met secretly outside of it, while evidently necessary for responsible govern
ment in the United States, promised to be a difficult practice to legitimate. 
The more efficient the enforcement, the harder the interpretive task became, 
and Wilson's previous opposition to the practice only made his problems in 
this regard more formidable. 23 

If the need for caucus rule pointed to unrealistic assumptions in Wilson's 
program concerning the willingness of legislators to vote with their party 
on their own accord, then the persistent criticism of the practice suggests 
that in another important respect he was right (in expecting it). Whether 
Wilson could successfully "interpret" the caucus system, though, would soon 
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be turned into a moot question, as profound divisions among the congres
sional Democrats concerning national security policy, brought to the surface 
and inflamed by World War I, ruled out even the modicum of agreement 
needed to put the caucus system into effect. 24 

The coercive legislative caucus was, for a time, an effective but insuffi
cient means of lining up votes for the Democratic agenda on Capitol Hill. 
Wilson also had to bend his program in another, more collusive fashion: 
dispensing federal patronage to congressional Democrats in exchange for 
their support. Much like the caucus, the administration's use of the spoils 
system, while evidently necessary for legislative success in the short term, 
was exceedingly difficult for Wilson to legitimate in the political atmos
phere of the Progressive Era. 

As with the caucus, Wilson entered the White House with the best of 
intentions. He vowed that he would appoint "progressives, and only progres
sives" to administrative positions, and that he would not consult with the 
old guard Democrats on Capitol Hill when filling offices. In keeping with 
his program, he intended to wean his party off of the spoils of office simply 
by refusing to traffic in them. 25 

Subsequent events, however, showed that Wilson went back on his vows. 
His political deputies, most notably Joseph Tumulty, who he brought down 
from Trenton to serve as his personal secretary, and Albert Burleson, his post
master general, funneled the administration's patronage through the politi
cians belonging to the dominant Democratic machine or faction in any 
given area, i.e., the men best able to deliver votes. This practice led the ad
ministration into some decidedly unprogressive relations with bosses from 
the South and the northeastern cities-even with Tammany Hall and the 
hated Essex County Machine in New Jersey-where insurgents had made 
some inroads but had not yet toppled the regulars.26 

There were more jobs to pass out, too. Wilson acceded further to the 
congressional Democrats' thirst for patronage by agreeing to Burleson's 
opening up for political appointments some 36,000 postmasterships (they 
had been classified into the civil service list by Taft before he left office). 
Wilson also signed off on bills that excluded from civil service classification 
many of the administrative positions in the agencies created by the New 
Freedom bills, such as the Internal Revenue Service, the Federal Reserve 
Board, and the Federal Trade Commission. 27 

What led Wilson to stray so far from his professed intention of separat
ing politics from administration? The standard account is that Burleson per
suaded Wilson to change course at the start of the administration. Burleson, 
a Texas politico with long experience in the House, was alarmed by Wilson's 
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declarations regarding patronage. He warned the president that if the ad
ministration were to abstain from the conventional distribution of jobs to 
party loyalists, its legislative agenda would falter. "It doesn't amount to a 
damn who is postmaster at Paducah, Kentucky," Burleson argued, "but these 
little offices mean a great deal to the Senators and Representatives in Con
gress." Though Wilson was obviously discomforted by the dilemma, it was 
not long, Burleson later recalled, before the president turned him loose to 
conduct politics as usual. 28 

Wilson probably did have conversations with Burleson in the early days 
of his administration that followed the pattern recounted by the latter. 
Nevertheless, the hard truth that Burleson purportedly explained to 
Wilson-how the "petty choices" of the spoils system engendered receptive 
majorities in the legislature-was a truth that Wilson had already acknowl
edged in his program. The problem was, of course, that Wilson had never 
reconciled his acceptance of this reality with his vision of a responsible 
party whose unity came from principles instead of patronage, a party whose 
leader could therefore preside over a nonpartisan administration all the while 
enjoying the disciplined support of his compatriots in the legislature. 

This programmatic contradiction between the imperatives of party poli
tics and sound administration, moreover, was manifested in Wilson's leader
ship well before his talks with Burleson. Governor Wilson had effectively 
consented to the construction of a Wilson machine in New Jersey by dele
gating his appointing power to Joseph Tumulty. Complain as he did that 
Tumulty could not "see beyond Hudson County, his vision is so narrow;' 
Wilson nonetheless brought him to Washington to serve as his personal sec
retary. 29 Wilson knew that the former ward heeler had the political instincts 
and sensibility that were crucial for party management but that he himself 
lacked. Likewise aware of Burleson's background and political orientation, 
Wilson chose him to be his postmaster general and the administration's 
chief liaison to Congress for the same reasons that he kept on Tumulty. 30 

Despite Wilson's subsequent ambivalence and dissembling over the dilemma 
of patronage, he himself laid the foundation for the patronage policy of his 
administration with the unresolved ambiguities of his program, his selection 
of political deputies, and his delegation of the appointment power to them. 

The gap between Wilson's program and practical necessity caused prob
lems in another regard. Wilson left up to his cabinet secretaries the staffing, 
basic policies, and daily administration of the departments. In turn, he de
voted the majority of his time and energy to legislation,31 thereby fulfilling 
the prophecy in Constitutional Government that presidents would resort to such 
a division of labor in view of their increasing political responsibilities. The 
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freedom this division gave Wilson to concentrate on legislative affairs was 
a significant factor in the passage of the New Freedom bills. But he had 
premised this part of his program on the assumption that the cabinet would 
consist not of party politicians with their own agendas but rather of expe
rienced men of affairs who would be dedicated to the president's agenda and 
serve as efficient administrators. Wilson could not and did not fill his cabinet 
exclusively with such men-political expediency dictated otherwise-and 
the standards of administration during his presidency suffered accordingly. 

Burleson, for example, was an inveterate spoilsman who Wilson included 
in his cabinet in order to have an experienced broker with congressional 
Democrats. Yet Burleson's selection as postmaster general and his subsequent 
manipulation of his department's offices were perhaps to be expected, as his 
position was the one most likely to call for such politicized administra
tion. A more striking departure from Wilson's program was the naming of 
William Jennings Bryan as secretary of state. Bryan's selection was obvi
ously intended to reward (and pacify) a party baron and the sizable wing 
of the party under his direct influence. A long-standing opponent of admin
istrative reform, Bryan quickly set to work finding places for "deserving 
Democrats." To help make room for them, he turned out many of the pro
fessional foreign service officers who had been promoted to unclassified po
sitions by Wilson's Republican predecessors, believing that they harbored 
GOP loyalties. Then, in the best Democratic tradition and in consultation 
with Wilson, Bryan took care to divide the spoils at his disposal among 
various state and ethnic constituencies. That Wilson himself made several 
political appointments in the upper reaches of his administration, not least 
in staffing the State Department, no doubt left Bryan with a sense of license 
in these matters.32 

Although Bryan and Burleson were the clearest examples of political sec
retaries in the cabinet, Wilson appointed others, such as Secretary of the 
Navy Josephus Daniels and Secretary of the Treasury William McAdoo. It 
was not that these men were not capable administrators; it was just that they 
had more on their minds. Wilson's complete deference to them in depart
mental affairs hastened the conflation of politics and administration during 
the early years of his presidency. In perhaps the most notorious example, he 
gave the go-ahead for several southerners in his cabinet to undertake a con
certed effort to remove, segregate, and otherwise discriminate against the 
blacks working in their respective departments, thereby opening up more 
favorable opportunities for Democratic office-seekers.33 

To be sure, this kind of management was not an across-the-board prob-
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lem in the cabinet. Wilson's delegation of administrative power to his sec
retaries meant that in those instances where he appointed able men who 
were not interested in playing politics, such as Secretary of Agriculture 
David Houston, Secretary of War Lindley Garrison, and Secretary of Labor 
William Wilson, the standards of professionalism lauded by progressive re
formers were advanced. 34 The problem was that these administrators were 
more the exception than the rule. 

What were the effects of Wilson's politicized administration? The most 
immediate was the support it purchased for the administration on Capitol 
Hill: sated with spoils, the regulars stood by their unexpectedly benevolent 
president. For his part, Wilson acknowledged and appreciated the old guard's 
support, stating later that "no wheelhorse in harness ever pulled harder than 
they did in the direction of the party's program of progress. I did not have 
to lie awake at night knowing what they were going to do."35 

However, Wilson's patronage policy also drew widespread criticism. 
Democratic insurgents in various state and local organizations dispatched 
protests to the White House when sustaining aid was given to the party 
conservatives whom they had battled in Wilson's name in 1912.36 At the 
national level, reformers and progressives complained that Wilson appeared 
to be doing nothing less than simply turning his administration over to the 
spoilsmen. Herbert Croly spoke for this group when he complained that 
"Mr. Wilson is the only President, Democrat or Republican, since the origi
nal civil service law was passed, who has not only done nothing to raise the 
standards of administration but who has actually lowered them."37 As with 
the caucus, Wilson once more fell victim to one of his own predictions: in 
this case, that presidents who resorted to the blatant use of spoils would, in 
light of the mounting calls for professional administration, be condemned 
for their sins. 

The protests clearly got to Wilson, and he urged his deputies to avoid 
excesses. Though accepting the need for patronage politics, at least in the 
short term, Wilson also knew all too well that it tended to keep the sights 
of legislators fixed on the mundane activities suited to gaining and keep
ing office and away from what he considered to be more appropriate aims
using power for systematic and collective purposes. As long as the patronage 
system was in place, broad-minded and principled politicians, the type of 
party men needed for Wilson's program to work as intended, would be less 
apt to flourish. 38 And, of course, in such circumstances what Wilson regarded 
as one of the leading by-products of responsible government, the disentan
glement of politics and administration, could not be established. But Wilson 
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knew that to shut off the flow of jobs would impinge on the legislative 
successes that were necessary for him and his party to be sustained in office 
by the electorate, hence his dilemma. "It is a thorny and difficult matter 
altogether," he admitted to a progressive critic of his patronage policy, "in 
which I have not satisfied myself and am grieved to learn that I have not 
satisfied my friends ."39 



~ SIX 

Toward Party Reform 
and Realignment 

Although the New Freedom period demonstrated the promise of Wilson's 
approach to relations between the president and Congress, it also demon
strated the limitations imposed on it by the state of the U.S. party system, 
in particular the Democratic Party. From 1914 to 1916, Wilson undertook 
several initiatives in the hope of making his party a more suitable instru
ment of responsible government. His attempts to overhaul his party, while 
not completely in vain-they helped him demonstrate his progressive bona 
fides, which proved crucial to his reelection in 1916-were largely unsuc
cessful. By the end of his first term, he was more and more convinced that 
at least so long as the separation of powers was in place, the president could 
not transform his party through personal leadership. 

I 
Wilson's first serious attempt to reform party politics came in 1914, after the 
initial year of the New Freedom, when he began pushing his plan for a 
national presidential primary. Although his support for the direct pri
mary had at first been extorted by progressives in New Jersey, he had since 
come to be persuaded that the primary was one way of transcending what 
he regarded as the debilitating constraints of traditional party politics. In the 
Palmer letter of February 1913, Wilson argued that the popular nomination 
of presidential candidates not only would guard against the temptation to 
construct a presidential machine for reelection purposes (as Taft had notori
ously done in 1912) but also would establish an unmistakable bond between 
the successful presidential candidate and the dominant trend in public opin
ion. Popular nominations would thus reduce the president's need to rely on 
the usual, objectionable methods of party management while carrying out 
the multiple duties of his office. 1 

103 
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Wilson also became an advocate of the presidential primary because he 
believed it would deflate support for another popular reform that would do 
more harm than good: a constitutional amendment establishing a single, six
year term for presidents. The activities of the GOP machine on behalf of 
Taft's campaign for reelection had only bolstered support for the amend
ment, which passed the Senate in early 1913. Wilson held that one extended 
term would be too long for a bad president, too short for a good one. He 
therefore proposed in the Palmer letter that it was better to clean up presi
dential politicking with the primary rather than attempt to eliminate it 
with one six-year term. 2 

In Wilson's first annual message to Congress, on December 2, 1913, he 
proposed that the Democrats follow up on their presidential primary plat
form plank and called for federal legislation instituting presidential prima
ries nationwide. The party convention, in Wilson's plan, would simply rat
ify the choice of the primary voters. Wilson gave his plan a notable twist, 
though, by including an idea he had discussed in the Palmer letter. He pro
posed that the party's platform be drafted by the convention delegates, in his 
plan an exclusive group consisting of the politicians then holding or cam
paigning for federal office under the party's rubric, along with its national 
committee. Their platform would be the equivalent of a parliamentary man
date, on which the party-in-government would stand at the November elec
tion and for which it could be held responsible thereafter. Because the party 
line in Wilson's program would be ratified (or not) by voters before its influ
ence was felt, the resulting discipline would not suffer the same criticisms as 
that imposed by the caucus. 3 

Wilson's party reform figured prominently on his agenda in early 1914, 
and he met with legislators to discuss how to frame it. However, as he ad
mitted, there were more pressing policy matters to be taken up than this 
political reform, most notably the trust package. 4 A few months later, the 
president and Congress were preoccupied with the international upheaval 
resulting from the outbreak of war in Europe. The course of events pushed 
the primary bill into the background, but so did the nature of the reform 
itself. There were considerable doubts on Capitol Hill concerning the pro
priety of the federal government dictating to the states and the parties the 
means by which candidates for the presidency were to be selected. Consti
tutional objections aside, Wilson recognized that aligning the timing and 
form of the states' nominating processes would be a formidable job. He also 
was aware that were a presidential primary bill to pass, it might only have 
the ironic effect of increasing the influence of money and political managers 
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in the nomination process, the concern that had prompted Wilson's earlier 
opposition to the direct primary. 

By the fall of 1914, in the face of these complexities, he announced that 
the party reform package was being put on hold. Then, in March 1915, when 
a Senate report indicated that Wilson's primary plans required a constitu
tional amendment, the administration was given a pretext to drop the matter 
altogether. 5 Thereafter, Wilson paid occasional lip service to the idea of presi
dential primaries but did nothing about them in practice. In the 1916 Demo
cratic platform, which Wilson drafted himself, the primary plank of 1912 
fell from view. 6 While the distinguishing features of the traditional party 
system discomforted Wilson, he concluded that the struggles that would arise 
from attempting to change those features with his reform proposal would 
be even more troublesome. 

Notwithstanding this retreat, Wilson's support for the presidential pri
mary has figured prominently in interpretations of his historical legacy. 
Many political scientists argue that his advocacy of popular nominations had 
a significant influence on the establishment of presidential primaries in the 
1960s and 1970s, even going so far as to blame Wilson for the erosion of both 
the strength of the party organizations and the veneration of the Founders' 
constitutional design that have accompanied modern primary reform.7 Such 
criticism seems hard to sustain given that Wilson's active support for the 
presidential primary came relatively late in the Progressive Era and was short 
in duration. Furthermore, Wilson proposed his presidential primary plan not 
to undermine but rather to help salvage party government and a Founding 
principle. His primary plan would have convened a well-defined set of party 
elites, candidates, and officeholders to put together the party's legislative 
agenda. By creating this symbolically compelling mechanism of collective 
responsibility, Wilson's twist on the conventional presidential primary stood 
ready to counter the political individualism that otherwise would flourish 
with popular nominations. In addition, his advocacy of the presidential pri
mary stemmed in large part from his desire to preserve a key component of 
the Founders' design, namely, the reeligibility of the executive, by deflating 
the movement for a single, six-year term. Indeed, the argument that Wilson 
pressed against this constraint on the president in the Palmer letter was es
sentially a reaffirmation of that of Hamilton in Federalist 72. 

II 
In December 1914, after Wilson had come to realize that his primary plan 
was not feasible, he took another tack in his efforts to transform traditional 
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party politics. His new approach was traditional in its own right, reminiscent 
of actions taken by Presidents Garfield and Cleveland in the Gilded Age. In a 
straightforward assault on "senatorial courtesy," a linchpin of the spoils sys
tem, Wilson made several recess appointments of U.S. marshals, revenue col
lectors, district attorneys, and postmasters without observing the norm of 
consulting the Democratic senators in whose jurisdictions the positions were 
being filled, namely, James Reed of Missouri, James O'Gorman of New 
York, and James Martine of New Jersey. Throughout the struggle for the 
New Freedom bills, these senators had been persistent critics of Wilson's 
policies and his encompassing leadership. Now that the major pieces of leg
islation had been passed and Wilson was not so reliant on Congress, he opted 
to test the system of senatorial privilege by refusing to name the henchmen 
of the three renegades. 8 

After the 63d Congress reconvened in December 1914 for its last session, 
Wilson put forward his recess appointments for regular positions. The first 
two of Wilson's nominees, for postmasterships in Buffalo and Kansas City, 
respectively, were unanimously rejected by the Senate upon the advice of 
Reed and O'Gorman. The New York Times reported that Wilson's defeat was 
"almost unprecedented in the history of the Government. Few Presidents 
had the control of their party that Mr. Wilson has exercised; but no one can 
recall so sudden and sharp a rebuff administered to a President by a House 
of Congress in which his party had safe control."9 

Undaunted, Wilson decided to escalate the confrontation: he sent another 
slate of recess appointments to the Senate, and administration sources let it 
be known that if necessary Wilson was willing to wait and reappoint the 
nominees rejected by the Senate to new recess appointments. For its part, the 
Senate promised to reject all such candidates. It also set up a special com
mittee to investigate the constitutionality of Wilson's tactics. The confron
tation soon focused on one Ewing Charles Bland, a municipal judge whom 
Wilson had given a recess appointment for a U.S. marshal's post in western 
Missouri without consulting Reed. Wilson was determined to install Bland 
in office, and Reed was just as determined to prevent it. The president's sud
den refusal to grant senatorial courtesy attracted widespread interest, and not 
just among reporters looking for interbranch intrigues. At long last, it ap
peared to reformers, the professor who had lectured on the public adminis
tration ethic in the classroom was going to stand up for it in the White 
House. 10 

In early January 1915, Eland's appointment came before the Senate. 
Once again, the Senate was unanimous in rejecting Wilson's nominee. Once 
again, Senator Reed, whose opposing arguments were supported by Senator 
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O'Gorman, carried the debate. Now Wilson faced a hard choice: to escalate 
his showdown with the Senate, which had thus far been more than equal to 
his challenge, perhaps by waiting and appointing Bland to another recess 
appointment, or to back down and withdraw his nominee, thereby losing 
face and leaving the spoils system even more solidly entrenched.11 

The bold, uncompromising rhetoric of the Jackson Day address that 
Wilson delivered on January 8, 1915, two days after the defeat of Bland's 
nomination, in which the president warned his fellow Democrats that "the 
Democratic Party is still on trial . .. . the country is not going to use any 
party that cannot do continuous and consistent teamwork," suggested that 
he was prepared to go public in the face of the Democratic senators' ob
structionist tactics. 12 But now Wilson also had legislative concerns of the 
sort that had made him hesitant to stop handing out patronage during the 
New Freedom period. Among other things, he had begun pushing a con
troversial shipping bill, and the opposition to it was strongest in the Senate. 
If Wilson and the Senate were at loggerheads over patronage, the farmer's 
shipping bill, not to mention the rest of his legislative priorities, would 
hardly be well received by the latter. Word soon filtered out of the adminis
tration that the president was willing to withdraw Bland's name and put 
forward another candidate for the U.S. marshal's post, one acceptable to (if 
not selected by) Senator Reed. 13 

Once again, political expediency limited how far Wilson was willing to 
go to reform the party system. And once again, Wilson relied on a constitu
tional pretense in order to justify his retreat from party reform. In a report 
that made its way into the newspapers, Attorney General Thomas Gregory 
instructed that Wilson's course, if maintained, would amount to a departure 
from constitutional tradition. Wilson wrote a letter of apology to Bland, 
explaining that he felt honor bound "to live up, not only to the letter, but 
to the spirit of the Constitution."14 

Wilson's decision not to press ahead with party reform and his persisting 
difficulties in separating politics from administration were disappointing but 
not surprising to the editors of the New Republic: "It would be unreasonable 
to expect any such sacrifices from Mr. Wilson. He is seeking above all to 
govern by means of his party and to give renewed vitality to the system of 
party government. Congressional control over patronage is essential to the 
partisan system as it has been built up under American conditions. The Presi
dent who seeks to destroy it must be ready to get along without orga
nized partisan support and without any but indispensable Congressional co
operation:' 15 These men looked forward to the day when presidents would 
forget about party leadership. Wilson was not willing to forgo his program, 
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however, notwithstanding the conundrums of government and politics he 
was encountering because of it. 

III 
Although Wilson gave up on his primary plan and his attack on senatorial 
courtesy, both of which would have profoundly reformed the Democratic 
party-in-government and the party organization, he did not give up on 
party reform. He pursued it at another level, continuing his efforts, first un
dertaken as a gubernatorial candidate in New Jersey, to make the Demo
cratic Party a progressive electoral majority. Remaking the party in the elec
torate promised to alleviate the frustrations that Wilson and his program for 
responsible government were meeting with at the other levels in the party 
system. 

The imperative of an electoral shake-up became all too clear to Wilson 
in the wake of the congressional elections of 1914. Before these elections, he 
took it for granted that the voters would reward his party for passing the key 
planks in the 1912 platform during the 63d Congress. The voters disap
pointed him. While the Democrats picked up five seats in the Senate, bring
ing their majority in that body to sixteen, they lost sixty-one seats in the 
House, reducing their majority to twenty-five. The falloff in the Democratic 
vote in the midterm elections was predictable. Apart from the normal de
cline at such a juncture, the Democrats were also hurt by the economic 
turmoil resulting from the New Freedom reforms, whose benefits were not 
yet fully realized, and the drift of Progressive Party voters back to the GOP. 
Indeed, considering the circumstances, many Democratic analysts were in
clined to interpret the returns favorably; the outcome certainly could have 
been worse. But Wilson was surprised and rendered distraught by the re
turns. He regarded the defeat suffered by congressional Democrats as a re
pudiation of the party's collective efforts during the 63d Congress and thus 
of his administration.16 

Wilson and the Democrats were going to have to do better if they were 
to retain power in 1916. Clearly their electoral fortunes would hinge on 
whether they could pick up sustaining support from the many voters es
tranged from the two major parties in 1912, a group amounting to 5.3 mil
lion voters, or 35 percent of the presidential electorate in that year. Wilson 
revealed his grasp of the situation with his widely commented upon Jackson 
Day address of January 8, 1915. After noting the crucial role that the "inde
pendent" voter would play in 1916, he proposed that in light of the stand
patters' dominance in the GOP and the proven progressive record of the 
Democratic Party, this voter's natural home was in the latter. For his part, 
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Wilson was going to see to it that such a realignment occurred: "I have this 
ambition, my Democratic friends-I can avow it on Jackson Day: I want to 
make every independent voter of this country a Democrat." 17 

Wilson had taken steps toward this objective well before his Jackson Day 
vow, most notably by presiding over the establishment of the Federal Re
serve Board and the Federal Trade Commission. In working to create these 
agencies, which were insulated from direct political control and given con
siderable latitude to intervene in the economy, Wilson had reversed his ear
lier avowed opposition to independent-i.e., "irresponsible"-commissions. 

The reversal was prompted in large part by politics. The president realized 
that a public, semiautonomous Federal Reserve Board was perhaps the only 
way to meet the demands of the progressive wing of the Democratic Party 
for government control of the banking system without completely alienat
ing Bourbons who were fearful of a Bryanite seizure. 18 With the Federal 
Trade Commission, Wilson was seeking to preempt the criticism that was 
destined to surface in the election of 1914 from progressives and business
men if the Democrats did nothing about the trusts except to bolster the 
prohibitions and sanctions of the Sherman Act. 19 

Yet more than political expediency was involved. Once Wilson entered 
office and began hashing out these policies with his advisers and the Demo
cratic leaders in Congress, he was persuaded that independent government 
agencies were the best course to follow in terms of policy. It increasingly 
appeared to him that the problems of the money supply and monopoly could 
not be adequately resolved on an ongoing basis (as they needed to be) 
through the normal legislative, administrative, and judicial channels. Wil
son's search for a solution in both instances was helped along considerably 
by the fact that Louis Brandeis, his chief economic adviser, had concluded 
that a combination of governmental control and administrative autonomy 
was needed to deal with the problems of the financial sector and the trusts. 
After receiving Brandeis's counsel, Wilson came out strongly for the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Trade Commission in the forms that they 
eventually assumed. 20 

In early 1916, Wilson initiated a move that led to yet another independent 
agency, a tariff commission that was to have considerable investigatory 
power to gather information concerning tariff rates and advise the president 
and Congress as to how and where they should be set. The idea of such 
a commission had long been an anathema to most Democrats, including 
Wilson; they regarded it as a Trojan horse for protectionism. However, given 
the havoc the war in Europe was wreaking on international commerce, the 
problems accompanying the inflexible and frequently haphazard charac-
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ter of congressionally mandated tariff schedules were becoming insufferable. 
The circumstances of global war overwhelmed the Democratic Party's 
nineteenth-century tariff truisms. Wilson's economic advisers convinced 
him to go with a tariff commission, and in this case, too, good policy was 
also good politics. Progressive Democrats such as Senator Robert Owen 
made it clear to Wilson that a commission would make a profound impres
sion upon Bull Moosers still inclined to see the Democrats as a party com
mitted to outdated Jeffersonian policies. 21 

The tariff commission, along with the Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Trade Commission, did indeed change some minds, most notably at 
the New Republic. In September 1916, its editors proposed that the belated, 
ironic embrace of the independent commission by Wilson and the Demo
crats pointed to "their readiness to discard obsolete principles and to consult 
realities in the preparation of their legislation." That Wilson had persuaded 
the Democrats to raise certain questions above party politics indicated to 
Walter Lippmann and Herbert Croly that more and more the president was 
becoming a national, progressive leader deserving the support of the voters 
who four years earlier had stood with Roosevelt at Armageddon.22 

Wilson's efforts to establish a tariff commission came to fruition in 1916. 

This achievement was but one of several initiatives with profound implica
tions for domestic affairs and the party balance that Wilson and the congres
sional Democrats agreed upon and enacted before the November elections. 
In January, Wilson gave his enthusiastic support to a bill erecting a system 
of rural credits for debt-ridden farmers, a measure that populists in the South 
and West had long been advocating. In July, he provided critical assistance to 
progressive Democrats as they successfully fought for bills that limited child 
labor and extended workmen's compensation to federal employees. Wilson 
also signed off on the plans of southern radicals for a sharply progressive 
income tax hike that put the onus of paying for military and naval improve
ments on the northeastern establishment that had been most vocal in de
manding them. Finally, at the end of the summer, he pushed through the 
Adamson Act, which resolved a railroad strike by granting workers the 
eight-hour day they had sought, much to the protests of the railroads and 
businessmen generally. With virtually all of these measures, Wilson was only 
facilitating-albeit skillfully and with important results-progressive legis
lation developed under the initiative of congressional Democrats.23 He was 
once more displaying his penchant for accommodation with his party's leg
islators in domestic affairs; their policies became his policies. 

What made his support of these measures particularly striking was that, 
as in the case of independent commissions, they represented a clear reversal 
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of his previous positions. Wilson had not supported the federal regulation of 
child labor because he thought it would be held unconstitutional (as indeed 
the Supreme Court soon deemed it in Hammer v. Dagenhart). And he had 
considered it a matter of principle to oppose "class" legislation framed at the 
behest of farmers, labor, aggrieved sections of the nation, and so on. 24 

What explains Wilson's dramatic move to the left? More than anyone, 
Wilson knew, as he reminded a conservative Democratic senator in May, 
that "our whole fortune in the coming election depends on whether we gain 
or do not gain the confidence of the independent voters."25 Hence his striv
ing to win over the social justice advocates, workers, and agrarian radicals 
whose votes were up for grabs in 1916. Yet Wilson's support for a far-reaching 
progressivism in 1916 was also the result of a genuine rethinking on his part, 
one related but not reducible to political considerations, of how to secure 
fully the liberty and fair competition that had been promised in the rhetoric 
of the New Freedom. This rethinking was certainly pressed along by his ex
perience in government, grappling with practical issues of how best to frame 
and administer laws that would turn the rhetoric into reality.26 Wilson's 
views would continue to be transformed in this way, in keeping with his 
ideal of interpretive statesmanship. 

To facilitate the electoral realignment he was seeking, Wilson combined 
the policy shifts in 1916 with active and progressive leadership of the Demo
cratic Party during the campaign. Here, too, the advice of Senator Robert 
Owen bolstered the president's progressivism. In a series of letters solicited 
by the White House, Senator Owen stressed the importance, both as a matter 
of principle and of political expedience, of including a plank on social jus
tice similar to that which had been included in the Progressive Party plat
form. Wilson asked Owen to send him a sample plank and incorporated the 
senator's suggestions in the draft that he sent out to the St. Louis convention. 
In this draft Wilson endorsed, among other things, the general concepts of 
workmen's compensation, a minimum wage, an eight-hour day and a six
day workweek, vocational training and assistance for the unemployed, and 
the regulation of child labor.27 With an eye toward winning over pacifists 
and progressive internationalists, Wilson also included planks on the Demo
cratic commitment to peace and a preliminary outline of a "feasible asso
ciation" that would guarantee world peace after conflict in Europe was 
over.28 

Progressive platform aside, Wilson still had a problem. He led a party that 
was widely perceived to be dominated by unreconstructed southerners and 
the bosses of the big city machines and wedded to the spoils system it had 
created in the Jacksonian period. To accommodate the nonaligned leaders 
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and voters who were willing to support the president but not yet the Demo
cratic Party, Wilson and party chair Vance McCormick set up organizational 
halfway houses. In July, with Wilson's enthusiastic support, volunteers led 
by Representative William Kent of California established the Woodrow 
Wilson Independent League. 29 In August, after extended negotiations, 
Wilson and McCormick persuaded seven prominent ex-Bull Moosers 
to join an auxiliary wing of the Democratic Campaign Committee-the 
Associated Campaign Committee of Progressives-under the direction of 
Bainbridge Colby, the New Yorker who had given the nominating speech 
for Roosevelt at the Progressive convention in c9c2.3° For his part, Wilson 
interpreted the endorsement of these "independent men whose convictions 
I share" as a clear indication "that the political processes of the country are 
clearing for a new and more effective combination."31 

Wilson had good reason to be encouraged about the prospects for the 
realignment he had long prophesied. In addition to the leaders of the Inde
pendent League, the Associated Campaign Committee, and New Republic 
editors Croly and Lippmann, the list of progressive intellectuals,journalists, 
and public figures who endorsed Wilson eventually included, among others, 
Amos Pinchot,Jane Addams, Ida Tarbell,John Dewey, Harry Garfield, Max 
Eastman, Lincoln Steffens,John Reed, Upton Sinclair, and Helen Keller. On 
November 1, eleven of the nineteen members of the platform committee 
of the Progressive Party in 1912 announced they were supporting Wilson, 
claiming that he had made good on twenty-two of their thirty-three 
planks.32 

However, while Wilson was apparently winning over those whose votes 
hinged on progressivism and political reform, he was losing ground among 
certain groups of voters whose loyalties were determined more by their eth
nocultural ties. Wilson's understanding of party realignment rested on the 
assumption that voters responded to the broader questions raised in policy 
debates. He continued to criticize the Americans whose views of national 
politics were influenced by their loyalties to a foreign nation, the so-called 
hyphen vote. 33 

Wilson's foreign policy, though, stirred adverse reactions among at least 
two important ethnic groups. His administration's hostility to the conser
vative Huerta regime in Mexico (which was aligned with the Catholic 
Church) drew the ire of many Irish-Americans. Their anger was only 
heightened by the apparent British tilt in Wilson's proclaimed neutrality 
vis-a-vis the European belligerents, in which he acquiesced in the Brit
ish navy's aggressive and expanding blockade while taking a harsh stand 
against German submarine warfare. And, of course, Irish complaints about a 
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de facto Anglo-American alliance were reiterated with considerable vehe
mence by German-Americans: on October 1, 1916, the New York T•'11es re
ported that out of the more than one hundred German-language newsp<1,t>ers 
in the United States, Wilson was receiving the active support of only one.34 

Just as World War I had strained the Democrats' time-honored positions on 
issues like the tariff, so too was it jeopardizing the party's political coalition. 

Wilson made a point of denouncing the ethnic groups' concerns, "cor
ruptions of the mind and heart" he termed them in his annual message of 
1915. He inserted an "Americanism" plank into the 1916 Democratic plat
form that singled out as "subversive" and "destructive" any group "political 
or otherwise, that has for its object the advancement of the interest of a 
foreign power." Finally, in a highly publicized exchange in September 1916, 
Wilson lashed out at Jeremiah O'Leary, a prominent Irish-American leader 
and critic of the administration's foreign policy. The president declared that 
he would be "mortified" to receive the votes of O'Leary and his followers, 
"disloyal Americans" all. 35 

The fact was, of course, that whether or not Wilson wanted the support 
of the hyphenated voters, he knew that he and his party needed it, especially 
when it came to the Irish, Catholic, and recently immigrated ethnic groups 
who provided the voting base for the Democratic Party in the North.36 After 
the O'Leary exchange had established Wilson's "Americanist'' bona fides, he 
substantially muffled his criticism of the hyphenates. What was more, the 
Democratic National Committee, the activities of which Wilson was fully 
informed about, surreptitiously set up special bureaus in order to make tai
lored appeals to ethnic voters in Yiddish, Polish, Italian, Spanish, French, 
Norwegian, and Russian. 37 

When the results of the vote finally were established in 1916-Wilson's 
managers stayed up most of election night thinking he had lost-the presi
dent had defeated Charles Evans Hughes. In the popular vote, Wilson pre
vailed with 9,126,300 votes (49.24 percent) to Hughes's 8,546,789 (46.11 
percent). In the electoral college, Wilson defeated Hughes by a vote of 277 
to 254.38 In light of the previous discussion, several aspects of the 1916 vote 
merit attention. 

Wilson's attempt, through his rhetoric and policy shifts, to stand as the 
candidate of progressivism and peace was relatively successful; indeed, it was 
the key to his own reelection. Demographically, women (where they could 
vote), farmers, and workers were the most prominent converts to his coali
tion. In terms of parties, historians have estimated that Wilson garnered 
approximately 20 percent of the 4. 1 million voters who backed Roosevelt 
in 1912 and approximately 33 percent of the 900,000 who voted for Debs 
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in that election. The support Wilson received from former Bull Moosers and 
Socialists was most apparent west of the Mississippi River, where he won all 
but four states and where in most cases the new members of his coalition 
provided him with his margin of victory. By adding the West to the solid 
South and the border states of Missouri, Kentucky, and Maryland, Wilson 
built the intersectional electoral base that Bryan had thrice essayed but never 
established. With the support of two northeastern states-he won Ohio and 
New Hampshire-this new foundation proved sturdy enough to elect a 
Democrat to the presidency in a two-way race.39 

However, while many nonaligned voters responded positively to Wilson's 
policies and the progressive rationale underlying them, the president did not 
fare as well among German- and Irish-Americans. To be sure, there was no 
mass defection among these groups, and in some locations Wilson ran sur
prisingly well among them. Roosevelt's belligerent speeches and the Demo
cratic claim that Wilson had "kept us out of the war" softened the ethnic 
reaction against the administration. 40 Nevertheless, as David Sarasohn and 
Meyer Nathan have demonstrated, the Irish-and German-American dissatis
faction with his administration's pro-British leanings cost him and his party 
votes. Wilson did not experience the same surge in support from these 
groups as he did generally in 1916. Indeed, in Irish and German wards and 
counties the vote for Wilson typically dropped below his previous percent
ages as well as below the percentages that Democrats running for other 
offices were receiving in 1916 and the surrounding years. While it is bold to 
suggest, as Sarasohn does, that the drop in support from hyphenates in 1916 
prevented a realignment of the sort that took place during the 1930s, the 
returns from that year nevertheless indicate that to Wilson's disadvantage the 
ethnocultural loyalties disparaged by him continued to be a leading deter
minant of voting behavior in the American electorate.41 

Another defining characteristic of the vote in 1916 was that Wilson's 
victory was largely personal. The worries of Wilson, House, and McCormick 
about the image of their party proved to be justified, as many voters pulled 
the lever for Wilson but not for his legislative supporters. Nationwide, while 
Wilson was winning 49.24 percent of the popular vote, Democratic candi
dates received only 46.27 percent of the total vote cast for the House of 
Representatives.42 This result translated into a loss of fourteen seats and the 
complete erasure of the Democratic majority in the House (though with the 
help of a handful of minority party candidates the party would still be able 
to retain organizational control over the body when it convened the follow
ing year). The Democrats retained a majority of eleven seats in the Senate, 
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but one of the three seats they lost belonged to floor leader and staunch 
Wilsonian John Worth Kern of Indiana. 43 

The results in the congressional elections indicated that the clarifying 
realignment that Wilson had been attempting to invoke in 1916, and for 
many years before that, had not occurred. After the election, he admitted to 
a member of the Associated Campaign Committee of Progressives that he 
was befuddled by the persistence of these traditional patterns of voting be
havior. The "rigidity of party association so far as it affects a very large pro
portion of the voters" made the question of how to bring about a funda
mental shift in the electorate "one of the most puzzling questions." Though 
answering it, Wilson noted, would be "by no means easy," doing so remained 
"the fundamental job in the next four years. I gladly open my mind to in
struction on the subject."44 

IV 
That Wilson would open his mind to practical instruction in this regard 
was not out of the question. He was doing just this with the prospects for 
informal constitutional change and the place of the presidency in the politi
cal system. Wilson came into the presidency assuming that the office was 
emerging as the linchpin of responsibility in the U.S. polity, and that this 
emergence would continue by means of the evolutionary processes of po
litical development and interpretive leadership on the part of visionary 
presidents like himself. The New Freedom period confirmed Wilson's read
ing of American political development in this regard. 

However, in the next two years, as Wilson came into increasing conflict 
with Congress and members of his own party, he called these views into 
question. In private conversations, Wilson began arguing that the institu
tional jealousy and political independence of the executive and legislature 
resulting from the separation of powers required a formal remedy after all. 
He returned to his original plan for responsible government, in which a 
constitutional amendment would clear the way for a parliamentary-style ex
ecutive cabinet in Congress.45 

After a dinner at the White House in early 1915, for example, Wilson read 
to some friends from his chapter on the presidency in Constitutional Govern
ment, noting that it was the first time he had revisited his famous chapter 
since he wrote it in 1907. In the conversation that followed, Wilson confided 
that he was discouraged because the "irresistible" power that he had ascribed 
to the presidency in theory simply did not exist in practice. He now con
cluded that "the ideal form of leadership in this country" (which he prom-
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ised to write a book about at some point) was one in which "the President 
should be a mere figure-head like the King of England. The leader of the 
Party should be the leader in Congress and heard in debate fully."46 

But the establishment of parliamentary government in the United States 
would obviously require far-reaching political and constitutional changes. 
As president, Wilson was no more able than he had been as a graduate stu
dent to give a realistic account of how those changes might come about. 
And he recognized that until they did come about, the presidency would 
remain the dominant institution, to the extent that there was one, in the 
political system, especially when it came to foreign affairs. 

In early November 1916, with the race between Hughes and Wilson still 
too close. to call, Wilson's thinking in this regard presented an immediate 
problem. What if Hughes won? He would not be inaugurated until March. 
Yet the United States was engaged in delicate negotiations with the Euro
pean belligerents to end the war, and the issue of American involvement 
might well surface during the talks. A president turned down at the polls, 
Wilson believed, could not serve as an authoritative leader in such circum
stances. 

Colonel House, the adviser with whom Wilson was wont to discuss the 
issues accompanying constitutional reform, proposed a remedy. House sug
gested that if Wilson lost, he should name Hughes to be his secretary of state, 
and then the president and vice president should both resign. Under the rules 
of succession, Hughes thus would become president without having to await 
an inauguration five months later, and the United States would continue to 
have a responsible leader handling affairs of state. Wilson found House's plan 
compelling. In order to commit himself to following through on this con
tingency and to insulate himself from charges, should they arise, that he was 
resigning in spite, two days before the election Wilson wrote a letter to his 
secretary of state, Robert Lansing, outlining the plan and stating his inten
tion to pursue it if he were defeated. 47 

Wilson adopted the resignation plan for two reasons. The first stemmed 
from his belief that, as he wrote to Lansing, "the choice of policy in respect 
of our foreign relations rests with the Executive." Citing the unprecedented 
"critical circumstances" the United States faced, Wilson concluded that "it 
would be my duty to step aside so that there would be no doubt in any 
quarter how that policy was to be directed, towards what objects and by 
what means." Second, he noted that the resignation appealed to him because 
"all my life long I have advocated some such responsible government for the 
United States ... as such action on my part would inaugurate, at least by 
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example. Responsible government means government by those whom the 
people trust."48 

Wilson did not have to set this example. He defeated Hughes, albeit nar
rowly. And the passage of the Twentieth Amendment in 1933, which moved 
the presidential inauguration date from March 4 to January 20, alleviated 
what Wilson had singled out in his letter to Lansing as "the extreme disad
vantage of having to live for four months . .. under a party whose guidance 
has been rejected at the polls." His resignation scheme thus stands as a re
markable "what if" in American political history, an indication of the 
lengths to which he was willing to go to institute more responsible govern
ment in the United States. 

But perhaps what is most interesting about Wilson's resignation scheme 
is the contradiction it embodied. On the one hand, he insisted that the 
"choice of policy" in foreign affairs was exclusively the executive's. On the 
other hand, he indicated that in order to exercise this choice effectively, the 
executive had to depend on a popular and partisan mandate for his leader
ship. Over the course of Wilson's presidency, in the pointed debates about 
American participation in the Great War and the peace that followed, his 
attempt to resolve this contradiction had momentous consequences. 



ma SEVEN 

Diplomacy, War, and 
Executive Power 

During the New Freedom period of 1913-1914, there was one unmistakably 
sour note in Woodrow Wilson's relations with the Democratic majorities in 
Congress. It came in early 1914 with his decision to push for a repeal of the 
lower rates and exemptions that would be enjoyed by U.S. ships traveling 
through the Panama Canal, which was due to open later that year. Great 
Britain argued that the special treatment would amount to a violation of the 
Hay-Pauncefote Treaty. However, the Democratic platform of 1912 (and 
candidate Wilson, before he was swayed by the British arguments) endorsed 
the privileges for American shipping. Many congressional Democrats, in
cluding House Majority Leader Oscar Underwood and Speaker Champ 
Clark, still did. In light of Wilson's continual demands of fellow Democrats 
that they uphold the party line, his reversal provoked considerable outrage. 
Indeed, the New York Times called the tolls dispute "the most sharply drawn 
issue between the Executive and Congress that this Administration has 
seen." 1 

Wilson sought to explain himself to his followers by arguing that the 
tolls issue raised doubts abroad about the willingness of the United States 
to live up to its international agreements and was, as a result, undermining 
his diplomacy. The nature and international stakes of the dispute ruled out 
compromise; in this instance, congressional Democrats needed to defer to 
their president's leadership. "As for the platform," Wilson argued, "I feel that 
no promise made in a platform with regard to foreign affairs is more than 
half a promise."2 

Wilson eventually succeeded in getting majorities for his repeal in the 
House and Senate, as he had with the major domestic reforms of the New 
Freedom. In this instance, however, he was neither treating Congress as the 
legislative partner of the president nor working with the Democratic leaders 
to advance traditional party policies. Rather, as Wilson acknowledged, he 
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was dictating his views to his followers and demanding that Congress accept 
the president's foreign policy. 3 

However inconsistent Wilson's leadership in the tolls dispute might have 
been with the rest of his legislative leadership during the New Freedom, it 
was quite consistent with his theoretical conclusions about "the two presi
dencies." The domestic president needed to work in tandem with his party 
followers in the legislature, i.e., as a prime ministerial figure. However, ne
cessity dictated that the president could and should exercise "very absolute" 
control of the nation's foreign affairs. During the struggles over Ameri
can preparedness and neutrality prompted by the escalating war in Europe, 
Wilson had to act upon his theoretical convictions in increasingly assertive 
and controversial ways. Congressional Democrats (not to mention Republi
cans) did not accept his assumptions about the president's exclusive control 
of American national security policy. In the face of this opposition, Wilson 
came to rely on an argument that he first made in a speech to Congress on 
the tolls repeal, in which he maintained that he was "charged in a peculiar 
degree, by the Constitution itself, with personal responsibility" on questions 
of foreign affairs. 4 

There was nothing unusual in Wilson's claim; presidents had long asserted 
and exercised special prerogatives in this domain. Indeed, the historical abil
ity of presidents to do so was the major reason why he had come to believe 
that in an age of new and persistent international challenges the president 
could dominate the American polity. But the stance on issues of war and 
peace that Wilson assumed as an independent and energetic president made 
it harder for him to stand as a cooperative prime minister, working through 
and with his partisans in Congress, on the domestic agenda. As he assumed 
personal responsibility for the nation's diplomacy and later its war effort, and 
as he sought to defend his control in constitutional terms, he blurred the 
parliamentary divide between the "government" and "opposition" parties 
that he had established during the New Freedom. In its place appeared the 
more familiar constitutional struggle between the president and Congress 
over the control of American diplomacy and national security. By the end 
of World War I, the exertions of this interbranch struggle put Wilson in the 
unlikely position of defending, both in practice and in theory, the Founders' 
separation of powers and the independent executive office it secured. 

I 
The outbreak of war in Europe prompted a new departure in Wilson's ap
proach to legislative leadership. Concerned about preparing the nation for 
war, were it to become involved in the conflict, he began submitting bills to 
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Congress that had been developed by his administrators. No longer was he 
content to speak on the general principles, then draw out the details of leg
islation from his party in Congress. Rather, Wilson presented these bills to 
Congress as vital for the nation's security-matters that he, as chief diplomat 
and commander in chief, could best understand and act upon and for which 
he was responsible. Wilson discovered, however, that members of Congress 
believed that they, too, were responsible for these matters and would not pass 
the administration bills as a matter of rote. 

The first measure stemming from the war proposed the establishment of 
a federal shipping board. The outbreak of World War I had quickly diverted 
or waylaid many of the foreign ships that had been carrying fully 90 percent 
of the American goods bound for overseas markets. To alleviate the sudden 
dearth of shipping, Treasury Secretary William Gibbs McAdoo drafted a bill 
empowering a commission to build and purchase merchant ships, then op
erate them in international commerce. In his annual message in December 
1914, Wilson urged Congress that "such legislation is imperatively needed 
and cannot wisely be postponed."5 

However, Republican senators led by Henry Cabot Lodge and Elihu 
Root feared that the administration's shipping board might purchase some 
of the German ships left stranded in American harbors, thereby involv
ing the United States in a diplomatic imbroglio with the British and the 
French. 6 Wilson grasped this danger and repeatedly stated that the adminis
tration would not undertake ship purchases that would generate interna
tional controversy. Nevertheless, despite the importuning of his friends and 
associates, he refused to accept an amendment, sponsored by Lodge, that 
would have proscribed the purchase of German ships, nor would he explic
itly disavow any intention to purchase German ships. To do so would qualify 
both Wilson's reading of the rights of neutral nations, which it was his pol
icy to uphold, and the president's control of American diplomacy. 7 

To overcome the Republican challenge to his policy and prerogatives and 
to retain the support of congressional Democrats, many of whom shared the 
objections of the GOP, Wilson sought to frame the bill as a domestic issue, 
as yet another fight against the "interests" in which disciplined partisan
ship was therefore not only legitimate but necessary. Yet Wilson's partisan 
tone, in what was essentially a demand for executive discretion in foreign 
affairs, only hardened the resentment of the Republican senators filibuster
ing against the bill and the seven dissenting Democrats who gave them cru
cial support. 8 

The filibusterers won out. Wilson and the Democratic Party in the end 
could not unite what the Constitution had put asunder. That there was no 
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British-style responsibility in the American regime was by no means a com
plete disaster for Wilson. He was therefore able to stay in power in the wake 
of an unmistakable legislative defeat and to continue to fight for his policy. 
Over the next eighteen months, Wilson and McAdoo kept pushing for ship
ping legislation. It eventually passed in 1916, but only after a provision simi
lar to that embodied in the Lodge Amendment, forbidding the purchase of 
belligerent ships, was included. 9 

The other major legislative initiatives of the administration in response 
to the war were bills enhancing the preparedness of the army and navy. 
Wilson initially denied that the war in Europe required changes in the size 
and organization of the U.S. armed forces (as many were contending, most 
notably-and stridently-Theodore Roosevelt). However, the Lusitania cri
sis in the spring of 1915 and the risks accompanying Wilson's insistence on 
standing up for the rights of neutral nations under international law led him 
to reconsider. In July, he asked the secretaries of the War and Navy Depart
ments to consult with the military leadership and develop plans for prepar
edness.10 

Later that year, when Wilson introduced his administration's prepared
ness legislation, he declared that "for the time being, I speak as the trustee 
and guardian of a nation's rights, charged with the duty of speaking for that 
nation in matters involving her sovereignty."11 He certainly was not speak
ing for his party. Indeed, the bills went nowhere in the Democratic Con
gress, opposed as they were by pacifistic Bryanites and southerners, including 
House Majority Leader Claude Kitchin of North Carolina, who objected 
to the augmentation of federal military power. The Democratic disunion 
was aptly spoofed at a meeting of the Gridiron Club by two men in a 
donkey costume: the front end answered to the call of preparedness calmly 
and steadily, while the rear end kicked and struggled. 12 

In early 1916, to overcome the congressional opposition to preparedness, 
Wilson headed out to the Midwest for a weeklong publicity tour, the first 
of his presidency. In his opening speech, he emphasized that "we live in a 
world which we did not make, which we cannot alter, which we cannot 
think into a different condition from that which actually exists."13 Neces
sity dictated that if the United States was to protect its rights and deter 
attacks that might lead the nation into war, then something had to be done. 
Wilson reiterated his claim to be the officer best situated to determine what 
this might be, telling his audience in Pittsburgh, for example, "I want you 
to go home determined that, within the whole circle of your influence, the 
President-not as partisan, but as representative of the national honor-shall 
be backed up by the whole force that is in the nation."14 
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Wilson's weeklong swing impressed many observers, most notably 
Herbert Croly of the New Republic. Croly had been increasingly critical of 
the compromises necessitated by Wilson's efforts to govern with the Demo
cratic regulars in Congress. His inability to unite his party on prepared
ness confirmed Croly's deep suspicion that the Democratic Party was an 
especially unfit instrument for policies that were truly national in scope. 
While Wilson believed that leadership of his party and national opinion 
were compatible, indeed synergistic roles, Croly saw them as mutually ex
clusive. The president's decision to appeal to the public on the matter of 
preparedness, undertaken in large part to pressure members of his own party, 
in the manner of Theodore Roosevelt, indicated to Croly that Wilson had 
at last recognized the futility of party government and opted instead for na
tional leadership. "He has ceased to be a responsible Prime Minister," Croly 
proposed, "and has become an independent executive whose power rests on 
his direct influence on popular opinion." 15 

However, this power, for all of the drama accompanying Wilson's exercise 
of it, had not generated congressional majorities for the administration's pro
posals, as he discovered upon his return to Washington. Wilson thus had little 
choice but to strike a bargain with congressional Democrats who wanted to 
preserve more of a role for the locally based National Guard than the ad
ministration's initial plans for a large federal army allowed. Through persis
tent negotiations with Congress, in which Wilson played off the House bills 
against the stronger measures passed in the Senate, which was more inclined 
toward a larger army and navy, he salvaged the essence of "reasonable pre
paredness" that had been his goal from the start.16 

That Wilson ultimately had to make compromises in reaching this goal 
led some advocates of preparedness, including Croly's New Republic, to sug
gest that for all of the sound and fury of his preparedness tour, the president 
had ultimately backtracked to playing politics as usual with congressional 
Democrats, as he had earlier during the New Freedom. Yet, as the president's 
critics admitted, had Wilson not compromised, no preparedness legislation 
would have been likely to pass. 17 This certainly was the lesson of the ini
tial fight over shipping in 1915. Moreover, Wilson had gone to considerable 
lengths-the greatest of his presidency-to lead public opinion on the issue, 
to stand as an executive above partisan concerns, to move policy in a direc
tion opposed by the Democratic majorities in Congress, and to assert his 
authority over legislators in matters involving national security. If circum
stances prevented Wilson's leadership on the preparedness issue from being 
exclusively that of Croly's uncompromising "independent executive," it was 
nonetheless closer to this role than to that of a "responsible prime minister." 
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II 

In February and March of 1916, when congressional Democrats rebelled 
against Wilson's diplomacy, he was in a much better position to assert control 
of national security policy, and he did so sharply. After Germany declared 
that armed merchant ships in the war zone would be sunk without warn
ing, Democrats in both the House and Senate formulated resolutions that 
would have warned Americans traveling through the war zone on such ships 
that they did so at their own risk. Supporters of the warning resolutions 
believed that the president, by insisting that he would hold the Germans 
strictly accountable for the safety of American passengers, in accordance 
with his interpretation of the rights of neutral nations, would take the nation 
into the war. 18 

The Democratic leaders in Congress, who were virtually unanimous in 
opposing their president's position, urged Wilson to allow them to let the 
warnings lie dormant on the congressional agenda, thereby avoiding an em
barrassing intraparty showdown. Of course, doing so would have left open 
the question of which branch had the final say in the matter of U.S. neu
trality and was thus unacceptable to Wilson. Through public statements and 
intensive administration lobbying, he moved to spike the resolutions as 
quickly as possible. 19 Wilson bypassed the Democratic leadership in Con
gress by writing directly, and publicly, to an administration supporter on the 
House Rules Committee, urging him to force a vote as soon as possible. 
Wilson acknowledged the unusual nature of his request but justified it by 
appealing to both necessity and the Constitution: "The matter is of so grave 
importance," he argued, "and lies so clearly within the field of Executive 
initiative." 20 

Wilson's campaign to defeat the warning resolutions soon came to frui
tion. Within a week, both houses debated and voted them down by wide 
margins. Afterward, Walter Lippmann, like Herbert Croly wont to complain 
about Wilson's collaboration with Democratic legislators in domestic con
cerns, declared, "Mr. Wilson eliminated the legislature from diplomacy ... 
he abolished ... the democratic initiative in the conduct of foreign af
fairs; he smashed a rebellion."21 But this triumph was not unambiguous for 
Wilson. In the process of "smashing" the congressional rebellion, he also 
gave considerable affront to the many dissident Democrats and heightened 
the interbranch jealousy that he had long sought to eradicate. The Nation 
made a telling observation after Wilson's defeat of the warning resolutions: 
"He won, not after the fashion of a Prime Minister of England, drawing out 
the opinion of the House, but after the fashion of a President of the United 
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States demanding that Congress stand by the Government in its dealings 
with a foreign nation. As a precedent, the incident of the past week does not 
carry us towards, but rather away from, the approximation of the role of the 
President of the United States to that of a Prime Minister of England."22 

Was Wilson giving up his long-held convictions regarding party govern
ment in the course of his disputes with congressional Democrats over pre
paredness and neutrality? In May 1916, Ray Stannard Baker posed this ques
tion to the president in a revealing interview at the White House. Baker's 
notes record that Wilson "reiterated again his belief in 'responsible govern
ment; & a closer working together of party and president .... He thought 
some modification of the English system would bring about better team 
work in public affairs." And Wilson argued that his success during the New 
Freedom was due to the logic of party government, "having a definite pro
gram-approved by the people & in the party platform, which he carried 
out." He explained the New Freedom anomaly of his push for a repeal of 
the Panama Canal tolls by simply noting that it "concerned foreign affairs & 
was properly within the initiative of the president." In discussing his lead
ership of "the new program which came in with the war," Wilson cited the 
arguments he had presented in Constitutional Government: "In times of peace 
when domestic problems are uppermost Congress comes to the front, but 
when foreign affairs intrude the people look to the president. His foreign 
affairs policy must then be his own."23 

The unilateral trend of Wilson's leadership on issues relating to the war 
was even more evident a year later in yet another serious interbranch con
frontation over American neutrality. In February 1917, U.S. shipping came 
to a standstill in the wake of the German commencement of unrestricted 
submarine warfare. Wilson decided to go to Congress and seek the funds and 
authority to arm American merchant vessels, if he deemed it necessary, in 
order to restore overseas trade. He did so even though some in his inner 
circle, most notably Treasury Secretary William Gibbs McAdoo, argued that 
he did not need legislative permission to arm the ships.24 

The prospects for permission being granted were not promising. A unani
mous Senate Republican caucus had already agreed to filibuster essential 
appropriations measures through the end of the 64th Congress, which would 
force Wilson to call a special early session of the 65th Congress, bringing 
legislators wanting to oversee his diplomacy back to Washington. As Lodge 
wrote to Roosevelt on February 27, "Although I have not much faith in 
Congress we should be safer here with Congress than we should be with 
Wilson alone for nine months."25 

In his address to Congress on February 26, an angry Wilson sought to re-
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solve both the immediate issue of armed neutrality and the broader question 
of who controlled American diplomacy. Wilson emphasized that he was not 
asking for permission to arm the ships: "No doubt I already possess that 
authority without any special warrant of law, by the plain implication of my 
constitutional duties and powers." What he did want was a symbolic rati
fication of his leadership. "I wish to feel that the authority and power of 
Congress are behind me in whatever it may become necessary for me to 
do." 26 Standing confidently as president, Wilson at the same time wanted to 
cloak his policy with the sort of legislative confidence that a prime minister 
might enjoy. 

On March 1, an overwhelming majority in the House of Representa
tives, braced by the White House's release of the Zimmermann telegram, 
granted Wilson authority to arm the ships. But in the early morning of 
March 3, eleven Senators (six Republicans and five Democrats) began a fili
buster. These senators refused to grant the president the complete control 
over American neutrality that he sought, and they ultimately blocked every 
attempt to bring the matter to a vote before the 64th Congress adjourned 
the next day. 27 

In Wilson's screed against the "little group of willful men" who had 
thwarted him, he charged that in a moment of crisis they had left "the great 
Government of the United States helpless and contemptible."28 However, 
the U.S. government was not as helpless as he had proposed. After Congress 
adjourned, he went ahead and armed the ships anyway, acting upon his 
stipulated premise that he already had the power to do so.29 Denied 
the confidence of the legislature, Wilson nevertheless had the capacity, as an 
independent executive within the separation of powers, to proceed as he 
wished. His leadership during the controversy over armed neutrality antici
pated the general direction his presidency would take during the U.S. in
volvement in World War I. 

III 
In the weeks after the dispute over arming merchant ships, the tensions be
tween the United States and Germany that had flared up with the initia
tion of unrestricted submarine warfare and been exacerbated by the Zim
mermann telegram continued to mount. As there was little that even armed 
merchant vessels could do to defend themselves against the U-boats, the 
reluctance of U.S. shippers to sail for Europe continued. And between 
March 16 and 18, German submarines sunk three American vessels, two 
without warning, killing sixteen sailors.30 Would the United States acqui
esce in the face of these attacks or was its entry into the war necessitated by 
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them? Wilson's efforts to deny his cabinet and Congress a significant role in 
answering this question speaks volumes about his determination to exercise 
single-handed control of the nation's diplomacy, even in the most fateful days 
of his presidency. 

That Wilson would largely freeze out his cabinet in making his decision 
for war was not surprising. In the Palmer letter of 1913, Wilson had spoken 
of the president's need to serve as the nation's spokesman in "even the mo
mentous and most delicate dealings of the government with foreign na
tions." In keeping with this imperative, Wilson had essentially been his own 
secretary of state on issues relating to the war, writing many of the key 
communiques to the belligerents, including the protests to Germany over 
the sinking of the Lusitania. What Wilson could not do, he entrusted not to 
his secretaries of state but to Colonel House, the personal associate with 
whom he believed he had a rare communion of views. Wilson's domina
tion of American diplomacy vis-a-vis the war lay behind Bryan's resigna
tion in 1915, as well as the selection of a replacement, Robert Lansing, whom 
Wilson (and House) could easily subordinate.31 

Wilson's cabinet nevertheless expected to have a say in the decision for 
war. In a meeting on March 20, after Wilson had been pondering on his own 
for ten days the question of whether to go to war, he at least paid his secre
taries the courtesy of soliciting their views. They were unanimously and 
forcefully in favor of war. An inscrutable Wilson merely thanked his col
leagues for their advice. Secretary of State Robert Lansing observed after
ward that "the ten councilors of the President had spoken as one, and he
well, no one could be sure that he would echo the same opinion."32 

During the next two weeks, cabinet members could infer the president's 
decision for war from his calling Congress into special session and the ex
ecutive orders he issued on military matters, but Wilson was not forthcom
ing about what he planned to say to the legislators. Secretaries Burleson and 
McAdoo came to talk with Wilson about the war message, but he refused 
to see them. When Colonel House, whom Wilson had taken into his confi
dence, asked him why he had not shown the message to the cabinet, "he 
replied that, if he had, every man in it would have had some suggestion to 
make .... He said he preferred to keep it to himself and to take the respon
sibility. I feel that he does his Cabinet an injustice. He should not humiliate 
them to such an extent."33 

While drafting his message, Wilson also took care to limit Congress's role 
in the declaration of war, which was not easy to do, of course, given that 
the Constitution invested the legislature with this power. Amid the rampant 
rumors and apparent drift in administration policy that marked the days 
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immediately preceding Wilson's address to Congress, Secretary Lansing pre
pared a statement for Wilson to release that announced that the president's 
silence was only a product of his deference to Congress's prerogatives. While 
it no doubt would have helped alleviate the growing unrest and uncertainty, 
Lansing's statement also would have offered a constitutional interpretation 
that contradicted Wilson's desire to reduce the legislators' influence on 
American statecraft. Wilson thus instructed Lansing not to release it. 34 

Colonel House observed in his diary that in this period Wilson was wres
tling with the question of whether "he should ask Congress to declare war 
or whether he should say that a state of war exists, and ask them for the 
necessary means to carry it on."35 The former course gave an active, deter
minative role to the Congress and, as House warned Wilson, portended a 
more acrimonious debate. In contrast, asking Congress simply to acknowl
edge that a state of war existed left it with a passive role, in which the leg
islators would accept the international imperatives laid out by the executive. 
Wilson opted for the latter, asking Congress to "declare the recent course 
of the Imperial German Government to be in fact nothing less than war 
against the government and people of the United States, that it formally 
accept the status of belligerent which has thus been thrust upon it."36 

IV 
Although Wilson implicitly proposed that the decision of whether the 
United States would go to war was essentially the president's, he was more 
explicit in his assumption that once the nation was at war he should and 
would receive unusual deference from Congress, not only in executing the 
war effort but also in framing the legislative preparations for it. In Wilson's 
war message, after discussing the necessity of raising and supporting a larger 
army and navy and mobilizing the country's economic resources, he noted 
that he would have his administrators prepare and submit bills to Congress 
for these purposes. Wilson went on to "hope that it will be your pleasure to 
deal with them as having been framed after very careful thought by the 
branch of Government upon which the responsibility of conducting the 
war and safeguarding the nation will most directly fall."37 

Almost immediately after the declaration of war, the administration be
gan sending sweeping bills down Pennsylvania Avenue for ratification by 
Congress. These included plans for a draft that would marshal American con
scripts for the war in Europe, an espionage bill containing expansive provi
sions for government censorship of the press and control of exports, and a 
bill creating a food administration empowered to regulate the production 
and consumption of foodstuffs. 
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The administration's controversial proposals incited bipartisan opposi
tion. For the same reasons that they had opposed preparedness, southern 
Democrats led the opposition to conscription and joined the movement of 
Theodore Roosevelt and his supporters for a volunteer army. 38 Prominent 
Democratic leaders like Speaker Champ Clark and Senator Robert Owen 
sided with the Republicans protesting against government censorship of the 
press. 39 And Democratic populists from the South and West, notably T. P. Gore 
of Oklahoma and James Reed of Missouri, were the most vocal opponents 
of the Administration's food bill.40 Wilson, however, was unwilling to com
promise on the controversial provisions of the bills, even with members of 
his own party, insisting that the legislators had to defer to the executive 
judgments embodied in the administration's proposals. The concessions that 
Wilson eventually did make, such as the elimination of some of the censor
ship provisions, were forced upon him by the need to secure the key com
ponents of the administration bills.41 

The intense congressional reaction to the proposals stemmed not only 
from their content but also from the way in which the administration de
manded that the legislators-the ostensible lawmakers-simply endorse, 
without qualification, these unprecedented requests. During the debate over 
the administration's conscription bill, for example, Hubert Dent of Alabama, 
the Democratic chair of the House Military Affairs Committee and an 
avowed opponent of the bill, declared that he would resign his seat before 
he would accept "the argument .. . that, in time of war the executive de
partment shall draft its legislation and send it to Congress, and Congress shall 
not exercise the right to cross a 't' nor dot an 'i' ."42 The same resentment 
boiled over in the Senate on May 16, during a debate on an emergency 
appropriation bill submitted and termed essential by the administration. Fu
rious, the senators voted to go into a closed session, where for more than 
three hours various members, and reports observed that they came from both 
parties, railed against the administration's presumptuous treatment of Con
gress. 43 

The legislators' protests were by no means unprecedented. During the 
Civil War, Lincoln had encountered similar criticism from radical Republi
cans for his dramatic assumption of the policy initiative, which extended to 
his taking the then unprecedented step of sending drafts of proposed legis
lation to Congress.44 That Wilson was receiving a similar response from a 
wartime Congress controlled by his party, while not surprising, did put the 
lie to his hope that the administration bills would be readily accepted on 
Capitol Hill. 
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V 

While members of Congress bemoaned the administration's usurpation of 
their legislative role, they also sought, again like their Civil War counterparts, 
to extend their oversight of the administration's prosecution of the war ef
fort . Wilson strenuously and successfully opposed the plans for special over
sight, claiming that they were prompted by partisan Republican opposition 
to his presidency, a claim that has since been reiterated by historian Seward 
Livermore. However, the most serious efforts to set up a Civil War-style 
congressional committee on the conduct of the war were bipartisan; indeed, 
they were spearheaded by Democratic leaders and derived crucial support 
from members of Wilson's own party. 45 The bipartisan nature of the efforts, 
though, did not keep him from reacting to them as illegitimate encroach
ments on his constitutional powers or from vigorously using the energy 
those powers put at his disposal to thwart them. 

Democratic Senator Robert Owen offered a proposal for a Joint Com
mittee on Expenditures in the Conduct of the War as an amendment to the 
administration's food bill on July 21, 1917. Fifteen Democrats joined with 
the thirty-eight Republicans in favor of an oversight committee and pro
vided the votes necessary for the amendment's passage. 46 In urging Wilson 
to accept his proposal, Owen argued that the oversight was only fitting, 
given the massive sums Congress was appropriating for the war effort. Owen 
also noted that the committee would be controlled by Democrats and that 
the idea was consistent with Wilson's oft-repeated belief in "common coun
sel" -the sort of give-and-take that Wilson and Owen had engaged in, for 
example, during the crafting of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 and the 
social justice plank for the Democratic Party platform in 1916.47 

In a sharply worded public letter, however, Wilson declared that the 
Owen proposal would "render my task of conducting the war practically 
impossible." War was an executive business; common counsel was out of the 
question. A congressional initiative merely to supervise the financial aspects 
of that business, even one controlled by his legislative supporters, would still 
"amount to nothing less than an assumption on the part of the legislative 
body of the executive work of the administration."48 By issuing this decla
ration, twisting arms, and throwing down a veto threat, Wilson was able to 
get the Owen Amendment stripped and the food bill passed in the Senate. 49 

The next congressional attempt to expand oversight of the war effort 
came at the end of 1917. It was prompted by sensational hearings in Decem
ber before the Senate's Military Affairs Committee, chaired by Democratic 
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Senator George Chamberlain of Oregon. Given the comparatively under
developed status of the American administrative state, the sudden mobiliza
tion for World War I was destined to be plagued by serious problems and 
inefficiencies. And, indeed, the committee's hearings aired several horror sto
ries of poorly constructed, disease-ridden camps and soldiers who lacked not 
only guns and equipment to train with but even winter clothing. In re
sponse to what appeared to them to be a crisis of management, Chamberlain 
and his Democratic colleague Gilbert Hitchcock drew up plans for the crea
tion of an executive Munitions Ministry to coordinate the war effort. 
Chamberlain's plan was supported by a majority of the Armed Services 
Committee, and its provision for a new executive body bypassed Wilson's 
earlier objections to congressional oversight. Still, the plan was being pro
posed by Congress and provided for Senate confirmation of the new muni
tions secretary. Wilson could not accept it. He would not be seen as conced
ing to Congress, even to members of his own party, the right to structure 
the prosecution of the war. After private efforts to dissuade the bill's propo
nents failed, Wilson, determined to stave off the proposal, went public with 
a letter declaring that the plan would undermine his ability as a commander 
in chief to coordinate the war effort. so 

However, two weeks later, after the administration imposed a "coal holi
day" in order to resolve a chronic shortage of fuel on the eastern seaboard, 
there was no stopping Chamberlain. The order appeared to Congress, the 
newspapers, and the public at large-not to mention many Wilsonians-as 
yet another example, albeit the most unsettling one, of the administration's 
mismanagement of mobilization. The senators on the Military Affairs Com
mittee began formulating plans for the creation of a war cabinet. The pro
posal called for the president to appoint, with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, "three distinguished citizens of demonstrated ability" and to grant 
them control over all the aspects of his administration that pertained to 
the war.51 

Wilson struck back quickly and vehemently. He told legislators that if 
there was to be a war cabinet, it would happen not simply over his veto pen 
but over his dead body. He also issued a vitriolic public attack on Chamber
lain and his proposal, contending that it "sprang out of opposition to the 
administration's whole policy rather than out of any serious intention to 
reform its practice." The vociferous GOP support for the proposal, which 
Chamberlain openly welcomed, gave credence to the president's charge. 52 

Nevertheless, Chamberlain had been a staunch defender of even the most 
controversial war policies that the administration had pressed upon Con
gress, and he had voted against the Owen Amendment the previous sum-
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mer.53 Moreover, when the plan for the war cabinet was first announced, it 
was widely supported among Democrats in Congress, especially in the Sen
ate. 54 Whatever else it may have been, Chamberlain's war cabinet bill was 
also a bipartisan attempt by legislators to exercise, albeit indirectly, the influ
ence over the war effort that they believed was rightfully theirs but that 
Wilson had thus far managed to deny them. 

Wilson was able to fend off Congress using his standard formula of arm
twisting, veto threats, and public confrontation. Once more he defended 
and exemplified the Hamiltonian idea of an energetic and independent ex
ecutive. By spiking the Chamberlain plan, Wilson enhanced the overall 
efficiency of the war effort and protected the constitutional position of his 
office against legislative encroachment. For all of the shortcomings that were 
then bedeviling his administration's prosecution of the war, the legislators' 
efforts to boost their oversight and influence no doubt would have com
pounded the problems. At the same time, Wilson's vigorous executive lead
ership required him to put aside his own notions of responsible government 
and "common counsel." The same trend is evident in the administrative 
changes that Wilson made in the wake of the last of these battles with Con
gress. 

VI 
The idea of an "administrative presidency," in which the president takes 
firm control of the executive branch and actively seeks to shape policy by 
means of this control, is implicit in the Founders' executive office. The per
sonal responsibility that presidents bear for the executive branch sooner or 
later bids them to preside in such an energetic and independent fashion. This 
tendency is true even of presidents whose initial predispositions are to dele
gate responsibility for administration to lower-ranking officials and pursue 
a "legislative strategy" of cooperation with Congress.55 This logic played 
itself out in Woodrow Wilson's handling of the war effort. 

Wilson's initial view of his office did not leave him inclined to take firm 
control of the executive branch; as noted above, his method was to serve as 
the political leader and leave the administrative details to his cabinet secre
taries. This division of labor also entailed that the chief task of the depart
ment heads was to serve independently as administrators, not as a council of 
political advisers. The U.S. entrance into World War I did not change things; 
Wilson let his war administrators handle their departments and agencies 
essentially as each saw fit. He did so even though several of his advisers, 
including Colonel House, William McAdoo, Herbert Hoover, and Bernard 
Baruch, urged him to create and rely on an administrative "war machine;' 
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in House's phrase, in order to foster the requisite efficiency and coordination 
in the mobilization. 56 

Wilson's adherence to his theory was no doubt reinforced by his feel
ings for the two administrators drawing the most criticism (the men whose 
power the advocates of a "war machine" wanted to get their hands on): 
Newton Baker and Josephus Daniels, the secretaries of the War and Navy 
Departments, respectively. Baker, a professed pacifist and reform mayor of 
Cleveland, and Daniels, a teetotaling, Bryanite editor from North Carolina, 
were unlikely warlords. Wilson had selected them because of their personal 
loyalty and political service. They also shared his views on administration. 57 

To replace or subordinate these men in a wartime reorganization of his ad
ministration would only validate his critics. 

Wilson's administrative philosophy in the early phases of the war and the 
congressional ire it produced, especially in light of the appearance of faulty 
management, were aptly represented in an exchange between Secretary 
Newton Baker and Senator John Weeks, Republican of Massachusetts, on 
January 12, 1918. The setting was a congressional hearing on Chamberlain's 
plan for a Munitions Ministry. Baker argued that "if you are omniscient and 
have an omnipotent man to run things you have the ideal. My idea is that 
you have a multiplicity of wisdom, although a decrease in speed, in a number 
of men. Consultation makes for accuracy." To this, Senator Weeks protested: 
"What is being done in the War Department is opposed to the theory of the 
Government at this moment. The Government has asked for and obtained, 
at the hands of Congress, broad power of centralized control, yet you scatter 
it." 58 For his part, Wilson maintained, "I would be willing to have a minister 
of munitions if I had a superman to put in the place. But it requires a su
perman, and there is no superman."59 

In the end, however, Wilson had little choice but to alter his direction of 
the war effort in order to ward off congressional encroachments on his ad
ministration. 60 His first step, taken in conjunction with his attack on the war 
cabinet bill, was to push through the Overman Act. Drafted in the adminis
tration, this measure granted the commander in chief virtually complete 
freedom to create, reorganize, and fund executive agencies as he deemed 
appropriate for the war effort. Legislators protested Wilson's demand for 
what seemed nothing less than the "abdication by Congress of its lawmak
ing power," as Democratic senator Gilbert Hitchcock put it.61 But under 
the circumstances, the legislators found they had little choice but to grant 
Wilson the authority he sought. In a skillful bit of rhetorical judo, Wilson 
argued that "Senator after Senator has appealed to me most earnestly to 'cut 
the red tape.' I am only asking for the scissors."62 
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Wilson's second administrative initiative was to enhance the power of 
Bernard Baruch and the War Industries Board he chaired. In February 1917, 
at Wilson's urging, Newton Baker finally bowed to the arguments of Baruch 
and others regarding the need for a "legal, authoritative, responsible, central
ized agency for the purpose of coordinating the demands of the fighting 
forces." 63 In March, Wilson placed the board under Baruch's personal control 
and authorized him to coordinate and set priorities for the procurement, 
production, and conservation of war supplies needed by the federal govern
ment and the Allies. To be sure, Baruch's newly empowered board was not 
an omnipotent agency. The War and Navy Departments retained control of 
their purchasing, and while Baruch had a seat on the administration's price
fixing committee, it was chaired by Robert Brookings. Wilson, having 
fought off Chamberlain's Munitions Ministry, was not going to create one 
himself. Nevertheless, through the enhanced War Industries Board, Wilson 
had created the interagency clearinghouse, under the control of one hand
picked administrator, that he long had been resistant to establishing. 64 

Wilson's other major administrative initiative was the creation of an in
formal war cabinet that began meeting on March 20, 1918, in lieu of one of 
the biweekly meetings of the regular cabinet. The usual participants were 
Wilson, Baruch, and Secretaries Baker, Daniels, and McAdoo; the food, fuel, 
and shipping administrators; and the chairman of the War Trade Board. Thus 
the war cabinet brought together the men in charge of the key aspects of the 
war effort. In their meetings, Wilson and his top administrators attempted 
to hash out the broader questions of policy and conflicting administrative 
objectives that arose during the remainder of the war-"to keep together 
and obtain a common bird's eye view of the whole situation;' as Newton 
Baker put it. 65 

By 1918, then, on top of his duties as the political and national leader that 
he aspired to be, Wilson also was taking up questions concerning the basic 
structure and day-to-day operation of the administration over which he was 
presiding. If serving as a chief executive in this way was not what he had 
in mind upon taking office, it was part of the Founders' conception, and it 
was toward the latter view that Wilson was moving during the war. 

VII 
Paradoxically, at no point was Wilson's shift in this regard more evident than 
when he issued his surprising and ill-fated appeal for a Democratic Congress 
just before the midterm elections in 1918. Edward Corwin proposed that 
with this appeal, "Wilson was asking the country for a vote of confidence 
for himself and his party. His action is therefore in line with his own pecu-
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liar conception of the President as Prime Minister."66 Upon closer scrutiny, 
however, it is clear that Wilson appealed as a president, not a prime minister, 
for if he truly was asking for a parliamentary vote of confidence heading 
into the peace negotiations, then he would have resigned after the Democrats 
lost control of Congress. 

Wilson might well have taken such a dramatic step; indeed, he was pre
pared to take it in 1916, when it appeared as though he might lose his bid 
for reelection to Charles Evans Hughes. But this option was never a part 
of his plan in 1918. In September, a month before Wilson gave the appeal 
(which was already in the works) , a friend familiar with the 1916 scheme 
asked him if he would resign should the Democrats lose Congress. Wilson 
said he would not: " I cannot do it on account of the world-wide situation, 
in which American influence is very important and may be decisive. It hap
pens to be a case where, even if defeated by the people, I shall try to obtain 
the objects for which we went to war."67 

The Republican reactions to Wilson's appeal charged that it posed a se
vere threat to the separation of powers; Wilson was asking for control not 
only of his branch, they alleged, but also of the legislature. This criticism 
missed the basic thrust of his appeal. For partisans to make appeals during 
wartime elections was no radical innovation; indeed, the GOP had done it 
in 1864, 1898, and 1918 as well.68 That Wilson would not resign if the vote 
of confidence failed was likewise not a radical stance but rather in keeping 
with the independence of the constitutional executive. The radical challenge 
to the separation of powers would have come had Wilson resigned in 1918, 
but he had no intention of doing so.69 The change in Wilson's stance from 
the election of 1916 to that of 1918 reflected the ways in which the expe
rience of leading the United States during the war had led him to harden 
his conception of his office; for the time being, it was grounded not on 
public opinion or party mandates but on the Constitution itself. 

Striking evidence of the transformation in Wilson's views in this regard 
is found in a conversation that he had with friends and reporters on the deck 
of the George Washington, the liner that was transporting the president and 
his entourage to Europe for the peace negotiations in December 1918. In 
this conversation, Wilson saluted the separation of powers for enabling him 
to preside as he had during the period of American belligerency. While he 
had not given up his faith in the parliamentary system, he was now prepared 
to admit that it was not always the best form of government. Wilson's phy
sician recorded his remarks: "The President said that [parliamentary] gov
ernment has a greater responsibility to the people than our own govern
ment. He added however that he thought our present form of government 
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was the best in time of war. This was indicated by the fluidity of the situa
tions developing and overturning the cabinets on the other side; whereas, 
ours was compact all the time."70 

The leading critic of the "Newtonian" Constitution thus had come to 
view it differently in the sharp light of his wartime experience. The war 
had forced Wilson's program and leadership to take startling new directions. 
The controversies in Washington arising from the conflict in Europe over
whelmed a tenuous assumption of his program, namely, that legislators and 
politicians would defer to the necessity of presidential leadership in matters 
of war and peace. In doing so, the war presented Wilson with a stark choice 
between his two presidencies. He could still push to control national secu
rity policy, but to do so in the face of opposition in Congress and within 
his own party would require him to act as an independent and energetic 
executive, not as the prime minister of a responsible party. The pressures of 
governing during a World War, when combined with Wilson's theoretical 
belief in the necessity of executive control in diplomacy and command and 
with the incentives, powers, and perspective that the Founders' executive 
office gives to its inhabitants, bid him to act unilaterally, boldly pursuing his 
own course and warding off challenges to his power. Although Wilson had 
assured members of Congress in his first appearance before them that he 
would not preside as an "isolated island of jealous power;' by the end of 
World War I that is exactly how he stood. 



fd«S EIGHT 

Party and National Leadership 
in World War I 

Between the docking of the George Washington in France in December 1918 
and the opening of the peace conference in Paris a month later, Wilson 
basked in the hero's welcome given to him by massive throngs in Paris, 
London, and Rome. Little more than two years later, however, at the end of 
his presidency, he surrendered leadership of his own nation surrounded by 
ill feelings and controversy. What led to Wilson's dramatic fall? The answer 
lies in part with his failure to bring more supportive Democratic majorities 
to Congress in 1918. This failure, in turn, stemmed from the U.S. entrance 
into World War I, which constrained Wilson's ongoing efforts to build a pro
gressive Democratic majority in the electorate. The war also raised a number 
of divisive issues, despite his efforts to suppress them, that wreaked havoc 
with his coalition. What is more, the control that Wilson sought to exercise 
over the American war effort and subsequent peace negotiations increased 
both the need for and the risks of a presidential intervention in the congres
sional elections of 1918. 

I 
In the aftermath of the 1916 elections, several prominent progressives who 
had supported the president analyzed the implications of the returns. In light 
of the crucial boost in support that Wilson received from progressives in and 
outside of the Democratic Party and the failure of machine politicos in the 
North to deliver the key states of New York, New Jersey, Indiana, and Illinois, 
his would-be advisers urged him to forsake the bosses and forge ahead with 
his efforts to build a center-left coalition. The editors of the New Republic 
summarized for the president what the new model Democratic Party had to 
do in order to prove its progressive bona tides and consolidate the support 
that had sustained Wilson in 1916: "It must be prepared to emancipate the 
administrative departments of the government from petty distracting po-

136 
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litical interference .... It must be prepared to shed the newer-worldly pro
vincialism of American foreign policy and to promote the participation of 
the United 'States in ... a working international organization. Finally, it 
must recognize the existence of a class of wage-earners which . . . suffers 
from more or less exploitation, and for whom special provision must be made 
in the reorganization of American society."1 Civil Service reform, liberal 
internationalism, and social welfare legislation-this was the progressive 
prescription for the Democratic Party. Wilson wasted no time in follow
ing it. 

Braced by postelection letters from prominent reformers who were 
friendly to his administration but criticized his reliance on the spoils system, 
Wilson vowed to Colonel House that he would put a stop to blatantly po
litical appointments in the upper reaches of his administration. Even more 
dramatically, Wilson decided to issue an executive order instructing Post
master General Burleson thenceforth to fill all first-, second-, and third-class 
postmasterships-some rn,ooo positions-in accordance with the merit sys
tem. 2 Wilson now was prepared to assume without qualification the progres
sive stance against patronage that he had called for as an academic and briefly 
assumed in late 1914. 

After the announcement of the new policy in March 1917, a protest 
quickly and predictably brewed on Capitol Hill. Democratic legislators im
plored Wilson to reconsider for the sake of the party's future. Champ Clark 
warned that the new classification would lead to electoral disaster, as was 
demonstrated, the Speaker argued, by the effects of the administration's pre
vious efforts to classify fourth-class postmasters: "That raised more cain in 
politics than anything else, and it is one of the main reasons why the next 
House is so close. People in a Democratic district want a Democrat in office 
as a Postmaster."3 

Despite the protests, the president stuck to his new position. As for chas
tened Postmaster General Burleson, while his implementation of Wilson's 
executive order was not completely free of politics, it was sufficiently neu
tral to draw the ire of Democratic regulars. Progressives were generally 
pleased. "President Wilson's order;' commented George Keyes, president of 
the National Civil Service Reform League, "is one of the most progressive 
that any president ever issued. It stops the shameful spoilsmongering that has 
been going on with these offices for the past 80 years."4 

Wilson also pursued his vision of a new world order through his efforts 
to mediate a "peace without victory" among the European belligerents and 
his address on the subject to the Senate in January 1917. Of course shortly 
thereafter, in the wake of the unrestricted submarine campaign by the Ger-
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mans, Wilson gave up on mediation and led the United States into the 
war, actions that shook the faith of some of the die-hard pacifists who had 
warmed to his earlier pronouncements. However, many progressive interna
tionalists, and Wilson himself, had come to believe that U.S. participation in 
the war was essential if the president and the ideas he espoused were to have 
any influence on the subsequent peace. As Wilson put it in the conclusion of 
his war message, the crusade he was prepared to lead looked forward to "a 
universal dominion of right by such a concert of free peoples as shall bring 
peace and safety to all nations and make the world itself at last free." 5 

As historian Thomas Knock has documented, however, the appeal of 
Wilson's crusade to progressives was quickly diminished by the reactionary 
aspects of the administration's handling of the war effort. The Espionage Act 
passed by Congress at Wilson's urging in July 1917 gave Attorney General 
Thomas Gregory and the Justice Department the power to prosecute those 
deemed to have jeopardized recruitment for or loyalty in the armed forces. 
The act also empowered Postmaster General Albert Burleson to withhold 
from the mail printed material that likewise undermined the war effort or 
that could generally be construed as fomenting treason or insurrection. Lib
erally interpreting the illiberal law, Gregory and Burleson cracked down on 
socialist and pacifist leaders and publications. Their zealousness profoundly 
disturbed new Wilsonians such as John Reed, Max Eastman, Amos Pinchot, 
Herbert Croly, and Walter Lippmann, who warned the president of the dam
age that Burleson was inflicting on both civil liberties and Wilson's coali
tion. He was sensitive to this criticism, but he was not a civil libertarian. 
And, as Wilson's push for the Espionage Act demonstrated, he believed that 
the war necessitated a curtailment of personal freedoms. In keeping with his 
general inclination to defer to cabinet members, Wilson accepted the judg
ments of Burleson and Gregory in almost every case.6 

The irony is that even as the Wilson administration's curtailment of civil 
liberties was convincing many progressive and independent observers that 
the president was, at heart, a reactionary, his opinions on social policy and 
domestic reform continued to shift to the left. In February 1918, Wilson told 
Colonel House that he found the Fabian socialist program that the British 
Labor Party had just put forward to be a compelling reform agenda. In his 
diary, House recorded the subsequent conversation: 

We discussed the trend of liberal opinion in the world and came to the 
conclusion that the wise thing to do was to lead the movement intel
ligently and sympathetically .... He spoke of the necessity of forming 
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a new political party in order to achieve these ends. He did not believe 
the Democratic Party could be used as an instrument to go as far as 
it would be needful to go and largely because of the reactionary ele
ment in the South .... Again let me say that the President has started 
so actively on the liberal road that I find myself, instead of leading as 
I always did at first, rather in the rear and holding him back. 7 

House's comments show that Wilson's conversion to advanced progressivism 
before the 1916 elections was as much intellectual as political in its origins. 
It also reveals that Wilson still sought to preside over a realignment in which 
disparate progressive elements would be brought together in a new major
ity. Indeed, Wilson was now contemplating leaving behind the conservative 
wing of his own party in order to forge it. 

Wilson did not just confide his changing convictions to Colonel House. 
On March 20, 1918, he sent a letter to the New Jersey Democratic Party in 
which he declared that the economic and social forces unleashed by the war 
needed to be channeled toward "greater opportunity and greater prosperity 
for the average mass of struggling men and women, and of greater safety 
and opportunity for children." Subsequently, he drafted a platform for the 
Indiana Democratic Party's convention in June 1918. Building on the ex
hortations of his New Jersey letter, Wilson looked ahead to the postwar 
reconstruction and called for "the sympathetic aid of the Federal Govern
ment .. . to the allocation of labor, the development of its skill, and the 
establishment of proper labor conditions." Moreover, in vague phrasing that 
he adopted in order to mute arguments that Tumulty and House found too 
radical, the president proposed government control over "raw materials and 
all universal essentials, like coal and electric power" as well as the rail and 
water transportation systems. The New Republic remarked that the new tone 
of Wilson's views "indicates for the first time the direction in which his 
mind is working and the burden of radicalism which in his opinion a re
sponsible political leader can afford to carry."8 

Yet Wilson's discussion of the future direction his party should take re
garding social and economic policy received surprisingly little attention. 
The discussion was overshadowed because as Wilson himself said in the first 
sentence of the Indiana platform, "The immediate purpose of the Demo
cratic party, the purpose which takes precedence over every other, is to win 
the war." He therefore told government officials that legislation geared to
ward social and economic reconstruction and not immediately connected 
with the war effort would have to await the conclusion of hostilities. 9 In the 
meantime, all that Wilson could offer the advocates and potential beneficia-
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ries of the proposed domestic agenda were promises. Not least because of 
his treatment of their civil liberties, many progressives were skeptical. 

II 
The American involvement in the war was causing Wilson additional head
aches by raising the divisive questions of prohibition, women's suffrage, and 
southern domination of the Democratic Party. The war thus revealed the 
extent to which Wilson's party was riven by cleavages along religious, cul
tural, and sectional lines and, conversely, the extent to which it diverged 
from his programmatic ideal of a party united on and animated by encom
passing national issues. 

Wilson had maintained the "local option" position on prohibition during 
his governorship and his first term in the White House. In doing so, he 
sought to avoid alienating either side in an intraparty debate that pitted im
migrants in the urban Northeast and "wet" enclaves in Wisconsin, Kentucky, 
and Tennessee against the progressive, southern, and Bryanite Democrats 
fighting for a nationwide ban on alcohol. However, American belligerency, 
and the accompanying demands for the conservation of foodstuffs and the 
concentration of virtue, gave strength to the prohibitionists. In late 1917, 
Wilson told Tumulty, "I should like very much to keep out of the prohibi
tion mixup;' but this tactic proved to be impossible. Despite his covert ef
forts to dissuade them, persistent Anti-Saloon Leaguers and their supporters 
in Congress managed to attach a series of riders to wartime legislation that 
sharply curtailed and then finally banned the production of alcohol. Wilson 
paid a price coming and going: his reluctant acquiescence did not merit the 
approbation of the dry forces but nevertheless earned him the opprobrium 
of the wets. 10 

Wilson faced similar difficulties over suffrage. Western and progressive 
Democrats were pushing for a constitutional amendment granting women 
the vote, while southerners, who saw in the proposed amendment the thin 
end of a political wedge that would open the way for black voting rights, 
were opposing it. Wilson had long sought to defuse this controversial issue 
by maintaining that it should be settled at the state level. As with prohibition, 
the war made it impossible for him to stay on the fence. The suffragists had 
the president over a rhetorical barrel: how could he claim to be leading a 
crusade to make the world safe for democracy, they asked, when he refused 
to push for its full establishment in the United States? Wilson endorsed the 
amendment in January 1918 and thereafter was an increasingly forceful ad
vocate on its behalf. However, he could not budge most of the southern 
Democrats in the Senate. In September 1918, fifteen out of twenty-two of 
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them voted against the amendment, which failed by two votes. At the same 
time that Wilson had succeeded in antagonizing these senators, he and his 
party nevertheless had failed to meet the suffragists' demands and had to face 
the political consequences as a result. 11 

The outcome of the prohibition and suffrage controversies also threw 
stark light on the most divisive threat to Wilson's coalition: the widespread 
perception that southerners held firm control of the Democratic Party and 
were bent on using the party's control of government to the benefit of their 
own section and to the detriment of the rest of the nation. This accusation 
was an old one, of course, stretching back to the bloody-shirt campaigns of 
the Gilded Age and the alleged dominance of a slaveholding oligarchy in 
the years leading up to the Civil War. It reappeared during World War I in 
part because Wilson himself and many of his top aides and officials, e.g., 
House, Burleson, Gregory, McAdoo, Houston, and Daniels, were southerners. 
Although there was no monolithic "southern" view in Wilson's circle
Daniels was as progressive as Burleson was conservative-the diversity was 
lost on the administration's critics. The critics also could level accusations at 
Capitol Hill, where southern Democrats had capitalized on the one-party 
system characteristic of their region and the nascent seniority system in 
Congress to wield a remarkably disproportionate influence, controlling the 
vast majority of the major committees in both the House and Senate. 12 

The controversies of agricultural price-fixing brought the question of 
southern domination squarely to the fore. The Wilson administration kept 
the price for the 1917 and 1918 wheat crops set at $2.20 a bushel, making 
prices manageable for American consumers and the British government, 
which was purchasing vast amounts of wheat. Yet Wilson's decision roused 
vociferous opposition in the wheat belt, the region that had swung behind 
him in 1916.13 Meanwhile, the South was enjoying what chief administra
tion price-fixer Robert Brookings termed a "runaway market" for cotton 
(prices would ultimately quadruple over the course of the war). Cotton was 
less essential to the war effort than wheat; fixing its price would be more a 
symbolic act than an economic necessity. That being said, the disparity in 
regional fortunes, and the potential electoral consequences, clearly troubled 
the president. In September 1918, he indicated that cotton prices would be 
controlled. However, a sudden drop in the market and an immediate protest 
by southern Democrats led him to forgo his plans, giving more credence to 
the charges of southern dominance. 14 

That southerners were enjoying an economic boon in the war seemed 
particularly unjust to observers in other sections of the country in light of 
the opposition of many southern Democrats to the mobilization. The focal 
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point of the antisouthern sentiment in this regard was House Majority 
Leader Claude Kitchin of Great Neck, North Carolina, who confirmed 
the suspicions of many about the "Americanism" of southern Democrats. 
Kitchin had led the campaign against preparedness and even voted against 
the declaration of war; thereafter, he was a frequent hindrance to Wilson's 
war legislation. To make things worse, Kitchin, from his chair on the Ways 
and Means Committee, was quite vocal if not vindictive in his pronounced 
intentions to throw the cost of the war on the industrialists and financiers 
of the North. In 1918, the cry of "Kitchinism" emerged as not only a ready
made epithet for GOP strategists but also a succinct encapsulation of the 
difficulty that Wilson was having in holding together the divergent elements 
of his coalition in wartime. 15 

III 
Confronted with these difficulties in reaching out to progressives while 
holding together the Democratic coalition, Wilson felt compelled to make 
a series of personal interventions in the 1918 congressional elections. In his 
influential study of politics during World War I, Seward Livermore has sug
gested that these interventions were thoughtless and self-deceptive, ulti
mately born of Wilson's "strong personal antipathies."16 However, Wilson 
was fully aware of the risks involved with intervening in these difficult 
political circumstances and wrestled with how to proceed amid them. He 
fully understood-but could not resolve-the tension in his program be
tween the president's roles as party and national leader. Here, too, the war 
complicated his task. 

In 1914, Wilson had sought to support the Democratic candidates for 
Congress from a discreet distance. In a public letter written before the con
gressional elections of that year to the chairman of the Democratic Con
gressional Campaign Committee, Wilson observed that as president he bore 
a "two-fold responsibility": on the one hand, he was the prime minister, the 
leader of his party supporters in Congress, while on the other hand he was 
the leader of the people as a whole, the executive who needed to act and 
speak for the nation with respect to the war in Europe. Wilson observed that 
the former role might well be perceived as conflicting with the latter role. 
Given the supreme importance of national leadership in a time of crisis, his 
party leadership had to be subordinated to it, and he could not actively cam
paign. Instead, he issued a general endorsement in which he commended the 
work done by the 63d Congress, expressed confidence that grateful voters 
would return its Democratic majorities, and left it at that.17 

The self-restraint that Wilson had publicly adopted in 1914 seemed even 
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more necessary in the congressional elections of 1918, for now Wilson was 
the commander in chief of a nation at war. At the same time, though, even 
more was at stake, notably, control of the war effort as well as the subsequent 
peacemaking and domestic reconstruction. The high stakes gave Wilson 
powerful incentives to intervene in the elections, both to preserve Demo
cratic control of Congress and to ensure that his ostensible supporters re
sponded more consistently to his direction. On several occasions during the 
1918 congressional campaign, Wilson put aside his ambivalence and acted as 
a party leader. The mixed results his interventions met with, however, ap
peared to validate the wisdom in Wilson's earlier, more reticent stance. Lead
ing both the party and the nation in such critical times was an impossible 
juggling act. 

In March 1918, Wilson made his first political intervention in a special 
election for a Wisconsin Senate seat. The Democratic candidate, Joseph 
Davies, had asked Wilson for an endorsement. Wilson could not decide 
whether or not to give him one and turned to Albert Burleson for advice. 
Braced by the unabashedly partisan Burleson, Wilson sent a letter to Davies 
that made note of the Democratic candidate's support of the administration 
on the warning resolutions and armed neutrality. His letter implicitly criti
cized Irvine Lenroot, the GOP candidate, for not having backed the presi
dent on the issues that provided "an acid test in our country to disclose true 
loyalty and genuine Americanism."18 

The voters of Wisconsin, many of whom were of German origin, will
ingly failed Wilson's "acid test" and elected Lenroot. Wilson's political inter
vention was widely decried, by friends and enemies of the administration 
alike, as an action that not only demeaned the authority of the president 
through unseemly party maneuvering but also met with the electoral fate 
it deserved. 19 Apparently chastened, shortly thereafter Wilson gave his "poli
tics is adjourned" speech to Congress, in which he publicly subordinated his 
fight as a party leader to the fight he was presiding over as commander in 
chief.20 

Although Wilson was willing to put his campaign against the Republi
cans on hold, he could not abstain completely from party leadership. The 
Democratic primary campaigns were under way in the summer of 1918, and 
Wilson, against his expressed intentions, was eventually drawn into some of 
them. Several considerations lay behind Wilson's hesitance to choose be
tween and among competing factions and candidates at the state and district 
level. The spurned Democrats would obviously harbor a grudge, and given 
the prevailing attitudes toward the president in many regions, they might 
well be able to wear Wilson's admonishment as a badge of honor. A repudi-
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ated candidate's nomination would only highlight the administration's 
weakness. Wilson also sensed that his taking a stand in one primary cam
paign would make it impossible to avoid the exhausting and controversial 
task of vetting candidates in every race, even when none of those running 
met the "acid test." Hence Wilson's statement, repeated in various forms to 
those who inquired in the early months of 1918, that "I do not feel at liberty 
.. . to suggest who shall be candidates for Congress or who shall be pre
ferred at the elections. I think that would be going beyond my prerogatives 
even as leader of the party."21 

However, while publicly disavowing such activities, Wilson was in fact 
working behind the scenes in various races, rallying support for the most 
promising proadministration candidates; attempting to unite factions op
posed to antiadministration renegades; avoiding even the appearance of vali
dating the campaigns of his personal opponents and their political allies; 
encouraging congressional supporters who were contemplating retirement 
to mount yet another campaign; and instructing inconsistently supportive 
Democrats who appealed for a presidential endorsement that none would be 
forthcoming.22 With all of this activity, however, Wilson continued to hold 
back from publicly endorsing or condemning candidates in the Democratic 
primaries. Only in late July and August 1918 did he change course. 

Wilson did so in part because in two Senate primaries his covert efforts 
to thwart candidates who had been irascible in their hostility to his adminis
tration, Senators Thomas Hardwick of Georgia and James Vardaman of Mis
sissippi, appeared increasingly likely to fail. Wilson either had to put aside his 
qualms about direct intervention in the primaries or face the unsavory pros
pect of having to endure the barbs of Hardwick and Vardaman for the rest 
of his presidency. Wilson discussed his ambivalence with his cabinet. Most 
members who spoke urged him to continue his policy of not embroiling 
himself in primary controversies. Albert Burleson, as was his wont, weighed 
in on the other side, and the partisan postmaster evidently persuaded the 
president to put aside his doubts. Wilson proceeded to send out public letters 
repudiating Hardwick and Vardaman. Whether or not his letters were the 
deciding factors is hard to estimate, but both men were defeated in the pri
maries. 23 

In what appeared to be arbitrary political overkill, Wilson also publicly 
condemned two House Democrats, James Slayden of Texas and George 
Huddleston of Alabama. These repudiations were more a result of local par
tisans wanting to use the president's authority as party leader for their own 
purposes than of Wilson's proclivities. Predictably, his repudiations gener
ated considerable criticism, and in Huddleston's case the presidential black-
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ball did not even hold up. Commenting on the Alabamian's primary victory, 
the Nation quipped that "somehow this does not look as if the American 
electorate were disposed to take directions from the White House as to how 
it should vote."24 

The Nation's judgment proved to be equally apt for Wilson's national ap
peal for a Democratic Congress on October 25, 1918. This appeal has long 
been seen as an act of unabashed partisanship. It is worth noting, though, the 
extent to which Wilson and his party assistants both developed the idea of 
the appeal and attempted to craft and deliver it with an eye toward mitigat
ing accusations that the president was inappropriately resorting to party 
politics during a national crisis. 

The genesis of the appeal can be traced to a Tumulty memo in September 
1917. Tumulty suggested that Wilson should hold back from giving endorse
ments to individual Democratic candidates, a course of action that would 
repeatedly give the impression that the president was concerned more with 
the fortunes of his party than with his duties as commander in chief. Instead, 
the president should wait until just before the congressional elections of 1918 
and issue a blanket endorsement of all Democrats. Of course, this approach 
would still be a partisan act on the president's part, but it would be geared 
directly toward the election and limited to a single instance. Subsequently, 
in June 1918, Tumulty repeated the need for a general endorsement and sug
gested that it be combined with a "nonpartisan" speaking tour of the West 
to bolster support in the region. In September, Wilson decided to forgo the 
proposed tour to ward off charges that he was politicking on the stump 
instead of administering the war effort. However, he was persuaded of the 
need for a general statement supporting the Democratic candidates. In ad
dition to Tumulty, his nervous supporters in Congress also implored him to 
act on their behalf. 25 

Around October IO, Tumulty gave a highly partisan draft appeal to 
Wilson. In two revisions over the next week, Wilson muted his secretary's 
denunciation of the Republicans, allowing that they had been "pro-war" 
despite being "anti-administration." He cast the appeal not so much as a 
request for complete command but as an "unmistakable vote of confi
dence." But Wilson still maintained a sharp partisan tone and singled out 
Lodge as an obstructionist. He redrafted the appeal yet again with the aid of 
Democratic National Committee officials Homer Cummings and Vance 
McCormick, and upon their advice further muted its partisan tenor and 
dropped the critical reference to Lodge. Despite the numerous revisions, 
however, the president's final draft remained, in its essence, a partisan docu
ment. Cummings and McCormick thought it might backfire because of the 
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apparent political bitterness it projected, and Wilson also admitted that he 
had reservations along these lines.26 

Forsaking his doubts, Wilson went ahead and released it to the press on 
October 25. In the opening paragraph, he told voters that "if you have ap
proved of my leadership and wish me to continue to be your unembarrassed 
spokesman in affairs at home and abroad, I earnestly beg that you will ex
press yourselves unmistakably to that effect by returning a Democratic ma
jority to both the Senate and the House of Representatives."27 Wilson tried 
to diffuse the partisan nature of his appeal by insisting that "I have no 
thought of suggesting that any political party is paramount in matters of 
patriotism." He went on to propose that "in ordinary times I would not feel 
at liberty to make such an appeal to you. In ordinary times divided coun
sels can be endured without permanent hurt to the country. But these are 
not ordinary times."28 What made the times so extraordinary that Wilson 
believed he could legitimately call for a Democratic Congress? Why was 
unified counsel so important? 

The chief concern in Wilson's mind was not the war, which at that junc
ture apparently was coming to a close (Germany having approached the 
West about an armistice), but rather the subsequent peace. Lodge, Roosevelt, 
and other Republicans had voiced rancorous criticism of Wilson's negotia
tions with the Germans and his hope of forming a league of nations to 
enforce the peace. A more or less official statement of the Republican oppo
sition came with Roosevelt's public telegram to Senators Lodge, Poindexter, 
and Johnson on October 24, one day before Wilson released his appeal. 
Roosevelt urged the senators to make use of their constitutional preroga
tives regarding treaties in order to thwart Wilson's foolish desire to achieve 
"peace without victory" and to implement his fourteen points. "Let us dic
tate peace by the hammering guns;' the colonel exhorted, "and not chat 
about peace to the accompaniment of the clicking of typewriters." Roose
velt's rhetoric gave credence to Wilson's claim in the appeal that the Allies 
"would find it very difficult to believe that the voters of the United States 
had chosen to support their President by electing to the Congress a majority 
controlled by those who are not in fact in sympathy with the attitude and 
the action of the Administration."29 

As soon as Wilson issued the appeal, it met with the accusations of nar
row-minded partisanship that Wilson had feared but in the circumstances 
had decided to risk. Predictably, Theodore Roosevelt was Wilson's most 
prominent and vehement critic: "The President's statement is an announce
ment that he is a partisan leader first and a President of all the people sec
ond:' His angry rejoinder on behalf of the aggrieved Republicans who were 
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shocked (shocked!) to find Wilson making such a political appeal during the 
war was wholly disingenuous.30 But Roosevelt had put a stubby rhetorical 
finger on one of the major contradictions of Wilson's program, one that 
Wilson himself was quite sensitive about. Roosevelt's sentiments matched 
those of many Wilsonians in and outside of the administration, who were 
pained by their conclusion that the president had demeaned his office, and 
his authority as a national leader, with the appeal.31 

In the official Republican Party response, Senator Lodge, House Repub
lican Leader Frederick Gillette, and the chairs of the GOP congressional and 
senatorial campaign committees took another approach in attacking Wilson. 
The Republican leaders pointed to the significant gap between, on the one 
hand, Wilson's pretenses to serving as a national leader and the head of a 
broad-minded party, and on the other, the more parochial perspectives and 
activities of the party on whose behalf he was speaking during the war. 
Unfortunately for Wilson, it was easy to exploit this gap.32 

IV 
The 1918 congressional elections indicated that the voters did not share 
Wilson's convictions concerning the dangers of divided government, and 
the Democrats lost control of Congress. When the 66th Congress convened, 
Wilson would face Republican majorities of fifty seats in the House and two 
seats in the Senate. The losses were not too severe considering the obstacles 
that the Democratic Party faced: a well-financed, organized, and united 
GOP and the typical drop of support in the second midterm election for the 
president's party.33 Nevertheless, Wilson now faced the prospect of having to 
get his peace treaty ratified by a Republican Senate led by Henry Cabot 
Lodge. 

The incoming Senate Majority Leader, partisan and constitutional con
servative that he was, was convinced that the outcome of the vote stemmed 
from fears of usurpation borne of Wilson's appeal: "It came from the popu
lar uprising against [Wilson's] attempt to order a Congress as if he would 
have ordered a dinner, and the people saw in it instinctively the beginning 
of a dictatorship and went against it." Democratic analysts were divided on 
the effect of the appeal. Administration officials such as Interior Secretary 
Frank Lane thought that such public partisanship in wartime had not only 
been inappropriate but politically disastrous. Representative Jouett Shouse 
of Kansas reported that in his state it had "the unfortunate effect of solidi
fying Republican opposition more strongly than in ten years." On the other 
hand, a party leader in Massachusetts reported that it had helped tremen
dously there, and observers from Homer Cummings to the editors of the 
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New York Times concluded that the appeal had prevented worse losses for the 
president's party.34 On balance, it seems doubtful that Wilson's appeal either 
seriously cut into or increased the Democratic vote. 

One explanation for the GOP victories that enjoyed wide credence 
among disenchanted progressives in 1918 was that the Wilson administra
tion's curtailment of civil liberties had strangled the organs of opinion and 
the general goodwill on the American left that had sustained the president 
in 1916. What was more, because of the stilted public debate, Wilson could 
not carry out the political education that was necessary to build support for 
his plans for a league of nations abroad and for progressive reconstruction at 
home. Hence his appeal for a Democratic Congress at the end of the war, 
essentially an appeal made in the name of these policies, fell on deaf, or at 
least untutored, ears.35 

This explanation rests on the assumption that a progressive majority coa
lition, harmonious, coherent, and national in its outlook, was latent in the 
U.S. polity and only needed to be drawn out by an astute and visionary 
leadership. The same assumption figured prominently in Wilson's program. 
He was continually contemplating ways to bring about such an awakening 
and a corresponding realignment in the party system. It would have been 
cruelly ironic if Wilson's failure to preside over a liberal war mobilization 
killed the realignment that might have sustained his postwar policies. 

However, it would have been exceedingly difficult if not impossible for 
Wilson to have presided over such a war effort. His administration could 
not command the society and the economy because of administrative weak
ness and the less than overwhelming popular support for the war; instead, 
the administration had to resort to exhortation and a shrill war cry in order 
to buttress the essentially voluntarist principles underlying the mobilization. 
Hence the administration's emphasis on national morale and the duties of 
the great mass of citizens rather than the internationalism and rights of the 
progressive minority.36 The necessity of this emphasis during the war, fur
thermore, was quite consistent with the views of Wilson as well as those of 
more reactionary elements in the Democratic Party, elements that he chose 
to have represented in the cabinet by Albert Burleson and Thomas Gregory. 
The conservative reaction against progressive dissenters during the war 
marked yet another fault line in Wilson's coalition. 

Ultimately it was his failure to dissolve these cleavages that led to the 
Republican victories. Democrats commenting on the elections generally 
agreed that the party's major problem was the argument (as it was abbrevi
ated and emphasized by a frustrated Joe Tumulty) that "Kitchin, Dent and 
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Clark are great liabilities. Too much Southern domination. Failure to fix the 
price of cotton. ¾-e must fight Kitchin. ¾-e must fix the price <if cotton. "37 

Tumulty's analysis has since been affirmed by Seward Livermore and 
David Burner. They have demonstrated that the Democratic Party lost the 
crucial seats in the wheat-growing regions of the Midwest and Great Plains, 
losses that no doubt reflected the resentment of farmers who had to sell their 
crop for controlled prices while their cotton-growing counterparts in the 
South were left free to profit. The Republican gains in the wheat belt could 
also be explained in part by the mass defection of the many German-Ameri
cans in the region. Needless to say, after eighteen months of war against their 
homeland and persecution of similar duration that appeared to be sponsored 
by the administration, these voters were even less likely to support Wilson 
and the Democrats than they had been in 1916.38 But regardless of whether 
one accepts the wheat or the hyphen thesis for explaining Democratic losses 
in the Midwest, or some combination thereof, each scenario involves voting 
behavior based upon sectional or ethnocultural grievances, and thus they 
both undermine Wilson's programmatic assumptions concerning the re
sponsiveness of the electorate to the issues as the president defined them. 

Despite Wilson's attempt to make the congressional elections of 1918 
hinge on what he saw as the most pressing and relevant national concerns, 
especially the shape that the impending peace treaty should take, in the end 
control of the new Congress turned on the basis of bloody-shirt memories, 
ethnocultural loyalties, and regional economic grievances, all of which were 
carefully stoked by the opposition. Wilson failed to animate the voters to 
respond to his issues, and he was unable to prevent his party from being 
riven by the sort of centrifugal forces, arising from what he considered mal
formed public opinion, that had long worked against the construction of du
rable and harmonious majority coalitions in the American electorate. Wilson 
himself acknowledged as much a few months later, when he gave his own 
postmortem of the election to the Democratic National Committee. Citing 
the divisions and feuding within the Democratic camp during the war, he 
observed that "in assessing the cause of our defeat we ought to be perfectly 
frank and admit that the country was not any more sure of us than it ought 
to be." Only when the Democrats proved themselves to be a party united 
on policies and underlying principles, Wilson continued, would it again re
ceive the voters' trust.39 

Perhaps Wilson was judging himself and his compatriots too severely: the 
demise of the Democrats as a governing party was to be expected, given 
both the tumultuous circumstances of the war, over which he had little con-
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trol, and the difficulties that presidents have typically encountered in mid
term elections. Viewed in this light, the Democratic demise in 1918 is unex
ceptional. However, insofar as Wilson assumed that the president had the 
power to realign the electorate and to exercise simultaneously party and na
tional leadership without serious complications, the elections of 1918 stood 
as an overwhelming refutation, not just of his party but also of his program. 
Worse still, these elections put both the party and the program, along with 
the policy that Wilson was most concerned with, the establishment of the 
League of Nations, on the road to even greater ruin. 



~NINE 

Wilson, Lodge, and the Treaty 
Controversy 

During the interbranch struggle over the Versailles Treaty, Wilson took the 
bad political situation resulting from the 1918 elections and made it worse. 
Breaking the taboo on sitting presidents traveling abroad, Wilson spent more 
than six months in Europe heading up the U.S. delegation at the peace ne
gotiations, essentially forsaking all forms of domestic leadership.1 He also re
fused to select a senator or an influential member of the Republican Party to 
accompany him to Paris, even though he eventually would need to secure a 
two-thirds majority vote for ratification in the Republican-controlled Sen
ate. Despite the pronounced objections of more than a third of the sena
tors, Wilson insisted on including the League of Nations Covenant in the 
Versailles Treaty. When he finally presented the treaty to the Senate on 
July 10, 1919, he gave it to them as a fait accompli, asking rhetorically, "Dare 
we reject it and break the heart of the world?"2 Thereafter, Wilson would not 
compromise his demand for unreserved ratification of the treaty by the Sen
ate, even after it was clear that it would not be forthcoming. In the final 
showdown, he lashed out at his opponents with increasingly strident rhetoric 
on a monthlong swing across the country, but the tour only hardened the 
opposition in the Senate. It also decimated Wilson's physical and mental 
health, ruining any possibility of a constructive resolution to the treaty 
fight. 

Scholars have developed a number of explanations for the abject failure 
of Wilson's leadership in 1919. Insofar as the clash between Wilson and his 
Senate opponents was one of foreign policy visions-the president's liberal 
internationalism versus the more traditional nationalism or isolationism of 
the senators-Wilson might well have tried to take the nation in a direction 
that it was not yet prepared to go.3 Lloyd Ambrosius has refined this argu
ment by pointing out a basic contradiction in Wilson's foreign policy vision, 
namely, the assumption that the United States could enter into an effective, 
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universal system of collective security and somehow retain its historical in
sulation from-and ability to act unilaterally in-world politics. 4 Another 
explanation holds that in fact Henry Cabot Lodge and his Republican col
leagues in the Senate opposed the president not because of legitimate policy 
differences but for reasons of old-fashioned partisanship. 5 Taking a different 
tack, Alexander George and Juliette George argue that Lodge was more a 
psychological than a partisan tormentor of Wilson, a cunning father figure 
whom the president could not slay. The debacle in 1919, they maintain, re
sulted from the final disintegration of Wilson's insecure psyche.6 Jeffrey Tulis 
argues in contrast that Wilson was brought down not by the contradictions 
of pis personality but by those of the rhetorical presidency he had created. 
The rhetoric that Wilson used to defend his treaty at state fairgrounds and 
whistle-stops only produced a backlash in the Senate.7 Finally, a group of 
scholars led by Arthur Link have concluded on the basis of Wilson's medical 
records, some of which have only recently come to light, that the problems 
in his leadership in 1919 stemmed from his failing health, which affected 
him well before and certainly after he suffered the crippling stroke in Oc
tober. 8 

No doubt all of these factors have to be included in a comprehensive 
account of Wilson's downfall in 1919. For the purposes of this book, how
ever, it is worth exploring the extent to which the problematic nature of his 
program stands as the common denominator. Although multifaceted in ori
gin, Wilson's demise was hastened considerably by his convictions about the 
president's "very absolute" control of U.S. foreign relations, an understand
ing that was especially bold when it came to the treaty-making power and 
that was diametrically opposed to the views of Henry Cabot Lodge and 
other opponents of unreserved ratification in the Senate. Wilson's defeat at 
the hands of Lodge and his colleagues punctuated his long and increasingly 
bitter struggle with Congress over the control of foreign and national secu
rity policy. 

I 
To gain a sense of Wilson's understanding of the president's treaty-making 
powers, it is worth going back to his earliest writings, in which the young 
political scientist had portrayed the president as little more than the chief 
civil servant, one who normally had to approach the Senate as a servant 
approached his master. Despite Wilson's low regard for the presidency at this 
time, he was nevertheless prepared to argue in Congressional Government that 
the president could overcome the frequently demonstrated "treaty-marring 
power" of the Senate and force it to ratify treaties in the form presented by 
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means of "his initiative in negotiation, which affords him a chance to get 
the country into such scrapes, so pledged in the view of the world to certain 
courses of action, that the Senate hesitates to bring about the appearance of 
dishonor which would follow its refusal to ratify the rash promises or to 
support the indiscreet threats of the Department of State."9 

Also, recall that in Constitutional Government, having acquired a much 
fuller appreciation of the need for and power of presidential leadership, par
ticularly in foreign affairs, Wilson affirmed his reading of the executive's 
power to make treaties in even stronger terms. Although he acknowledged 
that "the President cannot conclude a treaty with a foreign power without 
the consent of the Senate;' he went on to contend that the president "may 
guide every step of diplomacy, and to guide diplomacy is to determine what 
treaties must be made, if the faith and prestige of the government are to be 
maintained. He need disclose no step of negotiation until it is complete, and 
when in any critical matter it is completed the government is virtually com
mitted. Whatever its disinclination, the Senate may feel itself committed 
al " 10 so. 

Wilson's belief that it was both appropriate and possible for the president 
to control the negotiation and ratification of treaties was only reinforced by 
the nature of the policy dispute in which he was involved. Over the course 
of World War I, Wilson had grown more and more convinced of the need 
for a union of nations that could provide a forum for the peaceful airing and 
resolution of international disputes, a league resting ultimately upon a mu
tual pledge among member states to help defend each other from external 
aggression. 11 In the ratification struggle, Wilson plausibly insisted that if the 
regime of collective security he envisioned was going to work, it would 
require the full, resonant support of the nation holding the most power after 
the ravaging war, namely, the United States. Were the Senate to delimit the 
extent to and the circumstances in which the United States would rally 
behind the league, and the issue of reservations essentially boiled down to 
this, it stood to reason that other member-states would also reduce their 
commitments, intangibly if not formally. The system of collective security 
would thus never take root. 12 

Wilson's psychobiographical interpreters point to his refusal to let the 
senators modify the Versailles Treaty as the best evidence of his irrational 
behavior in 1919.13 However, Wilson's unstinting refusal appears reasonable 
when viewed in light of his long-held convictions about the president's pre
rogatives in treaty-making and his judgment that the policy he considered 
essential for the nation's peace and security, not to mention the world's, de
pended on his exercising those prerogatives to the utmost. This is not to say 
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that the unfortunate stubbornness and self-righteousness that Wilson was 
prone to did not figure into the treaty fight in 1919, only that their emer
gence might better be depicted as an effect rather than a cause of his dispute 
with his Senate opponents. The senators' unstinting and direct challenge to 
his understanding of his prerogatives and to the imperatives of his foreign 
policy infuriated him, amplifying aspects of his personality that he had pre
viously been able to keep in check. 

The intertwined debates between Wilson and the senators over constitu
tional powers and foreign policy ultimately hinged on Article IO of the 
League of Nations Covenant. It read as follows: "The Members of the 
League undertake to respect and preserve as against external aggression the 
territorial integrity and existing political independence of all Members of 
the League. In case of any such aggression or in case of any threat or danger 
of such aggression the Council shall advise upon the means by which this 
obligation shall be fulfilled." 14 

At a White House lunch with Lodge and the members of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee on August 19, 1919, at which Wilson was 
trying to soften the opposition to the treaty, the president stated that he was 
essentially the author of the controversial provision. Wilson believed that a 
mechanism such as that provided by Article IO was necessary for the success 
of the system of collective security that he saw the league establishing; in
deed, he termed it the "very backbone of the whole Covenant." Were the 
Senate to modify the provision in any significant way, the league "would be 
hardly more than an influential debating society."15 

Lodge and the Senate opponents of the liberal internationalism that 
Wilson had imparted in the League Covenant likewise focused on Article 
IO. Speaking for many of his colleagues, Lodge told the Senate on August 
12, 1919, of his "gravest objection" to the league: "Congress is granted by 
the Constitution the right to declare war, and nothing that would take the 
troops out of the Country at the bidding or demand of other nations should 
ever be permitted except through congressional action."16 Article IO, as 
Lodge described it, would take this momentous choice out of Congress's 
hands, undermining the Constitution and, more broadly, the nation's sover
eignty. Hence the necessity of attaching to the treaty a specific affirmation 
of the right of Congress to declare war, along with a statement that the 
United States would assume no military obligation under Article IO until 
Congress did so. 

Lodge's plan called for the Senate to participate substantively in the pro
cess of treaty-making, not simply in an up-or-down vote on ratification, in 
order to ward off the perceived encroachment on Congress's war power. 
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This line of attack enabled the senators opposed to unreserved ratification 
of the Versailles Treaty to seize upon the constitutional issues at stake in order 
to make their arguments on especially defensible grounds. 

Wilson had long known that any treaty that would commit U.S. troops 
to hostilities without the consent of Congress would be a nonstarter politi
cally and constitutionally.17 He attempted to explain to Lodge and his com
mittee that the League Covenant did not, on the face of it, contain any such 
provisions. Wilson pointed out that the United States would always be rep
resented on the council of the league and therefore would be in a position 
to veto any resolutions by the council recommending the use of force, which 
required a unanimous vote of the members. Even then, the council could 
only "advise upon" the moral obligations of member states; while duty 
bound, the nation was free internally to use its own constitutional proce
dures as it decided whether or how to meet the obligation. Congress thus 
retained the power to declare war. Article IO, Wilson proposed, was "binding 
in conscience only, not in law."18 

For all the earnestness of Wilson's attempt to calm the constitutional sen
sitivities of the Senate regarding Congress's war power, it only made matters 
worse. The U.S. veto on the council would be deployed-or not-by an ex
ecutive branch official, not a member of Congress. More important, as nu
merous senators pointed out, the president's easy reconciliation of the U.S. 
Constitution and the League Covenant seemed to undermine his predic
tion of the potential impact of the league. For if the United States and 
other nations were free to decide through their own political and constitu
tional mechanisms whether they would come to the aid of a beleaguered 
member-state, then the regime of collective security that Wilson champi
oned already began to look like the mere debating society he warned it 
would become if reservations were placed on Article IO . Either the United 
States was obligated (morally or otherwise) to make war upon the advice 
of the league, in which case the Constitution was being violated (at least in 
spirit), or the United States had no obligation, in which case Wilson's league 
would be ineffectual and might well serve only to entangle the nation in an 
overarching and debilitating set of alliances. 19 

Wilson's insistence that the nation's obligations under Article IO would 
be morally but not legally binding allowed him to subscribe to potentially 
contradictory ideas: that the United States would benefit from being inter
dependent with other nations in a system of collective security yet at the 
same time retain the right of independent action in foreign affairs. For his 
part, Lodge rejected the distinction between a legal and a moral obligation 
and refused to ignore the contradictions that would arise between the na-
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tion's sovereignty and its obligations to the league. Believing that the former 
should be paramount and secure, he and his allies in the Senate sought to 
delimit the latter. 20 

And the senators meant to do this formally in the instrument of ratifica
tion. In his luncheon with the Foreign Relations Committee, Wilson re
versed his announced position and told Lodge and his colleagues that he 
would be open to Senate "interpretations" that did not qualify but only 
clarified the meaning of the Covenant, and that were not formally attached 
to the instrument of ratification.21 With this announcement, he acknowl
edged the reality, recognized by Democrats as well as Republicans, that the 
treaty was not going to pass as it stood. However, the senators who Wilson 
was attempting to win over were not interested in merely clarifying mean
ings with informal interpretations but in attaching formal reservations 
to the treaty in order to specify, among other things, the circumstances in 
which the United States would assume an obligation under Article IO. The 
reservationists in the -senate, whether of the mild or strong variety, were not 
prepared to accept the limitations on their treaty-making prerogative and 
Congress's war power that Wilson's insistence on unqualified ratification im
plied. 22 Like Wilson, the Senate opponents of such a ratification were de
fending what they regarded as their prerogatives as much as they were their 
foreign policies, not least because they saw the former defense as the key to 
the latter. 

II 
It is plausible to conclude that the resort to constitutional arguments by 
senators opposed to Wilson's league was merely a disguise for their under
lying partisan and personal grievances against the Democratic president. 
These grievances certainly had been stoked by Wilson's dominance during 
World War I and his appeal for a Democratic Congress at its conclusion. The 
opposition to unreserved ratification was overwhelmingly Republican, and 
it was almost exclusively the Republican senators who invoked the specter 
of constitutional usurpation by the president. What is more, Lodge, the Re
publican leader, was an inveterate partisan who admitted to friends he hated 
Wilson.23 

That Lodge and many of his GOP allies were out to get Wilson goes a 
long way toward explaining why the treaty was defeated. However, this fact 
does not discredit the validity or the influence of the constitutional argu
ments they brought to bear against the president and his league. To propose 
that arguments that evidently have arisen from underlying political disputes 
or even personal hatreds are somehow not really "constitutional" is to mis-
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construe the nature of the Constitution itself. The validity of an executive 
or legislative interpretation of the separation of powers does not ultimately 
depend on the motives of the politician making it. Indeed, the Founders 
intended and hoped that officeholders would be compelled by their own 
interests and ambitions to perceive and ward off interbranch encroachments 
on their institutions, i.e., that they would make political use of the separation 
of powers and in the process defend and preserve the arrangement. Witness 
the imperative of Federalist 51: "Ambition must be made to counteract am
bition. The interest of the man must be connected with the constitutional 
rights of the place."24 

When the separation of powers is seen in this light, as a constitutional 
arrangement intended to be thoroughly political in its functioning, accusa
tions of encroachment are no less constitutional if they are generated in 
part or even completely by narrow partisan motives. In the end, the hearing 
granted to arguments about the separation of powers depends upon the acts 
or decisions being questioned and whether they are readily defensible in 
terms of constitutional precedents and principles. In this respect, the Con
stitution is a standard that the scoundrel and the man of integrity alike can 
appeal to with similar resonance in certain circumstances.25 

Although genuine constitutional convictions are not necessary to make 
an effective constitutional argument, when the convictions of those uphold
ing a traditional interpretation are real and pronounced, those attempting to 
reinterpret the Constitution through an expansive reading face a particularly 
zealous opponent. Such a man was Henry Cabot Lodge, Wilson's nemesis in 
the treaty fight. Without disregarding the ill will that Lodge had for Wilson, 
the senator's constitutional conservatism also drove him to stand against the 
president. 

Lodge's concern for the integrity of the Founders' Constitution was un
stinting. In 1912, it had led to his denunciation of the program for direct 

· democracy advocated by his close friend, Theodore Roosevelt.26 Subse
quently, over the course of Wilson's presidency, Lodge had grown increas
ingly alarmed by what he perceived as the president's efforts to override and 
even disregard the separation of powers. Lodge's constitutional objections to 
Wilson's leadership figured prominently in the senator's criticism of the ad
ministration's shipping bill in 1915 and its exclusive framing of war legisla
tion in 1917. Wilson's October 1918 appeal for a Democratic Congress ap
peared to Lodge to confirm the worst of his suspicions in this regard: Wilson 
had finally "thrown off the mask."27 The reply to Wilson's appeal that Lodge 
coauthored with the Republican leadership in Congress made a point of 
promising to check this trend and to reestablish the independence and ini-
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tiative of the legislature. Reflecting on the subsequent Republican capture 
of Congress, Lodge wrote to a friend that it was "a great victory for Con
stitutional Government, as well as for the Republican Party."28 At long last, 
he and his party colleagues were in a position to uphold the separation of 
powers, and on November 26, 1918, he reported with satisfaction and hope 
to a friend that "the first thing the Republican Conference did when it met 
the other day was to pass a resolution that Congress should assert and exercise 
its normal constitutional functions. I think the new Congress will do it and 
will have some Democratic help in doing it."29 

Of all the "normal constitutional functions" that Lodge was expecting 
Congress to exercise, none was more crucial than the Senate's playing an 
integral role in the upcoming peace negotiations. Lodge laughed at Wilson's 
assertion in Constitutional Government that a president could ignore the Senate 
during the negotiation of a treaty and then present it with a fait accompli 
that it would have little choice but to ratify. In the Senate on December 21, 
1918, Robert Lafollette, who like Lodge also wanted to expose what he saw 
as the president's mounting usurpation, quoted derisively from this passage 
in the book. "Let timid souls then take courage and be cheerful," Lodge 
declared after Lafollette was finished. "There is nothing either in law or 
good manners or custom which stands in the way of advice from the Senate 
to the Executive charged with initiating and carrying on negotiations when 
the Senate thinks advice desirable." Indeed, Lodge subsequently declared 
that "in the present unparalleled situation the right of the Senate to advise 
as to a treaty becomes a solemn, an imperative, duty."30 

History suggested as much. As Lodge pointed out, several presidents, in
cluding Washington, Jackson, and Lincoln, had sought the Senate's advice 
about treaty negotiations and kept it well informed of their progress. Presi
dent McKinley had even named three senators, one of them a Democrat, as 
delegates to the peace conference with Spain. Lodge did not insist, as many 
senators did, that Wilson was obligated to follow McKinley's example with 
the Paris peace conference, though he noted that it would certainly be help
ful and bode well for ratification (as it was and did in 1898).31 

What Lodge did insist upon was the Senate's prerogative to participate 
in the treaty negotiations, if not through senatorial delegates or through 
advice granted to the president upon his request, then through statements 
undertaken by senators on their own initiative or through formal resolutions 
of the whole body as to what sort of peace they would find acceptable as 
equal holders of the treaty-making power under the Constitution.32 lndeed, 
after Lodge discussed the Senate's right to play an independent role in treaty
making in his speech of December 21, 1918, he went on to offer a prelimi-
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nary critique of the foreign policy goals that Wilson appeared intent upon 
realizing in Paris. With this speech Lodge fully intended to send a message 
abroad, a message to the negotiators from other nations who would be sitting 
down at the table with Wilson, and it no doubt reached them. 33 Just over two 
months later, in early March 1919, Lodge forced Wilson's hand at the peace 
table in an even more dramatic fashion by engineering the Round Robin 
letter, in which thirty-nine Republican senators-more than enough to pre
vent ratification-publicly announced that the Versailles Treaty as it then 
stood was unacceptable to them. Significantly, the letter opened with a ring
ing assertion that it was a constitutional function of the Senate "to advise 
and consent to, or dissent from, the ratification of any treaty of the United 
States" and subsequently asserted that the Round Robin itself was under
stood by its signatories as "a discharge of [the Senate's] constitutional duty 
of advice in regard to treaties."34 

Lest Lodge's December 21 speech or the Round Robin be seen as mere 
partisanship dressed up in constitutional garb, consider the following passage: 

The power of the Senate in making treaties has always been held, as 
the Constitution intended, to be equal to and co-ordinate with that 
of the President, except in the initiation of a negotiation . ... The 
Senate has the right to amend, and this right it has always exercised 
largely and freely. It is also clear that any action taken by the Senate is 
part of the negotiation,just as much so as the action of the President 
through the Secretary of State. In other words, the action ef the Senate upon 
a treaty is not merely to give sanction to the treaty, but is an integral part ef the 
treaty making, and may be taken at any stage ef a negotiation. 35 

What makes this passage particularly revealing is that it is taken from an 
essay that Lodge first published in 1902, in which he had sought to refute 
the assumption held by John Hay, the Republican secretary of state, among 
others, that the Senate had no power to take part in the actual making of 
treaties. During the McKinley, Roosevelt, and Taft administrations, Lodge 
angered fellow Republicans in the executive branch by insisting on the Sen
ate's prerogatives and working against treaties that he believed did not re
spect those prerogatives.36 That Lodge would do likewise with a Democrat 
in the White House was therefore quite predictable-and not because of the 
president's party affiliation. 

III 
Ironically, in Constitutional Government, Wilson had written that presidents 
might very well have to treat the Senate in the fashion that Lodge and his 
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colleagues in the upper house were demanding. Wilson understood that the 
special constitutional duties of the Senate made the institution more in
clined to take issue with the president, especially when it was controlled by 
the opposition party. At the same time, the senators' staggered, six-year terms 
made them much less susceptible to any form of presidential pressure. Public 
appeals from the White House intended to coerce the Senate were likely to 
backfire. 37 

Therefore, Wilson wrote in 1908, if the president faced a recalcitrant Sen-
ate, he might well follow a more conciliatory course, 

which one or two Presidents of unusual political sagacity have fol
lowed, with the satisfactory results that were to have been expected. 
He may himself be less stiff and offish, may himself act in the true 
spirit of the Constitution, and establish intimate relations of confi
dence with the Senate on his own initiative, not carrying his plans to 
completion and then laying them in final form before the Senate, to 
be accepted or rejected, but keeping himself in confidential commu
nication with the leaders of the Senate while his plans are in course, 
when their advice will be of service to him and his information of 
the greatest service to them, in order that there may be veritable coun
sel and a real accommodation of views instead of a final challenge and 
contest.38 

Far from driving Wilson to go over the heads of his Senate opponents, at 
one level his understanding of the appropriate form of presidential relations 
with this body bid him to engage it in common counsel. 

At various points in time, Wilson sought to act in accordance with his 
own prescription. When he and Colonel House were considering potential 
members of the U.S. delegation to the Paris peace talks, for example, they 
mulled over the selection of some delegates from the Senate and prominent 
Republicans such as Elihu Root or William Howard Taft. 39 In February 
1919, when Wilson returned briefly from Paris, he attempted to duck out 
of a public speech upon disembarking in Boston-Lodge's home-that 
Tumulty had lined up; Wilson was concerned about "the impression on 
the hill" (i.e., in Congress) that such a speech would make.40 On this visit, 
Wilson also met with the members of the House and Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committees at the White House for a cordial dinner and an extended 
discussion of the league. The New York Times reported of the meeting that 
"the course of the President tonight seemed to have removed from the 
minds of some of those who were present the idea that he was trying 
to push the campaign for the League without the advice and consent of 
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the Senate."41 Finally, in July 1919, after returning from his last journey to 
Europe, Wilson held back from the publicity tour that many were assuming 
he would undertake immediately. Given the potential backlash that a swing 
around the circle might generate, he knew that it could only be a last resort, 
and an uncertain one at that. Over the next few weeks, Wilson conducted 
over twenty one-on-one meetings with mild reservationists at the White 
House in the hope of persuading them to drop their plans. 42 

However, these endeavors could not produce any genuine conciliation or 
consensus because, in the end, Wilson was not prepared to share in any sig
nificant way the treaty-making power that he was convinced was rightfully 
his and upon which his policy depended. Hence no senators served on the 
peace commission, Wilson's February return to the United States began and 
ended with highly charged speeches criticizing his Senate opponents, 43 and 
the attempt at "common counsel" in July and August 1919 was curtailed by 
the "pitiless publicity" of September's speaking tour. 

The self-defeating tour was not the inevitable product of Wilson's rhe
torical presidency. Rather, it marked an unsuccessful resolution of a contra
diction in his program. His determination to exercise absolute control of the 
treaty-making power was inconsistent with his recognition that the Senate 
was in a position and often inclined to thwart such presidential control-and 
could not be subdued with popular appeals. Wilson nevertheless proceeded 
with his attempt to set the course for American national security policy, as 
he had essayed before and during U.S. involvement in World War I. That 
unqualified American participation in the League of Nations, deemed by 
Wilson as essential to the nation's well-being, not to mention the world's, 
depended on his exercising such control only made him that much more 
determined. The irony, or rather the tragedy, of Wilson's defeat was that he 
could have predicted it himself. 

IV 
On September 26, 1919, after having traveled some 8,000 miles and deliv
ered thirty-six major speeches and numerous shorter addresses in little more 
than three weeks' time, Wilson collapsed under the physical and emotional 
strain of his tour.44 With the remainder of the tour canceled, he returned to 
Washington to convalesce, only to suffer a crippling stroke one week later. 
From that point forward, Wilson was in the grip of a disease that affected 
his mind and emotions as well as his body, and he became steadily more 
recalcitrant. The moment of compromise, if there ever had been one, had 
passed.45 

Wilson's stroke raises the question of whether the treaty debacle was not 
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simply a historical accident, the result of the president's incapacitation at the 
very moment that he might have forged a viable compromise on Capitol 
Hill, as he had so many times before during his presidency. The editors of 
The Papers ef J¼odrow Wilson and several medical historians, pointing to re
cently discovered medical records, conclude that Wilson's health had begun 
to impinge on his leadership even before the devastating stroke in October 
1919. In particular, a viral infection that Wilson suffered in Paris in April 
1919, and a minor stroke that evidently befell him in July, in the midst of 
his meetings with the mild reservationists, are seen by these scholars as hav
ing permanently diminished Wilson's emotional and mental capacities, not 
to mention his physical health. 46 

However, even if Wilson's health was deteriorating before October 1919, 
it is not easy to blame it for his failure to secure Senate ratification of the 
Versailles Treaty. Given the policy that he was pushing for, and his under
standing of how the president should exercise his treaty-making power, his 
leadership was understandable and quite consistent with his objectives both 
before and after his illnesses in April and July. It is highly unlikely, for ex
ample, that even a healthy Woodrow Wilson would have made the key com
promise that the mild reservationists were demanding-a reaffirmation of 
Congress's exclusive right to declare war formally attached to the treaty 
itself-without taking his case to the people. And after the president took 
his case to the public, the angry reaction in the Senate as much as his collapse 
effectively ruled out a compromise. 

It is also important to recognize how Wilson's own expansive concep
tion of his office contributed to the erosion and eventual devastation of his 
health. Wilson believed he could personally exercise "very absolute" control 
of U.S. foreign policy and set up the League of Nations. These were huge 
objectives, to be sure, but fitting for a man convinced that his office made 
him "one of the great powers of the world."47 Wilson's expansive conception 
of the presidency led to his undertaking the extended journeys abroad to 
head up the American delegation at the peace negotiations; to his chairing 
the evening meetings of the commission that would draft the League of 
Nations Covenant in Paris; to his entering into round after round of frus
trating negotiations with the senators; and, finally, to his embarking on 
a desperate stumping campaign when these negotiations failed. He had 
quipped in Constitutional Government that in light of the mounting demands 
on the presidency and the multiple roles that the inhabitant of the office had 
to perform, only wise and well-conditioned athletes could do the job. Even 
the strongest Olympian would have been hard-pressed to endure unscathed 
the ordeal that Wilson subjected himself to in 1919. 
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The bitter end of the treaty fight found the sick and embattled president 
returning to his earlier, critical judgments on the Founders' separation of 
powers and the independent executive office it secured. Wilson's remarkable 
reliance upon and defense of these arrangements during his prosecution of 
the war effort gave way in peacetime to his old longing for responsible gov
ernment in the United States. In August 1919, before he began his fateful 
tour on behalf of the league, he discussed with family members the weak
nesses of the presidency that had once again become all too apparent to him. 
"The office in and of itself is not one of the most powerful of offices," 
Wilson insisted, especially when compared with that of the British prime 
minister, who 

can at any time dissolve Parliament and appeal directly back to the 
British people, and it is this knowledge on the part of Parliament ... 
that undoubtedly whips Parliament into supporting the Prime Minis
ter in many things in which they would not otherwise support him. 
And thus he has a hold on Parliament utterly unlike and superior to 
the hold which the President has on Congress. Suppose . .. I could 
dissolve Congress now and appeal to the people to support the Treaty, 
is there any question that the Treaty would be immediately ratified? I 
would not have to dissolve Congress. The mere fact that I had the right 
to do it would bring Congress around at once. 48 

How could the impasse be resolved? How could public opm1on be 
brought to bear on the fifty-three senators who had refused to support un
reserved ratification when the treaty was put to a vote on November 19, 
1919? From his sickbed in December 1919, Wilson regretted that "the Con
stitution provides no method or machinery for such a reference." With the 
help of his wife and Joseph Tumulty, he came up with a proposal that called 
for the fifty-three senators to resign and run again for their seats in a special 
election. If, as Wilson was convinced was the case, the vast majority of the 
voters supported his version of the league, then the deadlock would be bro
ken. On the other hand, if a majority of the offending senators were re
elected, Wilson would institute his resignation scheme from 1916: he would 
appoint a Republican leader as secretary of state, he and Vice President Mar
shall would resign, and by the rules of succession there effectively would be 
a new government in the parliamentary sense of the word. 49 

Wilson's far-fetched plan to resolve the impasse with the Senate-which 
assumed, among other things, that duly elected senators would willingly 
resign their seats at the president's request-was quickly dropped. so The plan 
that Wilson resorted to next, again with Tumulty's help, was somewhat more 
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practical in design and was put forward in a most conspicuous fashion: 
a presidential letter to fellow Democrats banqueting on Jackson Day. The 
Democratic faithful who assembled in two separate halls in Washington on 
January 8, 1920, heard the president's letter declare that U.S. participation in 
the league was essential for world peace. "We cannot rewrite this treaty;' 
Wilson argued. "We must take it without changes which alter its meaning, 
or leave it." Asserting that his opponents in the Senate had defied a popu
lar majority and were responsible for the deadlock, Wilson proposed that 
the next election be made "a great and solemn referendum" on unreserved 
ratification of the treaty.51 

The best analysis of Wilson's Jackson Day appeal can be found in a private 
memorandum written shortly thereafter by his secretary of state, Robert 
Lansing. Assuming-which Lansing did not-that Wilson's version of the 
treaty enjoyed the support of a majority, how could voters, with their own 
multiplicity of concerns, be expected to concentrate on the one issue that 
obsessed the president? And the league was not a clear-cut issue given the 
"several grades of reservations, interpretive, slightly modifying, radical, and 
nullifying." Moreover, Lansing looked over the list of senators-only one
third of the body-who were up for reelection in 1920 and noted that even 
"the greatest Democratic landslide in all history would never carry enough 
seats to give the necessary two-thirds." Therefore, it was "nonsense ... to 
talk about a popular decision at the polls." Indeed, attempting to force 
the Senate to submit to unreserved ratification in such a fashion was akin 
to butting "one's head against a granite wall." Lansing concluded that if 
the Democratic Party adopted Wilson's approach, "it is beaten already .... 
whether he wants to or not the President must compromise or he will wreck 
the party."52 But if there ever had been a possibility that Wilson would come 
around to this reality, it had collapsed with his health. 

Lansing's warning on the need for compromise resonated with the views 
of congressional Democrats, who had been urging Wilson to soften his 
stance on the treaty.53 Circumstances unrelated to the league issue made 
Wilson's hard line particularly burdensome. Among other things, the ad
ministration was no longer dispensing patronage to ease the sting of the 
party whip. Wilson had stuck to his decision in late 1916 to classify the first
through third-class postmasterships, thereby drying up the chief source of 
administration patronage. He also had kept his vow to stop letting political 
considerations dictate appointments in the upper reaches of his administra
tion. It is worth noting, for example, that three men who held perhaps the 
most powerful positions in Wilson's war machine and who made the most 
controversial decisions-food administrator Herbert Hoover, fuel adminis-
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trator Harry Garfield, and chief price-fixer Robert Brookings-were all 
nominal Republicans. 

Wilson's progressivism may have cleared his conscience and halted the 
criticism of his administration by otherwise supportive reformers, but it 
rankled the regulars . In December 1919, after hearing that yet another Re
publican was being considered for a top post in the administration, William 
Gibbs McAdoo warned against it, reporting what he had learned in his trav
els across the country since leaving the cabinet a year earlier: " I think the 
Democratic position has been enormously weakened by the great number 
of appointments to highly honorable places which the Administration has 
made of prominent Republicans . . .. they were justified for the war purpose, 
but the rank and file of the party do not understand this, and they cer
tainly will not understand if the policy is continued in peace time." Neither 
were the rank and file happy with the classification of postmasterships, 
which was carried out with an almost spiteful efficiency by the postmaster 
general. Burleson's newfound zeal as a civil service reformer surprised and 
alarmed McAdoo, Tumulty, and other prominent Wilsonians, men with 
whom Burleson once had joined in dividing up the spoils of the adminis
tration. One of these men, Robert Woolley, complained to Colonel House 
in June 1919 that "[Burleson] must resign-or be forced to-if there is to 
be a shred of the Democratic Party left to go into the campaign of 1920."54 

It is difficult to estimate the extent to which the new patronage policy 
contributed to the surge of opposition that Wilson met with from congres
sional Democrats during the war years or to the electoral demise of the party 
in 1918 and especially in 1920. But no doubt his sudden adherence to his 
principles in this regard did not help his ongoing efforts to line up Demo
cratic votes in Congress and the electorate. As the more traditional politi
cians in Wilson's inner circle-and the president himself, in his more realistic 
moments-knew, there was a general, albeit rough, correlation between the 
normal distribution of spoils and party regularity. When it came to patron
age, it appears that Wilson was both damned when he did and damned when 
he did not. 

At the same time that Wilson was denying congressional Democrats 
the spoils that many of them believed were rightfully theirs, he also was 
forcing on them his exclusive focus on the nation's foreign relations. The 
Democratic Party, like the nation, was increasingly buffeted by the social and 
economic turbulence caused by the rapid demobilization. Wilson's evident 
reluctance to create and maintain administrative bodies that might have as
sisted with postwar reconstruction of the American economy and the re
markable dearth of domestic policy initiatives by the White House amid the 
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tremendous unrest indicated to observers in and outside of the administra
tion that the president was out of touch with the bread-and-butter issues 
most important to the masses. 55 

Ironically, Wilson's personal convictions about domestic policy were con
tinuing to shift to the left. He still talked with friends and associates about 
the need for the government to control, among other things, railroads, 
mines, and electric power, and he now believed in the need for "industrial 
democracy" as a prerequisite for "political democracy."56 Wilson also re
mained fully aware of the political benefits that would be within reach if the 
Democratic Party undertook a progressive socioeconomic agenda.57 But he 
refused to initiate or oversee domestic legislation that might realign voters. 

Wilson was determined to have the treaty ratified first. Just as war legis
lation took precedence over domestic reform in 1917-1918, now the peace 
treaty did. Wilson told legislators that the economic problems of the country 
were primarily due to the unratified treaty and the resulting ambiguity of 
the nation's foreign relations. By making the treaty the top priority, he was 
hoping that the increasing demands for domestic action would work to force 
the Senate to ratify it quickly, if only to get it out of the way. 58 His hope, 
of course, was not realized, but the political costs of this policy brinkman
ship soon would be. 

Wilson did everything he could throughout 1920 to bring about the 
"great and solemn referendum." In March, before the treaty came up for one 
last vote, Wilson dashed off another resounding public letter in which he 
ruled out any formal reservation indicating that U.S. fulfillment of its obli
gations under Article IO depended on Congress exercising its war power. 59 

So long as he held to this position, the Senate would not ratify the treaty, 
and there the issue stood. Sensing that the president's unyielding stance 
would not have the beneficial effect in November that he was assuming it 
would, several party advisers urged him to compromise, as he had done so 
adeptly with various progressive initiatives before the 1916 election. In his 
diary,Josephus Daniels paraphrased one such conversation, and Wilson's re
sponse to it, at a cabinet meeting on April 20: "Burleson wanted W. W. to 
send treaty to Senate and say what reservations he would accept. Otherwise 
people thought it was his stubbornness that killed the treaty .. . . Burleson 
said three issues would outweigh treaty-Liquor, Taxes, Cost of Living. 
Meredith thought it would be good tactics. So did Palmer. WW said he 
would not play for position. No time for tactics, time to stand square." 60 

Of course, the man who was determined to "stand square" was sick; a 
healthy Wilson might well have been more apt to consider the electoral 
situation, as he had in endorsing direct democracy in 1910-19II and social 
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welfare and labor legislation in 1916. But even if healthy, Wilson may have 
been just as unyielding. At no time in his presidency had he hesitated in 
forcing his strongly held diplomatic views upon his party, disregarding their 
protests and pointing to the inescapable imperatives of world politics as he 
did so. 

The Versailles Treaty fight thus laid bare a problem in Wilson's ideal of 
interpretive statesmanship. Three factors, he believed, should push a states
man to alter his positions: changes in or a better grasp of public opinion, 
the unfolding logic of reform ideas, and the leader's experience in power. 
Wilson's unstated assumption was that these three factors would always push 
in the same direction. With his conversion to direct democracy in 1910-1911, 

and to advanced progressivism in 1916, they generally did; i.e., with these 
shifts Wilson was simultaneously "fishing for a majority," to use his phrase, 
following certain premises to their conclusions, and reconciling his views 
with the lessons he had learned while in office. With the league, trends in 
public opinion pointed toward a compromise, but Wilson could not or would 
not acknowledge this because his grasp of the logic of collective security, 
and his experience as chief diplomat and commander in chief, both pointed 
in the direction of unqualified American participation. 

Much to Wilson's ire,James Cox, the Democratic Party's presidential can
didate in 1920, bowed to the public's increasing dissatisfaction with the presi
dent's stance on unreserved ratification and adopted a supportive but decid
edly ambiguous position on the issue. Cox's waffiing frustrated Wilson's 
hope of making the election a clean vote on the league. That being said, in 
light of Cox's retreat and his nonetheless massive defeat at the hands of the 
Republican Party and its candidate, Warren Harding, who were clearly op
posed to the unaltered Article IO, the returns of 1920 amounted to a re
sounding "no" on the question of whether the majority of the people were 
behind Wilson on this issue.61 Secretary of State Robert Lansing's warning 
that Wilson's quest for a solemn referendum on the league was the political 
equivalent of beating one's head on a granite wall proved to be all too pro
phetic. 



~ Conclusion 

Wilson's party and foreign policy may have suffered a massive setback in the 
1920 elections, but his theoretical program for responsible government 
emerged unscathed, at least judging by its long-standing influence on Ameri
can political science. Throughout the twentieth century, political scientists 
have evaluated the workings of American government by measuring them 
against Wilson's ideal, in which a responsible party, led by a masterful presi
dent, integrates the separated legislative and executive powers and brings 
coherence and effectiveness to the policy-making process. Only in the past 
decade or so has Wilson's program been seriously called into question. The 
growing doubts have been prompted by the fact that it cannot account very 
well for divided government, in which the two parties split control of the 
executive and legislative branches. Since Eisenhower, this pattern has been 
the norm rather than the exception. To Charles 0. Jones, a professed Madi
sonian, the possibility and even the normality of divided government is but 
one more piece of evidence demonstrating that the dominant "presidency
centered, party government perspective" is a hindrance to understanding 
and evaluating the dynamics of what he terms "the separated system." Even 
James Sundquist, long a vocal Wilsonian, acknowledges that "those who still 
cherish the idea of party government have an obligation;' namely, to retool 
the theory first developed by Wilson so that it can better account for the 
persistent realities of American politics. 1 But if Wilsonians hope to succeed 
in crafting their new synthesis, they will need to come to better terms with 
the political fortunes of Wilson's program from his day to our own. 

As the preceding chapters indicate, Wilson's program began to falter not 
at midcentury, but much earlier, in his own presidency. To be sure, he estab
lished a highly effective method for the presidential leadership oflegislation 
during the New Freedom period, in which he used carefully timed speeches 
on Capitol Hill to call forth each measure and focus public opinion on the 
key principles at stake, all the while working with and through legislative 
leaders to draw the bills out of Congress. But Wilson's skillful blending 
of public rhetoric and persuasion behind the scenes was not enough. He 
also had to rely on the dispensation of spoils and the legislative caucus, even 
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though he had condemned these practices and predicted, rightly it turned 
out, that presidents could not sustain their use. And despite the impressive 
sweep of Wilson's interpretive statesmanship, the diversity of his coalition 
and the strains of the war kept him from fostering the realignment he had 
long deemed essential. 

The war also brought to the fore the problems with Wilson's conception 
of "the two presidencies." While he believed in common counsel with his 
party's legislators in domestic affairs, he held that necessity dictated the ex
ecutive could and should exercise "very absolute" control of the nation's 
foreign relations. He sought to do this amid the crisis of the World War. 
However, members of Congress, including, most significantly, many of the 
leaders and rank and file of his own party, were not prepared to cede to 
Wilson the control he presumed. He fought back against what he regarded 
as legislative encroachments on his office, using all the energy and indepen
dence and prerogatives of diplomacy and command that the separation of 
powers secured for him. He prevailed, at least during the hostilities, and 
American national security policy was the better for it. But as Wilson used 
and defended the separation of powers in this way, he repudiated the parlia
mentary ideal of responsible party government. He also spurred the institu
tional rivalry and jealousy between the presidency and Congress, thereby 
endangering Senate ratification of the Versailles Treaty. Desperate to main
tain his exclusive grip on the nation's foreign affairs, Wilson lashed out at 
his Senate opponents on an extended speaking tour, destroying all hope for 
ratification in the process. 

One of the many prices that Wilson had to pay for this failed rhetorical 
strategy, which amounted to a rejection of his own teaching and the exam
ple of his first term, was that it enabled his critics-then and now-to paint 
unbalanced portraits of his leadership. The defining moment in this regard 
came on July 22, 1920, when Senator Henry Cabot Lodge formally invited 
Warren Harding to be the Republican Party's candidate for president. After 
Lodge condemned Wilson's "scheme which would turn the Government of 
the United States into an autocracy based upon a plebiscite," he warned 
Harding in no uncertain terms that "the makers of the Constitution ... 
strove to guard against either usurpation or trespass by one branch at the ex
pense of the other two. In that spirit, we all know well, you will enter upon 
your great responsibility." Harding, the junior senator, accepted the implicit 
conditions on the nomination. As president, he would be an agent, not the 
principal, of a Republican Party dominated by legislators. "I believe in party 
government;' Harding responded in his own inimitable way, "as distin
guished from personal government, individual, autocratic, or what not." 2 
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Of course, the irony is that Wilson's program-in its essence, before it was 
confounded by the alternative logic of the separation of powers-was fully 
aligned with Harding's premise that "party government" was superior to 
"personal government." That is why Wilson had come out against Albert 
Stickney's program in 1879 and Theodore Roosevelt's in 1912. That being 
said, the respective presidencies of Wilson and Harding made clear that they 
meant different things by "party government." For Wilson, this allowed, 
indeed required, the president to take an active leadership role in interpret
ing the party's principles and coordinating the legislative agenda. For Hard
ing and for the Republican presidents who followed him into office in the 
1920s, these concepts essentially meant deferring to their party brethren in 
Congress. As a result, Harding's defeat of Wilson led directly to what Wilfred 
Binkley termed a "renaissance of Congressional Government."3 

It was left to Woodrow Wilson's assistant secretary of the navy to reassert 
the powers of the presidency. Political scientists have generally agreed that 
while the modern presidency was more or less fully developed by Franklin 
Roosevelt during the crises of the Great Depression and World War II, this 
development had its origins in the presidencies of Theodore Roosevelt and 
Woodrow Wilson. Franklin Roosevelt completed the augmentation and in
stitutionalization of presidential power that his progressive predecessors had 
initiated. 4 

In the realms of foreign and national security policy, there is indeed great 
continuity across these three presidencies. Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow 
Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt held to the same expansive interpreta
tion of presidential prerogatives in this regard. If Wilson's use of these pre
rogatives was more controversial, it was primarily because unlike Theodore 
Roosevelt he led the nation amid the turbulence of a global conflict, and 
unlike Franklin Roosevelt he did so before this expansive interpretation 
was legitimated in constitutional and political terms. 5 

But Wilson did not use a unilateral, presidentialist approach in his domes
tic leadership; the same cannot be said of the Roosevelts. Franklin Roosevelt 
used his cousin's model to drive the domestic agenda, having most of the key 
measures of the New Deal drawn up by the "brains trust" in his adminis
tration, after which he simply sent them down for ratification, frequently 
without warning, to the Democratic leadership in Congress. Franklin 
Roosevelt was more blatant, however, not always bothering with his cousin's 
pretense of covertly submitting administration bills via an ally in Congress. 
Also like Theodore Roosevelt, FDR came to conclude that the best way to 
line up votes for his domestic agenda was appealing over the heads of his 
party's legislators to the people at large. Indeed, as Sidney Milkis has dem-
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onstrated; in the wake of FDR's failed purge campaign in 1938, he gave up 
altogether on the idea of governing through his party, relying more and 
more exclusively on the personal aides, administrative experts, and ideologi
cal allies that had played such a crucial role in his presidency. Roosevelt's 
push for the establishment of the Executive Office of the President in 1939 
made this strategy more feasible. So did a number of policies enacted during 
the New Deal (e.g. , Social Security and agricultural subsidies) that trans
ferred the loyalties and attention of voters from political parties to the ad
ministrative state over which Roosevelt presided.6 

As a result of these changes, circumstances that Woodrow Wilson had 
long warned against-a government dominated by an executive uncon
strained by any sense of collective responsibility-had for all practical pur
poses been established by Franklin Roosevelt's second term.Just as Warren 
Harding's presidency amounted to a practical repudiation of Wilson's pro
gram, so too did Franklin Roosevelt's, albeit from another direction. 

Perhaps the best evidence that Franklin Roosevelt departed from Wil
son's program is found in the Wilsonian critiques of Roosevelt's presidency 
that began to circulate in the early 1940s. Political scientists and reformers 
wasted little time in expressing dissatisfaction with the political order that 
Roosevelt established. On the one hand, despite the power that the president 
had aggrandized in the executive branch and in his own person, his es
trangement from Congress, worsened by the retreat from party government, 
meant that the nation's legislative machinery remained adrift at a crucial 
moment in history. On the other hand, the concentration of power in the 
president was not combined with a more exacting accountability. Indeed, 
insofar as Roosevelt had consolidated his power by giving up on party gov
ernment and a good working relationship with Congress, the president was 
less accountable than ever before, a situation that portended a dictatorship 
in the eyes of some observers. 7 

This critique produced two different kinds of remedies, both of which 
Woodrow Wilson had advocated at various points in his own career as a 
reformer. The first remedy called for instituting parliamentary-style cabinet 
government in the United States by amending the Constitution. This solu
tion was advocated, in one form or another, by Harvard professor and New 
Deal adviser William Yandell Elliot, the journalist Henry Hazlitt, and State 
Department official Thomas K. Finletter. (Political scientist Edward Corwin 
issued a similar call for the creation of a joint executive-legislative cabinet, 
though he argued that this could be done without amending the Constitu
tion. )8 

The second remedy focused not on formal changes in presidential-con-
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gressional relations but rather on the development of more principled and 
programmatic political parties, which could then informally unite the sepa
ration of powers in a parliamentary fashion. The informal, party-based ap
proach to responsible government quickly gained ascendance, no doubt be
cause it was more in keeping with the movement toward behaviorialism that 
was then emerging in American political science, a movement that down
played the importance of formal constitutional arrangements. E. E. Schatt
schneider's Party Government, published in 1942, emerged as an early treatise 
in the new line of political science. Schattschneider also had a hand in the 
most renowned presentation of the party government argument when he 
served on the drafting committee that produced "Toward a More Respon
sible Two-Party System," the 1950 report of the American Political Science 
Association's Committee on Political Parties.9 

Schattschneider and his colleagues on the committee made no call for 
constitutional amendments to bring about responsible government in the 
United States, deeming such fundamental changes to be at once too diffi
cult to attain and essentially unnecessary. Instead, the members of the com
mittee held that the prospect of more responsible government ultimately 
hinged on an intellectual and cultural conversion on the part of the Ameri
can people, arguing in their foreword that "the weaknesses of the American 
two-party system can be overcome as soon as a substantial part of the elec
torate wants it overcome." The committee proposed that the moment of 
conversion could be hastened by a series of party reforms designed to de
mocratize the party organizations and sharpen the parties' focus on national 
issues and programs. These reforms would prepare the parties to serve as 
responsible instruments for translating majority will into national policy, on 
the one hand, and stimulate the voters' trust in and desire for programmatic 
party government, on the other. 10 

Evron Kirkpatrick and Austin Ranney have demonstrated that the Com
mittee on Political Parties let its hopes for reform and normative judgments 
drift into and confound its empirical analysis. Among the resulting unsteady 
assumptions of this analysis were that a party system consisting of two ideo
logically coherent, programmatic parties could thrive amid the diversity of 
Madison's extended republic; that citizens would vote on the basis of well
reasoned judgments about what the alternative programs of two parties en
tailed for the future; and that the American people would eventually recog
nize and embrace the merits of responsible party government. 11 

The Committee on Political Parties thus relied on several assumptions 
that had been embodied in Wilson's program and demonstrated to be prob
lematic during his presidency. Perhaps the committee might have reached 
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different conclusions had it scrutinized the difficulty that Wilson experi
enced in his efforts to have the various factions of the Democratic Party 
adopt a coherent stand on national issues; to persuade citizens to transcend 
family traditions, ethnocultural concerns, and sectional grievances in the 
voting booth; and to dispel the criticism of the party discipline imposed by 
the Democratic Caucus during the New Freedom. But given the dedication 
of the Committee on Political Parties to the ideal of party government, its 
members more likely would have concluded that in Wilson's day the parties 
had yet to be sufficiently reformed. At midcentury, the potential power and 
legitimacy of democratic, national, and issue-oriented parties appeared to 
reformers to be untapped and closer at hand. 

The ensuing decades, however, have indicated that no matter how "re
sponsible" political parties are, they cannot galvanize the powers separated 
by the Constitution in the manner that Wilsonians desire. The shortcomings 
of the informal approach to constitutional change, which hamstrung Wilson 
as he sought to implement his program, have also limited contemporary 
reformers. Not that the party system has not been reformed. Indeed, many of 
the changes called for by the American Political Science Association (APSA) 
Committee on Political Parties, most notably the spread of the primary sys
tem, have since been adopted. The two major parties are now more demo
cratic, homogeneous in their principles, and animated by issues of national 
policy than ever before. 12 However, by freeing up the candidates from the 
influence of party organizations and by increasing the ideological temper of 
the parties, party reform has in some ways worsened the collective action 
problem in American politics, bringing politicians into office who are si
multaneously more individualistic and zealous. 13 Perhaps because of these 
ironic developments, Americans are no more convinced of the need to put 
the presidency and Congress into the hands of a group of like-minded 
officeholders than they were in Wilson's day. Indeed, in recent decades, the 
voters have tended to do the opposite, to divide control of the government 
between the increasingly polarized parties, leading some political scientists 
to suggest that rationally or not, voters have internalized the Madisonian 
model. 14 

In the wake of the failure of party reform to establish more responsible 
government in the United States, the other strand in the Wilsonian tradition, 
emphasizing the need to amend the Constitution's separation of powers, has 
enjoyed more prominence in the past two decades. The shift from party to 
constitutional remedies is reflected in the name of the organization that now 
serves as the redoubt for Wilsonians: the Committee on the Constitu
tional System. Political scientists James Sundquist and James MacGregor 
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Burns, former Secretary of the Treasury C. Douglas Dillon, and Lloyd Cutler, 
counsel to Presidents Carter and Clinton, are a few of the members who 
have been active in driving the committee's agenda. The committee's "Bi
centennial Analysis of the American Political Structure," published in 1987, 
provides a common platform of changes that have been proposed elsewhere 
by its members. Although advocating further party and campaign finance 
reforms, the crux of the committee's recommendations involves the estab
lishment of such parliamentary mechanisms as legislators serving in the 
cabinet and coincidental electoral terms for Congress and the president. 
Some members of the committee go so far as to advocate mechanisms that 
would allow for the calling of new elections in the face of an impasse be
tween the branches. 15 

The Committee on the Constitutional System has returned to the 
amendments that the young Woodrow Wilson proposed, thus following 
the logic of the Constitution to its conclusion. Committee members recog
nize that the Constitution prevents the government and politics that they 
desire, so they are seeking to amend it. However, while the theoretical rigor 
of the committee is commendable, it is less than complete, and it runs into 
serious political difficulties. 

The separation of powers, after all, is only one obstacle to responsible 
government in the United States. The various ethnocultural, regional, and 
economic fault lines in the American electorate-the historical precursors 
of which frustrated Woodrow Wilson's quest for a sustaining realignment
make it unlikely that a disciplined and programmatic two-party system will 
follow in the wake of the imposition of parliamentary mechanisms in Wash
ington. Even though the earlier APSA Committee on Political Parties never 
came up with a feasible solution to this problem, it was correct in observing 
that the constitutional amendment of the separation of powers "would make 
sense only when the parties have actually demonstrated the strength they 
now lack . . . the experience of foreign countries suggests that the adoption 
of the cabinet system does not automatically result in an effective party 
system." 16 

Recent research in comparative politics validates this claim. When a par
liamentary system of government is combined with a heterogeneous society, 
the result is often a multiparty system, coalition government, and an infor
mal though nonetheless effective system of veto points among elites strug
gling to foster the modicum of consensus needed to govern. Leaders in par
liamentary regimes of this sort experience many of the same difficulties in 
setting policy priorities, targeting resources, and imposing losses on orga-
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nized interests that leaders attempting to govern in the United States have 
struggled with, Woodrow Wilson among them.17 

Furthermore, the members of the Committee on the Constitutional Sys
tem have yet to come to terms with the suspicion of centralized power, the 
antipartisanship, and the dislike of balancing individual rights against the 
public interest that continue to distinguish American political culture. 18 

Here the members of the committee have followed the precedents of the 
APSA committee and Woodrow Wilson himself. The curious staying power 
of the resistance to responsible government, notwithstanding the best argu
ments of Wilson and subsequent reformers, indicates that the resistance is 
more than an artifact from a bygone era or the result of false consciousness, 
a dependent variable that can be swept away if the right reform program 
is found. Rather, the American aversion to responsible government is em
bodied in and emanates from one of the foremost independent variables in 
American politics, the Constitution itself. American political culture might 
thus be seen as the first line of defense of the Founders' Constitution against 
reforms imported from Great Britain. 19 

Sooner or later, the Committee on the Constitutional System, which 
continues to push the need for systematic change, has to confront the po
litical impossibility of amending the separation of powers. While citizens 
are no doubt concerned about gridlocked government and irresponsible par
tisanship, the prospects for marshaling the tremendous amount of political 
capital needed to secure a series of constitutional amendments designed to 
centralize power in a majority party in Washington are now more remote 
than ever. Indeed, the one fundamental reform to enjoy support in recent 
years, term limits for members of Congress, is a whiggish measure intended 
to level, not enhance, political power in the national government. 20 The de
bate over constitutional reform thus comes full circle, back to the dilemma 
that Wilson first faced as a graduate student and was never able to resolve 
fully: formal amendment of the separation of powers appears to be a neces
sary precondition for the full establishment of responsible government in 
the United States, but barring an unforseen crisis, such a change is out of 
the question politically. 

If it is not possible to amend the forms of the separation of powers, then 
Wilsonians might draw some solace from the evidence pointing to the 
drawbacks of doing so. The first is age-old: while the separation of powers 
might keep what one wants to happen from happening, it can also put a stop 
to what one opposes. Consider the example of a reformer who in 1993 re
ported that he was supportive of President Clinton's initiatives in reaching 
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out to the 103d Congress. Yet he still held that constitutional reform was 
needed "to encourage cooperation between the branches, so that platforms 
can be enacted and implemented and the government held accountable for 
the results at the ensuing election." Two years later, however, during the 
104th Congress, in which the House was controlled by a Republican major
ity that had presented a clear platform to the voters, this same Wilsonian 
acknowledged that there was something to be said for a system that "checks 
power" and "protects the poor and the vulnerable, as well as the environ
ment, from the mean-spirited and reckless legions in the House of Repre
sentatives." 21 

It is also worth noting that the arguments of Wilson's formidable oppo
nent, Sir Henry Maine, still echo in Westminster. Reformers in the United 
Kingdom, the polity long regarded as the model of responsible government 
by American reformers, also look across the Atlantic for their model. They 
hold up the autonomy of Congress, the independence of American politi
cians, and the constitutional guarantee of rights in the United States as 
remedies for the government ministry's domination of Parliament, the tight 
party discipline, and the unwritten constitution that they see as stifling de
bate and threatening freedom in the British system. 22 

The separation of powers, moreover, can be defended not only as protec
tive of liberty but also, in some key respects, as conducive to efficient gov
ernment. Many Wilsonians have made a point of arguing that the eigh
teenth-century arrangement is especially obsolete, even dangerous, in the 
face of the international challenges of the twentieth century. 23 This critique 
certainly has not been validated here-quite the opposite, in fact. Woodrow 
Wilson discovered for himself during the war that there is much to be said 
for the "Newtonian Constitution" and the independent, energetic executive 
it provides for when governing in an emergency. The Framers of the Fifth 
French Republic acknowledged as much when framing their constitution 
amid the crisis of 1958. They self-consciously sought to create such a presi
dent, one with special responsibilities for foreign and defense policy, in order 
to prevent the turbulence and indecisiveness that had plagued government 
after government in the purely parliamentary Fourth Republic. 24 Contem
porary Wilsonians need to acknowledge that the separation of powers is not 
the hindrance to effective national security policy that they have made it 
out to be. 

Wilson's inability to secure Senate ratification of the Versailles Treaty 
does not disprove this point. Unlike the diplomatic and military crises of the 
war, in which Wilson needed to and could act quickly and unilaterally, the 
ratification issue allowed for, indeed, required, full deliberation and the es-
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tablishment of a broad, bipartisan consensus before action was taken. With
out this consensus, the nation's support for the new, extensive, and ongoing 
commitments required by the treaty would have been in doubt, and, by 
Wilson's own logic, the regime of collective security he envisioned would 
have been weakened. Lloyd Cutler is a Wilsonian wont to complain about 
how the separation of powers undermines foreign policy effectiveness, but 
even he admits that "there is merit to the view that treaties should indeed 
require the careful bi-partisan consultation essential to win a two-thirds 
majority." 25 

It is of course no easy thing to assemble a two-thirds majority in the 
Senate for treaty ratification, or, for that matter, to combine the presidential 
endorsement and simple majorities in both the House and Senate that are 
required for everyday legislation. The difficulty in assembling coalitions for 
action across the House, Senate, and presidency stems from the different po
litical interests, electoral imperatives, constitutional powers, and policy per
spectives of officeholders in these institutions. And, of course, in an age of 
divided government, partisanship does not solve but rather exacerbates this 
difficulty. It is certainly a cumbersome system, but the Founders designed it 
to ensure, insofar as they could, that any national policy emerging from it 
would be backed by a thoughtful and general consensus as is appropriate for 
an expansive and diverse republic.26 When there is a sustaining consensus 
behind a policy agenda, as there was during the New Freedom, the separa
tion of powers does not stand in the way. When, as in the case of the Versailles 
Treaty, the requisite support does not exist, the separation can and probably 
should lead to further debate or, if it comes to it, even outright gridlock. 27 

In light of the preceding discussion, the challenge for Wilsonians attempt
ing to develop a more workable synthesis of "responsible government under 
the Constitution" is to accept the emphasis of Wilson's phrase in a way that 
he never completely did. The goal, that is, should be to develop a program 
that fully comes to terms with the entrenched logic of the separation of 
powers and the benefits accruing under it, and that as a result seeks to com
plement and improve rather than supplant it. 

For this synthesis to take form, Wilsonians may well need to reconsider 
one of the key assumptions of their traditional model, namely, that the presi
dent is the American prime minister, the legislative leader of the majority 
party. Wilson's celebratory introduction of these roles in Constitutional Gov
ernment, as we have seen, coincided with an unmistakable theoretical am
bivalence. His presidency proved the ambivalence was justified. The prime 
ministerial conception of presidential leadership is completely confounded 
by divided government, which presidents have usually confronted in re-
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cent decades, and which Wilson faced after 1918. But even before the end of 
Wilson's first term, in which he worked with Democratic majorities, he was 
reaffirming the Congress-centered program for responsible government that 
he had put forward in his early writings, admitting in private conversations 
that he lacked the direct influence over the legislators to be the prime min
isterial leader for which he had long called.28 Then there is the great diffi
culty prime ministerial presidents face in reconciling their party leadership 
with the national leadership roles assigned to the president in the Constitu
tion. Partisan action, as Wilson knew, does not become the chief of state, 
chief executive, chief diplomat, and commander in chief. Time and again, 
on issues ranging from patronage to his participation in congressional elec
tions, he was torn between the imperatives of national and party leadership. 
And he pleased no one: by the end of his term his supporters believed him 
to be wrecking the party, while his opponents saw him as a zealous partisan. 

The point here is not that presidents should forgo legislative leadership 
or party action. The Constitution bids the executive to play a legislative role, 
and as Wilson demonstrated, a skillful president can have great impact. And 
so long as presidents campaign on a party ticket and use the party to bolster 
their administration, it will be a partisan office. That being said, presidents 
and political scientists need to recognize that the executive leadership of the 
legislative branch in the United States cannot match the efficiency that pre
vails in the Westminster model. There is also a need to acknowledge the stark 
tradeoffs between the party leadership role that Wilson essayed and the more 
fundamental national leadership roles that the Founders assigned to the 
office. Those wanting to bolster the authority of the presidency might return 
to the example of the early presidents, who sought to raise their administra
tions above the appearance (if not always the reality) of partisanship.29 A 
president, for example, could follow Wilson's general method of blending 
public rhetoric and private persuasion in working for a bill's adoption while 
abstaining from his open declarations that he was doing so as a party leader. 
Indeed, in a divided government, that option is the only one; in a united 
government, it still might be the best one. 

If the presidency-centered conception of party government has all too 
often undermined the authority of the office when vigorously pursued by 
executives, it has not done much for the parties either. The powers, incen
tives, and nonpartisan ideals accompanying the president's national leadership 
roles give him the means and the inclination to go his own way-with or 
without his party, as Wilson did in his diplomatic and wartime leadership. 
This tendency has been strengthened in the twentieth century by the dra
matic increase in the administrative power under the executive's command, 
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the spread of the direct primary, and the development of electronic media. 
Sidney Milkis and Theodore Lowi have persuasively argued that insofar as 
presidents beginning with Franklin Roosevelt have been able to govern 
administratively without depending on the regular support of their partisans 
in the legislature and to pursue their ambitions by appealing directly to vot
ers rather than relying on their parties to mobilize the electorate, the modern 
office is antithetical to the idea of party government. 30 

As Wilsonians reconsider the basics of their model, they might recognize 
that in contrast to the presidency, Congress is hospitable to partisanship. The 
presence of multiple officeholders with divergent views and ample oppor
tunity to express them allows and even calls for party action. The Founders 
expected partisans in their legislature and did not see this prospect as nec
essarily undesirable. In Federalist 70, Publius contrasted the different purposes 
of the sole-and thus energetic-executive and the more numerous-and 
thus deliberative-legislature. Speaking of the workings of the legislature, 
he observed that "the differences of opinion, and the jarrings of parties ... 
though they may sometimes obstruct salutary plans, yet often promote de
liberation and circumspection, and serve to check excesses in the major
ity." 31 

That ample room is given to party government in the workings of Con
gress is especially true for the House of Representatives, the most majori
tarian body in the Founders' design, the body that they intended to be most 
responsive to public opinion. Wilson deemed these general elements as es
sential components of responsible government. The same holds true for the 
unmistakable interdependence of leaders and followers and the regular and 
clear confrontation of opposing parties that characterize the House. Its lead
ers are selected by the members of the majority party, who delegate power 
to their leadership in order to realize common party goals more efficiently. 
These leadership posts are coveted by the more ambitious and proven legis
lators because they carry the power to exercise significant if not compelling 
control over what Congress does. At the same time, however, if the leaders 
want to maintain the power that has been delegated to them, they must serve 
the purposes of their supporters in the majority. 32 One of the challenges the 
majority leadership confronts in this regard is defending their party against 
criticism from their counterparts in the minority. If debate between the 
parties in the House of Representatives does not always produce the elo
quence and high drama of the House of Commons, it nevertheless does 
provide a forum in which the two parties regularly raise and debate the 
issues facing the nation. 

What is more, developments in recent decades have revealed a poten-
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tial for party action and leadership in the House that many political scien
tists, subscribing to Wilson's depiction of a decentralized and parochial Con
gress, have long assumed was impossible. Students of these frends have taken 
to calling the collective result "conditional party government." "The 'con
dition' in conditional party government;' John Aldrich and David Rohde 
state, "is that there is reasonable cohesion on policy preferences within each 
party and differentiation between the two."33 This condition has largely 
prevailed in the 1980s and 1990s. Following broad changes in the electorate, 
most notably the drift of conservative southerners into the GOP, which 
made the Democratic Party more liberal and the Republican Party more 
conservative, the parties in the House have become more ideologically co
herent and polarized. This change has led both Democratic and Republi
can majorities to limit the ability of committees to thwart common party 
goals and to empower party leaders to achieve them. As a result, Democratic 
Speakers Jim Wright and Tom Foley and Republican Speaker Newt Gingrich 
have been able to exercise a real agenda-setting power.34 The rise to power 
of Gingrich is especially interesting, demonstrating that a legislator with 
great ambition and a vision that resonates with his fellow partisans can fa
cilitate a transformation in the goals of the party's delegation. Gingrich was 
not simply an agent empowered by a unified group of partisans in the 104th 
Congress; he helped bring about that unity. 35 

The new possibilities of party action and leadership in the House allow 
for a sharper and more focused debate over the means and ends of govern
ment. These possibilities also cut away at the common but problematic ex
pectation that party and legislative leadership can only be exercised from 
the White House. And they do so within the context of the separation of 
powers. Gingrich and his Republican majority, for example, for all of their 
initial revolutionary momentum, could only start the debate and present 
their legislation to the other institutions in the lawmaking nexus; they could 
not dictate the outcome. House majorities that want to retain their power 
and sustain their agenda have no choice but to work with senators and presi
dents to frame policies backed by a sustaining consensus in the large and 
diverse American nation.36 

This concluding sketch of possibilities for a new Wilsonian synthesis does 
not provide for responsible government of the sort that Wilson always held 
up as the ideal. Rather, it is offered as a closer approximation-and no doubt 
others can be developed-of what responsible government must be under 
the Constitution. Woodrow Wilson traveled a good way down this intellec
tual road. American political scientists, with the benefit of his example, the 
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insight of his teachings, and the lessons of his presidency, can and should go 
further. 

In the final paragraph of Congressional Government, Woodrow Wilson 
made a point of saluting "the sound sense and practical genius of the great 
and honorable statesmen of I 787 ." He challenged his fellow citizens to live 
up to their example of statesmanship not through "blind worship" of the 
Constitution but rather through critical scrutiny of how it had come to 
work in their own day. "When we shall have examined all its parts without 
sentiment;' Wilson argued, "and gauged all its functions by the standards of 
practical common sense, we shall have established anew our right to the 
claim of political sagacity."37 To honor the example of Wilson's statesman
ship, we must submit his program for responsible government to the same 
unsentimental examination. 
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